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Abstract

This thesis investigated children's theory ol’ mind explanation. In Chapter 1 the theory of mind 

literature, which cenires on ihc false belief task (Wimmer & Pemer, 1983), is reviewed in the context 

of two theoretical approaches lo iheory of mind. The firsi approach accounts for development in terms 

of a shift in children's iheory of mind compeicnce (CS accounts). The second views development as 

involving an early (perhaps innate) and stable theoiy of mind competence, coupled with changes in the 

performance resources hypothesized to be responsible for deploying this competence (CO accounts). 

A ftirther approach to commonsense psycholog)', which challenges the idea tliat the child has access 

to a "theory" of mind at all, was dealt with in Chapter 2.

In Chapter 3 a test of a recent CC theoiy was presented. Two experiments provided evidence 

compatible with the CC approach. However, problems in interpretation were identified tliat suggested 

the investigation of children's explanations would be profitable.

The next four chapters were concemed with explanation. The explanation literature was reviewed, with 

special attention paid to methodolog)'. A scheme for the categorization of explanations in terms of their 

hypothesized resource retiuirements was constructed. Children's explanations for simple search actions 

under various conditions were then investigated.

The results of the first investigations (Chapter 5 ) showed that children's explanations of successful 

actions, that is, those that satisfied an agent's expressed desire, were invariably desire-based. 

Unsuccessful actions were explained in temis of the agent's (false) beliefs, but only when there was no 

simpler desire explanation. A simple model of explanation was proposed to account for these results. 

In the next investigation (Chapter 6), the relationship between belief-based action explanation and 

belief-based action prediction was shown to depend on local task structure rather than the child's 

presumed competence stage. Such an effect was argued to be more easily accommodated within a CC 

rather than a CS approach to theory of mind. Finally, the action explanation paradigm was applied to 

the study of Self-Other differences in theory of mind (Chapter 7).Children were shown to be able to 

use video evidence to explain their own false belief-based actions better than the actions of another 

agent. Because no conceptual difference is hypothesizedjto existbetween reasoning about oneself and 

reasoning about another, the results were once again interpreted as favouring CC theory approaches 

over CS theory approaches.

In the last chapter, some conclusions arc drawn and future directions are identified.
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CHAPTER 1

Theory of mind: evidence and theory

1.1 Introduction

"Theory o f mind" refers to the capacity to predict and explain the behaviour of 

others by the attribution of mental states such as beliefs and desires. This thesis examines 

the development of children's theory of mind, paying special attention to their explanation 

o f action, an area that has been relatively neglected. In this first chapter I present a review 

o f the experiments that have been performed, and the theories that have been devised, in 

charting the child's acquisition of a theoiy of mind during the preschool period. The review, 

like much of the literature, is concerned largely with action prediction and belief attribution. 

1 deal specifically with explanation experiments in Chapter 4.

1.1.1 A terminological dispute

The temi "theory-of-mind" was coined by Premack and W oodruff (1978):

An individual has a theory of mind if he imputes mental states to himself and others. A system 

of inferences ol' such a kind is properly viewed as a theory because such states are not directly 

observable, and the system can lie used to make predictions about the behaviour of others. 

tPremack & Woodruff, 197S, p515).

The term "theory-of-mind" is theory laden in more than just the obvious sense, 

because within both philosophy of mind and psychology, the notion that these capacities are 

actually subserved by some theory-like strtictttre does not go unchallenged. Perhaps for this 

reason, this package of capabilities has travelled under many other names - folk psychology, 

commonsense psychology, mentalizing and mindreading are Just a few. The theories I will 

discuss all see themselves as brands of "theory-theor>'" (Morton, 1980), though there are 

a variety of views about what are the implications for cognitive structures of attributing a 

"theory" to the child. Despite some misgivings voiced in the present chapter, I will explain 

in Chapter 2 why I persist in talking of a "theory of mind".
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1.1.2 The false belief task

The "central" task around which much of the theoretical work pivots is the "false 

belief task. The form of this task was suggested independently by Bennett (1978), Dennett 

(1978) and Hannan (1978), in their commentaries on Premack & W oodruff (1978). 

Premack & Woodruff had attributed a theory of mind to chimpanzees on the basis of what 

they saw as evidence that the chimpanzees could impute intention to human actors. 

According to Bennett. Dennett and Hannan however, the chimpanzees might have 

responded on the basis of their own intention. The type of evidence required for the claim, 

as Harman puts it, is as follows:

There is no reason lo require more ol' the ehimp ilian ol an acluli human being. Suppose that 
a subject chimpanzee sees a second cinmpanzec waicli a banana being placed into one of two 
opaque pots. The second chimpanzee is then distracted while the banana is removed from the 
first pot and placed into the second, if ihe subject chimpanzee expects the second chimpanzee 
to reach into the pot which originally contained the banana, that would seem to show it has a 
conception of mere Ixdicf. (1978, p576).

The diagnostic test, as it were, for an individual to be said to possess a theory of 

mind is thus for that individual to be able to attribute a belief to another that conflicts with 

the first individual's belief

Wimmer & Perner (1983) seized on this specification, and carried out a sirriilar task 

with children aged between three and nine years. In the task the child watched a character 

who at t() placed a "bait" object in Location A and then departed. While she was away 

another person moved the bait object to Location B (creating a new situation at tj). The 

child was asked to predict where the first character would look for the bait item on her 

return. Wimmer & Perner found that children younger than five years of age performed very 

poorly on this task. Baron-Cohen, Leslie & Frith (1985) slightly simplified the task content, 

in order to present it to autistic children. On this simplified version (the Sally/Anne version), 

a majority of 4-year-olds gave the correct answer, that the character would look in A, while 

most 3-year-olds predicted that the character would look in B, the new location. The 

present consensus is that a striking shift in perfomiance on this task occurs between age 

three and four (see for example .Astingron & Gopnik. 1991), and the Sally/Anne version of 

the false belief task has hence become the standard version.
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1.2 Review overview

There are now hundreds of experimental papers that report the results of tests in 

which children were presented with false belief tasks. I will be concentrating on the 

attribution of false beliefs in the review that follows. 1 have described above the paradigm 

that was adopted//rs7. but before presenting any more specific experimental details, I will 

outline a framework that identifies the different /brm.v that these tasks can come in: a 

classification of belief attribution and other theor\' of mind tasks.' I will then consider the 

theory of theory of mind, and having drawn a distinction between two main classes of 

"theory-theory", I will outline some selected positions within each class. The theoretical 

accounts will be supplemented with the results from experiments or groups of experiments 

as required. By the end of this, 1 will have come down in favour of one class of theory- 

theory, and it is in testing a specific instance within this class that the empirical work begins 

in Chapter 3.

1.3 Types of theory of mind task

As one would expect, the largest group of tasks concerns the attribution of beliefs, 

and this group of tasks will be subdivided. 1 propose to introduce an additional three types 

o f task, although arguably some of these types are actually belief attribution tasks of one 

sort or another.

1.3.1 Belief attribution tasks

Belief attribution tasks require the child to attribute a belief to an agent, as outlined 

in the original false belief task o f Wimmer & Perner. There are two main factors which I will 

use to classify the procedures of belief attribution tasks. The first factor concerns the 

circumstances/situation in which the belief is created. The second factor is whether the 

question to the child is a direct question about the agent’s belief or alternatively a question 

that gets at the agent’s belief indirectly, such as asking where they might look or what they

Note that in the first instance this will be a classification of types of task procedure, and will consider features 
such as the questioning and situation under which the belief attribution takes place. The experiments can also of 
course be classified in terms of the results that they yield and which theoretical positions they, i) were designed 
to sup^wrt and ii) actually do support. 1 will endeavour lo provide analysis at this level after having presented the 
"procedural" classi fication.
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might say.

To illustrate, in Wimmer & Perner (1983) the false belief is created in an action 

based scenario (where an agent has a desire for a bait object) through an object changing 

location. False beliefs created in these sons of circumstances I will describe as action-based. 

The test question asked in Wimmer & Perner is an indirect assessment of the character's 

belief, because it actually requires a prediction of an action that will follow as a consequence 

of the false belief.

Consider now a different false belief task, first used by Hogrefe, W immer & Perner 

(1986), the use of which has since become extremely widespread. In this task a false belief 

was implanted by the use of a deceptive container: a child was confronted with a chocolate 

box (usually Smanies, hence the task is known as the "Smarties" task), and the child's belief 

about the contents was solicited. I'he box was opened and revealed to contain a different 

object (e.g. a pencil). The child was asked to state whai she thought was in the box before 

it was opened  (or alternatively what another child waiting outside would think was inside 

the box). Once again, children below the age of about four had difficulty with this, stating 

that they thought the box contained pencils. Above this age, children were able to correctly 

identify their past false belief. This type of task I \\ill describe as the deceptive box 

paradigm.^

Note that this second task asks the child directly about the agent's belief, but could 

easily have used an indirect question, such as asking the child what they said was in the box. 

Likewise, in the Wimmer & Perner action prediction task, a direct question about the 

character's belief when she came back into the room could have been adopted instead of 

asking children to predict where she would search. Any combination o f these factors is in 

principle possible, and the breakdown is shown in Figure 1.1.

This coarse-grained categorization can be refined. There are for example many 

different indirect measures that have been used to assess belief understanding. These

Many belief attribuiion tasks contain an elemcni of deception in the ' cover story", in choosing the terms I have 
tried to emphasize the situations in which tiie beliefs arc implanted. In the "Smarties" task, however, an additional 
feature is that an utterance is elicited as an indication (ÏÏ' the child's commitment to the belief. This feature is 
conceptually important, and in Chapter 7 , 1 pick up on the "utterance-based" nature o f this group of tasks, when 
I l(X )k  at Self-Other dilferences in theory of mind. Deceptive box tasks are distinct from tasks that employ active 
deception (i.e. implanting a false lielief in another) as an indirect measure of belief understanding (see Section 
1.3.2).
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include; what an agent would say (Wimmer & Hartl, 1991), which item an agent's utterance 

refers to (Robinson & Mitchell, 1992) and even where the child looks in anticipation when 

an agent is about to reappear (Clements & Perner, in press). These details will be made clear 

in the course of the review.

ACTION BASED UTTERANCE BASED

DIRECT Wellman & Bartsch Hogrefe Wimmer & Pemer

(1988) (1986)

Wimmer & Pcmcr Wimmer & Hartl
INDIRECT (1983) (1991)

Figure 1.1 Types of belief attribution task. An exam ple of 
each type is given.

1.3.2 Deception tasks

Many of the false belief attribution tasks described above use "deception", be it as 

a "cover story" (e.g. playing a trick on the protagonist), or to create a false belief in the 

subject (which must then be identified). The tasks I categorize in this section however, 

require children to deceive another agent by Implanting a false belief. These tasks were 

originally assumed to be an indirect measure of belief understanding; after all, if one can 

deceive an agent by implanting a false belief, then one can understand false belief, or so the 

logic goes. Chandler Fritz & Hal a (1989) made this sort of argument in presenting a 

deception task to very young children. Children of age two and a half were shown to be 

capable o f laying a false trail to "trick" a protagonist out of treasure. M ore recently 

however, it was shown that the 2-year-olds did not discriminate between helping and
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deceiving a protagonist, laying false trails under both conditions (Sodian, Taylor, Harris & 

Perner, 1991).

The assumption that these tasks are a form of belief attribution has since been 

questioned, and a distinction has been drawn between their deceptive and strategic demands 

(e.g. Sodian & Frith, 1992, Hughes & Russell, 1993). I will return to this issue in Section

1.9.4.

1.3.3 Misrepresentation tasks

There are two main tjpes o f misrepresentation paradigm. The first, which dates back 

almost as far as the original false belief task, involves an object that appears to be one thing 

but is really another (e.g. a sponge that looks like a rock). This "appearance-reality" task, 

as it is known, was introduced by Flavell & his colleagues (Flavell, Flavell & Green, 1983). 

After having been shown that the "rock" was really a sponge, children were required to state 

both what the item looked like and whai it really really was. Children made realist errors 

(looks like sponge, really is sponge) before age four, but were accurate thereafter.^ There 

is obvious similarity between this task and the "Smarties" task, which has led some authors 

(e.g. Pemer, Leekham & Wimmer, 1987) to argue that asking what the object "looked like" 

is really an indirect way of asking for a belief attribution: what would a given person think 

this item was if they saw it?

The second t\pe of misrepresentation task is closely tied to theoretical positions that 

stress understanding of the role of "representation" in theory of mind. These tasks involve 

children assigning values to various types of public representation (e.g. photographs, maps, 

signs) under conditions similar to the false belief task. For example, in the false photo task 

(Zaitchik, 1990) a photo is taken at t„, the target object is replaced by another object at tj 

and the child is asked to say what object is in ilie photo. Once again, the results showed a 

shift in perfomiance at around age four. The important issues that arise from 

misrepresentation tasks are the relationship that they have with belief attribution tasks 

(Zaitchik, 1990; Perner. Leekham, Myers, Davis & Ogders, 1994), and the nature of this 

relationship in normal and autistic populations (e.g. Leekham & Pem er, 1991; Leslie &

In diffcreni versions of the lask, ihc errors were phenomenalisi (e.g. looks like appearance, really is 
appearance).
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Thaiss, 1992).

1.3.4 Tasks involving other mental states

From the discussion so far it might appear that the ability of young children to 

attribute beliefs is the only important topic in "theor>' of mind". It is true that this is where 

m ost emphasis is placed, in pan because of its perceived philosophical importance as an 

"acid test" of theory of mind (Bennett, 1978: Dennett, 1978; Harman, 1978; and also 

Pemer, 1988, 1991, in press). However, the ability of children to understand other mental 

states, specifically those of pretend  and desire, is also imponant in theoretical accounts of 

theory of mind acquisition. I will include descriptions of tasks involving the attribution of 

these other mental states in this review. The mental state of desire turns out to be especially 

important when one considers children's explanation of action, and more detailed review of 

the relationship between desire reasoning and belief reasoning appears in subsequent 

chapters.

1.3.5 Significant omissions

Before nx)ving to the theoretical accounts, 1 will note briefly the omission from this 

review of experiments concerned with the development of theory o f mind before age two. 

The theories do not all assume that there is no story to be told before two, and there is 

considerable diversity in the abilities that have been characterized as "precursors" to theory 

of mind (e.g. imitation - .Meltzolf' & Gopnik, 1993: shared affect - Hobson, 1990; and shared 

attention - Baron-Cohen, 1994). 1 will not be dealing in detail here with any of these 

proposals, since 1 am concemed with the characterization of the later theory o f mind. For 

a clear and ambitious "full story", see Baron-Cohen (1994) and associated commentaries 

(e.g. Happé; Heyes & Gemian: Mitchell & Saltmarsh: Segal; all 1994).

1.4 "Theory-theories": competence shift versus competence continuity

The theory-theories that 1 will present in the course of the rest o f this review can be 

placed into one of two broad categories. I draw the distinction in terms of the general 

approach to accounting for what is a striking shift in performance on the false belief task 

(Wimmer & Perner, 1983). The first class of theories attempts to account for this shift in



terms of a shift in competence. Roughly, this amounts to attempting to characterize what 

a child "knows about" or "does not know about" at each age. The younger child has an 

absent or deficient concept of "belief, "false-belief or "representation", and so fails the 

false-belief task. The older child has acquired the concept, and so passes. The child's theory 

o f mind undergoes a number of shifts on this view, and gradually becomes closer to the 

adult theory. Theories of this type are differentiated in terms of i) precisely what 

theories/concepts the younger child is credited with and ii) how change in the child's theory 

is supposed to come about; they are similar in that they consider the end-point of this 

process to be a representational understanding of the mind." 1 will use the term Competence 

Shift theory-theories (CS theories) to refer to this class. Many authors subscribe to a theory- 

theory of this type (Gopnik & Wellman. 1992; Perner. 1991; Wellman, 1990) and they have 

hence been argued to represent the "consensus view" among developmental psychologists 

(Gopnik, 1993).

The second class of theory-iheory rejects the notion that stage-like shifts in 

perfomiance need be explained in lemis of siage-like conceptual development. As far as 

competence is concerned, children are assumed to have essentially the same theory of mind 

concepts throughout the period of the shift. The tasks used to "diagnose" theory of mind, 

however, also require certain other general processing abilities, or performance demands, 

and it is the development of some general resource that allows older children to pass tasks 

that younger children fail. On this view then, it is not the theor>' that changes, but rather the 

efficiency with which it can be deployed. Theories within this class are differentiated in 

terms of what the processing resource(s) might be. I will use the term Competence 

Continuity theory-theoiy (CC theories) to refer to this class.

1.5 C om petence shift theory theories

There are two grains at which the distinctions between CS theories can be cast. 

Firstly, there are differences in the nature of the theory' that the child is posited to m ow tfrom  

to get to a representational understanding of the mind. Gopnik (1993a) mentions how 

difficult it is to characterize a conception of the mind that is profoundly different from o u r ,

In fact, there are also differences in precisely how seriously the notion of representation is implicated. This is 
discussed in more detail in the sections dealing with specific theories (e.g. Sections 1.6 and 1.7).
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own. The three-year old has been described by different authors as having "cognitive 

connections" to the world (Flaveil, 1988), having a "copy theory of belief" (Wellman, 1990), 

having a view analogous to a "Gibsonian or Dretskean (Dretske, 1981) view of the mind" 

(Astington & Gopnik, 1991), and as being a "situation theorist", (Perner, 1991). These turn 

out to be remarkably similar proposals: indeed, in the words of Gopnik herself:

[TJhe ihcory-theory accouiiLs advanced by myscIFand others (such as Flavell [1988], Wellman 
[1990], and Pemer [1991]) have shown a striking degree of convergence (to the dismay, I 
sometimes suspect, of their indcpcndcni-mindcd advocates). (1993f?, pp 90-91).

There are, nevertheless, points of difference worthy of discussion, which I will deal with in 

the next sections.

Differences can also be cast at a more interesting grain. The two specific issues that 

will come up in the review concern i) how much importance is attached to the notion o f  

representation in the theories and ii) how much emphasis is placed on the phenomenon of 

transition between theories. 1 will outline two CS theories, which have complementary 

mixes of the two qualities expressed alx>ve: the Wellman-Gopnik theory, which stresses the 

"mechanism" of theory change, and the Perner theory, which is clearest in advocating a full 

"representational theory of mind" (RTM) in the young child.

1.6 The child-as-scieiUi.st theory (W ellnuin-(îopnik)

As noted above, the initial empirical findings in the theory of mind domain revealed 

a sharp divide between 3- and 4-year-olds on a number of tasks: notably false belief tasks, 

both action-based and deceptive box versions (Wimmer & Pemer 1983; Hogrefe et al., 

1986; Perner et al.. 1987), and appearance-reality tasks (Flavell et al., 1983). In addition, 

investigators reported high correlations in performance between all these tasks (Astington 

& Gopnik, 1988). More recent findings, such as the "false" photograph task (Zaitchik, 

1990), and scepticism about demonstrations of deception in young children (Chandler et al., 

1989; Sodian et al., 1991: see Section 1.3.2), buoyed the general outlook: that some 

(severe) conceptual deficit in the 3-year-old, coupled with some conceptual development 

subsequently, could account for all these results. The deficit in question is held in this theory 

to be the absence of a "representational nxidel of mind" (Forguson & Gopnik, 1988; Gopnik 

& Wellman, 1992). For example in Gopnik & Wellman (1992):
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[Tlhe child's view of the mind becomes fully intentional. To use Dretske's terminology 
perceiving becomes perceiving that, and desiring becomes desiring that, we might even add, 
that believing becomes believing that (Dretske, 1981). (1992, p i53).

But what of the younger child? What sort of conceptual competence gives way to 

a representational understanding of mind?

1.6.1 Desires to beliefs to representation

For the Wellman-Gopnik theory, the initial conception of the mind is mentalistic, and 

two basic categories of mental state cover each of Searle's (1983) "directions of fit" between 

mind and world. Desire covers the world-to-mind direction (in that the state of the world 

is fitted to meet the desire), while percepiion covers the mind-to-world direction (in that the 

perception is made to fit the contents of (he world).

Desires and perceptions are held to be understood in non-representational terms at 

this stage: desires as simple drives toward objects and perceptions as simple awareness of 

objects. In neither case need the child conceive of a complex relationship to a proposition. 

The evidence for desire understanding comes from Wellman & Woolley (1990), who 

showed that (older) 2-year-olds could predict the cessation of an agent's first action 

(searching for a pet) and the start of a second action (taking the pet to school), when their 

desire was satisfied (they found the pel ). They could equally predict the continuance of the 

search action when the desire had not been satisfied (they found nothing or a different pet). 

A critical discussion of this experiment appears in Chapter 5, but it is interesting to note that 

the simple drive notion of desire has attracted considerable criticism. Firstly, it is not 

complicated enough to do the work that Wellman wants it to. As Leslie (in press) points 

out, denying the child the ability to represent a pm positional content as the object of the 

desire makes the putative desire notion almost useless for predicting behaviour:

When Wellman's child thinks of Mary as wanting an apple, he is incapable of representing 
what Mary wants to do with the apple. When Wellman's child thinks that Billy wants a swing, 
he cannot represent whether Billy wants to sit on the swing, swing on the swing, just sidle up 
and be close to the swing, or anything else specific. Billy simply wants the swing, full stop.
(Leslie, in press).

Wellman himself has demonstrated that children are able to predict specific actions from 

desire. Wellman's desire notion cannot explain how the 2-year-old children in the Wellman
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& Woolley (1990) task, described above, can predict that an agent will visit school once 

(s)he has found the desired object. A drive notion of desire cannot allow a child to predict 

the agent will visit school once the pet is found, because "to take the pet to school" is a 

proposition, not simply an object.

Secondly, children must take at least some aspect of the belief component into 

account by age two because they are able to understand situations in which agents do not 

act in way that is objectively conducive to satisfying their desires, for example, when agents 

are pretending (Leslie, 1987, 1988, 1994). Leslie's own position with respect to desires is 

detailed in Section 1.9. Now, 1 turn to the next stage in the W ellman-Gopnik theory.

1.6.2 Beliefs as copies

The next stage in competence in the Wellman-Gopnik theory-theory is based on an 

elegant set of experiments done in the late 1980's (Wellman & Bartsch, 1988). These 

experiments were action-based, indirect belief attribution tasks, using a question about 

where an agent would look for a bait object. The authors manipulate the story character's 

beliefs, whether these beliefs correspond to reality and whether reality is known to the child. 

A summary of the tasks and results appears in Table 1.1 below.

In seven out of eight tasks that the children's performance was good; the only task 

at which 3-year-old children performed poorly was the task that required them to 

understand an explicit false belief. This pattern was interpreted as indicating that 3-year-olds 

understand belief, but false be lie f For 3-year-olds, beliefs are copies of reality.

Perner (1989) criticized this claim, arguing that the data do not support it. He 

outlined three strategies that the children might have adopted in solving the tasks. None of 

these strategies required the child to understand belief, and two of them apply to all the 

seven tasks on which Wellman & Bartsch showed better perfomiance in the younger 

children. He concentrated most on the third of these three strategies, the claim that 

"thinking" is not necessarily "belief".
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Table 1.1 Tasks and results of Wellman & Bartsch 1988 (Experiments 2 & 3) 

Task Features Result

Standard Belief Ayem 's belief explicitly mentioned, actual 
location unknown.

Not Belief Agent's Ixtiiefthai object not in location men
tioned, actual location unknown.

90%

Not Own Belief Subject's bclici' solicited, agent given opposite 
belicl, actual location unknown.

83%

Changed Belief Agent has one Ivlicl'. then changes to another, 
actual location unknown.

90%

Inferred Belief No bclici' mentioned, agent said to have seen 
object in one location, actual location not known.

Inferred Belief 
Conlrol

N o belief m entioned, agent said to have seen  
object in one location ruM other, objects seen in 
both  location^.

88%

Discrepant Belief Agent Isclievcs object in one location but not 
O th er , objects seen in hoih  locations.

Explicit False-Belief Object said to be in one location, agettt believes 
object is in other (wTong) location.

16%

This claim is part o f  Perner’s own theoretical position, and it will be outlined in 

greater detail in Section 1.7.1. Briefly however, the claim was that thinking m ight have been 

understood as thinking o/ rather than ihinkin}’ that by the children in these experiments. For 

example, the Discrepant Belief experiment becomes:

L ook there are bananas in the cupboard and bananas in the fr idge. Jane 
wants a banana. Jane onlv thinks o f  the bananas in the cupboard; she
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doesn't think (m itc h f o f  the bananas in the fridge.

The children passed those seven tasks where interpreting "see" and "think" as indicating 

preference lead to the correct response. The other task, the / one that required an 

understanding of "think" as belief, was not passed.

Wellman & Bartsch (1989) replied to these criticisms. They claimed that Perner’s 

strategies did not cover the results in the way that he claimed. Although two of Pemer's 

strategies applied to each of the tasks, it was not always the same two, implying that 

children must have been able to switch selectively between them. In addition, the strategies 

give a clear prediction on the Explicit False-Belief task - that children should have passed.^ 

There are, nevertheless, problems with the copy theory of belief. For example, 

Perner (1991) argued that the copy theory of belief cannot in fact account for performance 

on the Not Own task (see Table 1.1). Perner’s argument was that if children understand 

belief as a direct copy of reality, then this commits them to assuming that an object is in two 

locations at the same time: in the location of which the agent's belief is a copy and  in the 

(other) location of which their own belief is a copy. Fodor (1992), has made a similar point.

1.6.3 How stage-like is Hie compelence shill?

I present in this section some of the evidence that proves problematic for the 

Wellman-Gopnik theory. This evidence is in fact problematic for CS theories in general, but 

I present parts of it here because it was instrumental in provoking Wellman & Gopnik's 

subsequent emphasis on the "mechanisms" of theor>' change (Wellman, 1990; Gopnik & 

Wellman, 1992; Gopnik, 1993). I will outline two important experiments that undermine the 

notion o f a sharp coinpeiencc shift during children's development of theor}' of mind, a 

deceptive box example and an act ion-based example.

Mitchell & Lacohée (1991). report a variation on the "Smarties" task. Their 

experimental condition differed from the usual procedure in the inclusion o f "posting" phase.

5

Pemer includes this as a reminder ihai ihinkine can carry in Forma lion about preference.

6

Perner has recently introduced the notion of "prelicf" as an elaboration of his "3-year-old" theory (Perner, in 
press). 1 will deal with it in Section 1.7.1.
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The children posted a picture of Smarties into an opaque container (a "postbox") at the time 

of their first belief-based utterance (i.e. before the box had been opened). When these 

children were asked the direct belief attribution question, the great majority were able to 

answer correctly. In a control condition, where children posted an irrelevant picture (of 

Mickey Mouse), there was no improvement. The authors suggest that providing a "marker" 

for the child's belief, can overcome the child's tendency to respond by referring to reality. 

Mitchell's "reality masking hypothesis" is a version of competence continuity theory-theory, 

and I will postpone more detailed discussion of the proposal until later. For the moment, 

note that false belief acknowledgement below age four is not in principle compatible with 

CS theories.

The action-based experimeni was periormed by Siegal & Beattie (1991), but 

received little attention in the literature. The authors used an indirect (where will x look..?) 

attribution task based on the Explicit False Belief task of Wellman & Bartsch (1988; see also 

Table 1.1). In the experimental condition, the question carried extra information that 

specified that it was where they would look //>.s7 that was important. This manipulation 

improved perfonnance dramatically. Moreover, a second experiment ruled out the possibility 

that asking about the first look would demonstrate that the first look would definitely fail. 

The second experiment used the same manipulation, but required the children to predict 

action from a true belief. Children were not directed into picking the empty location, as 

would be expected if some simple strategy was operating.^ Like the Mitchell & Lacohée 

( 1991 ) study, this result embarrasses CS theories.

These two experiments, among others, have blunted what was originally seen as 

quite a shaip shift in peifonnance, and thereby undemiined the neat mapping between stage

like performance and stages of competence. It is this counter-evidence that has provoked 

a newer slant to the Gopnik-Wellman position, one that emphasizes an analogy between the 

scientist-as-theorist and the child-as-theorist.

1.6,4 A mechanism for theory change?

Some theorists have drawn an analogy between theory change in science and theory

There is a i'uriher objeciion lo (his siuciy. bui (his loo has ixîen dcali with (Surian & Leslie, 1994). I will outline 
this further issue in Chapter 3.
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change in cognitive development (Carey, 1985, 1988; Karmiloff-Smith, 1988). Gopnik & 

Wellman (1992) appeal to the analogy to account for the transition between a child's 

successive theories of mind. Their point is summarized as follows.

In science, there are periods of time where theorists find themselves between two 

theories. For example, the 50 years between the publication of the ideas of Copernicus, and 

Kepler's theory o f planetaiy nxivement. In these periods there is an accumulation of counter

evidence which gradually forces scientists to accept a new theoretical perspective:

[I]n a iransiiionai period the crucial idea of the new theory can appear as an auxiliary 
hypothesis couched in the vocabulary of the original theory, or be used to deal with 
particularly salient counter-evidence (Gopnik & Wellman, 1992, pp 156-157).

Gopnik & Wellman are now in a position to explain the salient counter-evidence 

described above to the competence shift theories: the children in these situations are positing 

cui hoc auxiliary hypotheses to pass these tasks, but have not yet learned to apply the new 

(representational) theory more generally, l^he new representational view, when it is acquired 

after this transitional period, is one that totally replaces the old theory:

I The reprcscuiaiioual model of die mind] is an esscniial pari of the commonsense adult notion 
of intentionality. (Gopnik, 1993«, p6).

There are, however, problems with the child-as-scientist metaphor when it is used as 

explanation. The most serious is the underspecification of the "mechanism of change". In 

the case of the auxiliaiy hypotheses posited by the child, for example, it would be desirable 

to have some indication of at least i) where these theories might come from, ii) what 

constrains the admissibility of the hypotheses tested and iii) why the same specific range of 

hypotheses is tested by all children given the large number of possible hypotheses (see also 

Russell, 1992; Leslie & German, in press).^

There is also a touch of irony about this strong emphasis on the "child as scientist" analogy. Another way of 
looking at the situation is lo view Gopnik & Wellman's ap]ieal to children positing "auxiliary hypotheses" as an 
auxiliary hypothesis itself. After all, it is used to deal with salient counter-evidence to the CS theories o f theory 
of mind. Not only is tliis "auxiliary hy;iothesis" auxiliary Inq^othesis ad hoc, but a theory "limping along under 
the weight of its auxiliary hypotheses" in Gopnik & Wellman's own words, is "ugly and messy instead of beautiful 
and simple" (1992, pi 49).
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1.7 The Rcpresentulional theory of mind theory (Perner)

Pem er (1988, 1991, in press), offers u CS theory that also reserves a special place 

for the notion o f  representation, but makes far more specific claims about the child's 

"representational theory o f  mind" (RTM) than the Gopnik-Wellman position. Perner's 

account also differs from Gopnik-Wellman with respect to the notion o f  theory change.

Perner 's  criticisms o f  Wellman's copy theor\' o f  belief (see Section 1.6.2) were 

motivated by his different views on the theory o f  mind that should be attributed to the 3- 

year-old. According to Perner, the theory that precedes the RTM is best characterized as 

a "situation theory" (Perner, 1988, 1991 i. More recently, he has introduced the notion o f  

" p r e l i e f  ( Perner. in press), which is a notion that fits in to the earlier theory, ra ther than 

replacing it (Perner. personal communication). 1 will focus on Perner's most recent 

exposition o f  his ideas (Perner. in press) in the outline that follows.

1.7.1 Siliiafion tlieori.sts and the prelief hypothesis

Perner argues that 3-year-olds are "Situation theorists" because they understand 

mental states as rcUnions in scnianiicnllv ('valuable situations. They do not how ever 

understand that these relations are semantically evaluable. This distinction is shown in Table 

1 . 2 .

Table 1.2 Situation versus Representation theorists (Perner, in press)

Under
standing

Equivalent to... Situation theorist?

Mental state as 
relation to 
semantically 
evaluable situation

Ô -  - -  attitude —* (P), P is false yes

M ental state as 
evaluating relations 
to semantically 
evaluable situations

0 ----- attitude —» (P is true), P is false. no
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Semantic evaluation of propositions, in the situation theorist, takes place only 

outside the mental state term. By contrast, the representation theorist understands mental 

states as I relations to semantically evaluable situations] that are themselves evaluated by 

the holder o f the mental state. This ability amounts to understanding i) that propositions are 

being evaluated and ii) that different people might evaluate one and the same proposition 

differently. Perner argues that situation theory, as represented in Table 1.2, is used to 

understand desire, and can account for performance on simple desire reasoning tasks (e.g. 

Wellman & Woolley, 1990; see also Section 1.6.1 and Chapter 5 [Section 5.4.2]; Yuill, 

1984). Perner illustrates this as follows;

Unfulfilled desire: O ----- wants —► (P), and P = false

Fulfilled desire: O ----- wants —» (P), and P = true

Moving to belief understanding, he disagrees with the idea that the young child has 

no notion o f belief (yd "simple desire psychology", Wellman & Woolley), on the strength of 

the evidence from pretend play (Leslie. 1987: see also Section 1.9). Children are capable of 

understanding that agents can act in ways that do not objectively satisfy their desires; that 

agents can act "as i f  false propositions were true. Although Perner concedes that situation 

theorists can appreciate something about the role belief has in determining action, he 

attributes less significance to the ability to understand pretence than does Leslie. 

Specifically, he denies that these children distinguish the defining difference between 

pretend and belief. In terms of the scheme above, the children cannot understand that 

actions according to a false proposition iP) based on believing that P  are different to actions 

according to the same false proposition based on pretending that P. This distinction requires 

that the child understand that holders of mental states evaluate those mental states and is 

represented in Table 1.3 below.

Perner supports this claim with evidence that, before the age of four, children do 

indeed find it hard to attribute correctly pretence or false belief to an agent acting as-if (P) 

(Pemer. Baker & Hutton. 1994). In their experiment, two conditions were compared. The 

action was the same in each condition: feeding a rabbit that was no longer in a hutch. In one 

condition the agent knew that the rabbit had been moved and in the other he did not. In the
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tonner situation, pretence should he attributed to the agent, in the latter, the agent should 

be described as really thinking that (P). Children younger than four years of age showed no 

sign o f  understanding this distinction, attributing pretending indiscriminately, while older 

children performed significantly better.

Table 1.3 Distinguishing pretence from mistaken actions based on false belief

1. A  believes {This object (banana) is a telephone) implies:

A  prelieves—̂  (This object (banana) is a telephone),
A ------evaluates as true —» (This object (banana) is a telephone)
b\\X''this object is a telephone" is Uxlse.

whereas...
2. A  prelends —» {This object (banana) is a telephone) implies:

A  prelieves —♦ {This object i.banana) is a tclcplwne),
A  evaluates as false —► {This (hyect (banana) is a telephone)
and 'This object is a telephone" is false.

Perner argues then, that children have an undifferentiated understanding of belief and 

pre tence, and it is this notion that the 1̂ 1 ief tasks o f Wellman (see Section 1.6.2) are 

tapping. Children are hypothesized to predict search in the real location of an item unless 

there is strong inducement to assume that the agent would act as if it were somewhere else. 

So for example with the Not Own versus Explicit False Belief:

Since the mere saying "hut lie thinks it's in the gaiauc" is not strong enough [for children to 
assum e the agent will act as if in the tixinieit hil.se Belie! task] most 3-year olds opted for 
porch". In the Not Own Ix'liel condition tms obvious strategy is not available. There, only  

assumptions (preliefsj ttre avaiktble: the c h i i - . t  n ielieves it's under the porch, Sam prelieves it’s 
in the garage. Forced to sa\ where Sam will look, the most plausible option is where he 
prelieves it is, and most children indeed onted lor this plausible option. (Pem er, in press).
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Thus, children will use the "prelief’ strategy when they are induced into assuming 

the agent will (or is) act(ing) as if. In Chapter 4.1 will outline Pemer's use of this strategy 

to explain backwards reasoning tasks, where liie agent is shown to he acting as if, and the 

children are asked to attribute the belief (Bartsch & Wellman, 1989, Experiment 2; see also 

Chapter 4, Section 4.2.1).

I now turn to Perner's views on representation within his RTM view of the child's 

theory of mind.

1.7.2 Belief and Représentai ion

[Clhildrcn ofaboui 4 years umicrsiaiul ihc need for scnianiic evaluation and can represent 
conflicnng iruih values |and| this undcrsianding does noi develop in isolation but is tied to 
children’s acLjuisiiion of the concept ol'representation. (Perner, in press).

Pemer's claim is that children who understand false belief have mastered the defining 

feature of representation: the distinction between representing (representing something) and 

representing as (representing something as being a certain way). This claim ties Perner to 

specific predictions about children's conceptual abilities derivable from other features of 

representation. For example:

To understand something as a representation is to assume that there is a concrete represe
ntational medium (vehicle) that bears the projiosiiional content. [This] should lead to various 
changes in children's understanding of mental states and non-mental representations 
concurrent with their mastery of the false Ix̂ liel task. (Pemer, in press, italics added).

For this reason Perner has recently been concemed with tasks of non-mental 

representation. The best known of these is the photos task (Zaitchik, 1990) described in 

Section 1.3.3. Perner and some colleagues have refined their analysis of this task. Originally, 

the task was considered to be good evidence for the general nature of the competence shift. 

Pemer etfl/. (in press) however, reported low correlations between performance on photo 

and belief tasks, despite a similar level of overall performance, indicating that the tasks were 

not passed and failed by the same children. Perner suggests that photos are crucially 

different from beliefs because they cannot lie /iy/.s'c in the same way. He argues that when 

the situation (S) is changed at t,, the picture taken at t„ does not misrepresent St,, it simply 

becomes an accurate but out-of-date representation of St,. False photos do not require 

understanding o f misrepresentation then, and Perner et a l  (1994) went on to demonstrate
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that manipulations that improve perfonnance on the photo task do not help in the belief task 

(e.g. drawing the child’s attention to the back of the photo versus drawing the child's 

attention to the agent's head). Photos are understood differently to beliefs then, according 

to Perner.

Are there tasks then, that can truly be described as misrepresentation tasks? 

Parkin & Pemer (1993) have assessed children s perfonnance on a "misleading signs" task. 

They argued that a sign is different from a photo because when the situation changes, the 

sign now misrepresents the new situation. Their task was similar to the photo task; a sign 

pointing to an object at t„. which then moved to a new location at tj. Children were asked 

where the sign showed the object to be. Performance on this task, a photo task (Zaitchik,

1990) and a false belief task (Wimmer & Perner. 1983 (direct belief attribution question]) 

were compared. The results showed that children performed poorly at the signs task, and 

that perfomiance correlated strongly with perfonnance on the a false belief task. 

Perfonnance on the photo task, though at a similar level as in the other two tasks, did not 

con elate with peifonnance on either.

Pemer makes two other "representation-based" predictions; specifically, children 

should recognize that representations have i) c.iinln^ical and W) form al properties that are 

not shared with what they represent. As far as etiology is concerned, Perner cites.evidence 

conceming children's understanding of the causal origins of mental states (Hogrefe et at., 

1986), which emerges at around age four (but see also Pratt & Bryant, 1990). These factors 

have been stressed in Wiminer's infonnational access theory (Wimmer, Hogrefe & 

Sodian, 1988; Wimmer & Weichbold, 1994) which I deal with in the section on CC theories, 

and in Chapters 3 and 6. For the formal propenies. Doherty (1993) reported a relationship 

between children's false belief understanding and their awareness that words can express the 

same meaning, but have different fonnal properties (e.g. synonyms or different phrases that 

can express the same meaning),

1.7.3 Theory change in the RTM theory

Pemer's position on theory change differs somewhat from that of Wellman-Gopnik. 

In his 1991 book (Chapter 10), he outlined his views on theory change in the child's 

developing commonsense psychology. He dreu on an analogy between the theory status o f
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knowledge about tuberculosis possessed by a medical practitioner as compared to the status 

of that possessed by a bacteriologist. He argued that the pattern of development described 

in his theor)' can be viewed as "theory change". The child moves from a (mentalistic) theory 

of behaviour to a "theory of mind". This step is likened to crossing the gap from having a 

theory of symptoms to a theory of disease.

Perner explicitly ruled out the possibility that the change is one of replacement (e.g. 

Kepler's laws of planetar}' motion replacing Ptolemaic astronomical calculations (Hanson, 

1958), which contrasts sharply with Gopnik & Wellman (1992; see Section 1.6.4). In fact, 

he argued that the representational theory of mind is only ever necessary in some limited 

circumstances. For the most part, situation iheoi*}' will suffice (Perner, 1991, Chapter 5).

Perner introduced a different "history of science" analogy: that of theory extension 

(e.g. Kitcher. 1984). The representational \ ie\\ does not supplant the situation theory but 

rather extends it, allowing amendments for particular problems. He cited the problems of 

mutual knowledge (Lewis, 1969) and understanding word meanings (Grice, 1957) as 

examples of cases in which being a situation theorist might be preferable to taking a 

representational view.

1.8 Competence continuity theory theories

So much for the "consensus" view of development of commonsense psychological 

knowledge. 1 now move on to outline four CC theories, and also one theory that looks a 

little like a CC theory but does not fall neatly into the category. The majorit}' of these 

outlines will be brief, and 1 shall concentrate on one specific CC theory: that of Leslie & 

colleagues (e.g. Leslie, 1987, 1988, 1994, in press; Leslie & Frith, 1988, 1990; Leslie & 

Roth 1993: Leslie & German, in press: Baron-Cohen, Leslie & Frith, 1985, 1986; Roth & 

Leslie. 1991, 1994: Surian & Leslie. 1994 ). Thi\ is because other CC theories, namely those 

of Wimmer, Mitchell and Fodor, in fact have much in common with Leslie's account; in fact 

Fodor's theor}' is left entirely until Chapter 3. Russell's most recent theory (Hughes & 

Russell, 1993) raises the notion of rejecting "theor}' o f mind competence" itself. Despite this, 

however, there are also close similarities between Russell's position and that o f Leslie, which 

1 shall outline in Section 1.9.3, as well as critically discussing the notion of rejecting theory 

of mind competence.



1.8.1 Informational access

Wimmer (Wimmer et aU 1988; Wimmer & Weichbold, 1994) proposed a theory in 

terms o f the child's increasing understanding of the informational access conditions that 

cause beliefs. Wimmer viewed this ideii as a form of competence shift, but I classify 

Wimmer's theory as a CC theory (rather than a CS theory) for the following reason: having 

specific knowledge about the conditions that give rise to false beliefs is not the same thing 

as a concept o f  belief the lo^ic o f which allows beliefs to be false. For Wimmer, the child 

is learning about belief, but this must presuppose that the child has some way of knowing 

what (s)he is learning about. Learning specific things about beliefs over time may eventuate 

in a "concept" (or perhaps a category; see Rosch. 1978) of false belief type situations (e.g. 

a "trick" category), but lielbre this learning can liegin. some way of attending to the relevant 

materials must be in place. Learning about the role that infonnation plays in causing beliefs 

is plausibly something that goes on continuously rather than something that occurs suddenly, 

hence conceptual continuity along with peribnnance.

1.8.2 Reality masking (Mitchell; Robinson & Mitchell)

Mitchell (1994; Mitchell & Lacohée. 1991; Robinson & Mitchell, 1992) suggests 

that children's early theory of mind competence is attenuated, or masked by their focus on 

the real world. He a .scribes early competence to the child, and argues that:

{Djevclopmcni takes the form of children gradually coming lo aiiach more weight lo a
representational criterion rather than a realist on when judging about belief. (1994, p l9).

The root of this bias, according to the reality masking view, lies in the adaptive value 

that might be attached to being preoccupied with reality in early childhood. The "dormant" 

theory o f mind competence, coupled wiili the gradual change, clearlÿ makes this a CC 

theor>'-theor>'. in general terms, the view ihut (at least one of) the child's problem(s) in false 

belief task is to do with disengaging from reality is central to many other CC theories (e.g. 

Russell; Leslie). Russell et al,. 1991 are in fact credited in Mitchell (1994), as the authors 

of one of the "primitive" versions of the reality-masking hypothesis. The fact that the CC 

theories have so much in common makes-their treatment here relatively simple; the 

differences are largely a matter of emphasis. In Chapter 3 for example, I present an 

experiment that addresses the "salience of realitx ". in the specific context of Fodor's theory
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of the child's theory of mind. However, the results of the experiment are also relevant to the 

reality masking hypothesis, as well as to Leslie's ToMM theory to be detailed in the next 

section. Mitchell stresses the adaptive advantage that an early reality-bias might provide, 

while Fodor & Leslie, as we shall soon see. emphasize how the fact that beliefs are usually 

true affects children’s belief reasoning, each in a different way. In the course of this thesis, 

I will be paying special attention to the CC theories of Leslie and Fodor (see e.g. Chapters 

3, 5 and 6). I will return briefly to reality masking, however, in the introduction to 

backwards reasoning and explanation, in Chapter 4.

1.9 The Theory of Mind Mechanism (ToMM) theory (Leslie)

This theory is definitely the best specified among CC theories, and arguably among 

theoiy'-theories as a whole. Leslie traces theor\' of mind competence back to the emergence 

o f the p in t capacities to produce and understand pretend play in 18-24 month old children 

(Leslie. 1987. 1988, 1994: Harris & Kav;in;iugli. in press). Pretending is highly significant 

for Leslie, because it demonstrates the computational competence required for theory of 

mind. The "competence" is therefore in place no later than age 24 months, and development 

consists in the ability to deploy this compétence, rather than in the competence itself. I will 

proceed here in a similar manner to that adopted for the CS theories. I start with the earliest 

phenomena, and describe in detail the nature of the competence itself: a domain specific 

processing mechanism called the Theory of Mind Mechanism (ToMM). From this I move 

to perfomiance concerns, and introduce a second mechanism, the Selection Processor (SP), 

which deals with the general problem solving demands that theory of mind tasks present. 

Leslie's position also relies heavily on experiments conducted with autistic individuals, and 

I will spend some time describing these data.

1.9.1. Pretend play and the nietarcpresentalion

Leslie (1987, 1988 , 1994) argued that a cognitive account of pretence must address 

four critical features of pretend play - that there are three fundamental forms, that these 

forms emerge as a package, that solittu y pretence is yoked to understanding pretence in 

others, and that pretend content is anchored in reality (I will not go into great detail here, 

see Leslie, 1987 for a detailed account).
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Leslie proposed that an innate, domain-specific modular mechanism (ToMM), that 

employs a special type of representation provides just such an account. The representation 

that this mechanism computes is what Leslie referred to as the "metarepresentation".’ The 

metarepresentation specifies four types of infomiation to arrive at agent centred descriptions 

of events: an agent, an attitude (infonnational relation), an anchor to reality and a 

proposition expressing a state of affairs . For example:

Billy PRETENDS (that) "it is a lobster" (is true of) this piece o f Plasticine.

Leslie went on to point out that this same structure allows different attitudes to fill 

the attitude slot. The attitude of believing, for example, might be substituted for pretending 

in the above example.

ToMM deploys basic attitude concepts such as believing, desiring and pretending 

within the metarepresentation. The ToMM module is functional from late in the second year 

of life, as evidenced by the emergence of pretend p la \. This then is the competence in the 

ToMM theor)' of theoiy/ of mind.

1.9.2 Performance considerations: the Selection Processor (SP)

An immediate question for the ToMM account is the relation between the concepts 

of pretending and believing. Given that the same representational competence is implicated 

in deploying both attitude concepts. wh\ is there a two year delay in the ability to 

understand one of them? Roth (1993: Leslie & Roth. 1993; see also Leslie & Thaiss, 1992 

and Leslie 1994) suggested that tasks which make general processing demands (i.e. not 

specific to theor)' of mind tasks) can reveal limits in the modular ToMM. The standard false 

belief task (Wimmer & Perner, 1983) for example, despite having been proposed as a 

diagnostic test of theory o f mind (see Section 1.1.2). makes other demands on the child. In 

order to calculate the correct content for the agent's belief, the child has to select the correct 

situation from memory (St,, -object in A) to use as the inference in the face of salient

Leslie borrowed this temi from P\'lysh>u (1978). who used it to mean representation of a representational 
relation. Pemer critici/cs Leslie's use of the temi (e.g. Pemer, 1991). The issue tums on how the representational 
relation is represented, but Leslie has since adopted the term "M-representaiion" to distinguish the output of 
ToMM from meiarepresentation as construed by Pemer (see Leslie, 1994).

.............................................................4 0 ..................................................



competing infomiation (St,-object in B). Tliis process is akin to "executive-type" functions, 

and Leslie & Thaiss (1992) posited a mechanism that dealt with the selection and inhibition 

demands of the type found in false belief tasks. This mechanism was termed the "Selection 

Processor" (SP). SP gradually increases in function during the preschool period, and its 

increasing efficiency accounts for the various findings on false belief and other theory of 

mind tasks.

Many of the theor}' of mind tasks described in this review share the same structure 

identified earlier (e.g. false-belief deceptive box and action versions, appearance-reality, 

photos etc.). The ToMM-SP account explains failure on all of these in terms of the problem 

solving demands that this structure places on SP.

Children pass versions of false belief tasks that place less stress on SP. Tasks do this 

either by drawing attention to the relevant basis for selection (e.g. Mitchell & Lacohée, 

1991), or else attenuating the prepotent response (Wellman & Bartsch, 1988; Roth & Leslie, 

1991). The results of Zaitchik (1991 ) arc a nice example of this latter possibility. She 

compared a "seen" condition where the subject sees the object's true location, with an 

"unseen" condition, where the subject is only told where the object really is. Children are 

significantly better in the "unseen" condition, which in terms of SP, is the condition where 

the situation at t, is less salient, and therefore more easily inhibited as the basis for the belief 

calculation.

Roth & Leslie (1994, Experiment I ) extend this analysis. They compared a standard 

version of the false lielief task with a "partial true b e lie f task (Leslie & Frith, 1988). The 

structure of these two tasks was held constant, which allowed the assessment o ïfalseness 

of the belief itself, a conceptual factor. In the partial true belief task the actor hides a bait 

object as usual (Location A), but when he leaves the room another bait object is placed in 

Location B. The child is asked where the actor will look for an object on returning. The 

results showed no difference in difficulty between the two tasks, indicating that conceptual 

factors alone cannot be the source of difficulty for the 3-year-old. Note that the logic of this 

experiment is exactly that of Wellman & Bartsch s "Inferred Belief Control" task (1988). 

Wellman & Bartsch found 3-year-olds could pass this task. The conceptual content is the

10

The notion that "executive I'unciion" is important in these tasks is similar to Russell's theory. As will become clear 
in the next section however, Russell wishes to make executive functioning where "all the action" is.
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same in the two tasks, but in the Wellman Task, the children are only told what the actor 

saw and did not see. The selection and inhibition problems are reduced relative to Roth & 

Leslie's study, and this is consistent with less load on SP.

One crucial requirement one might place on Roth & Leslie's performance model is 

to substantiate the claim that the processing resources are general. In a second experiment, 

Roth & Leslie (1994, Experiment 2) do just this. In their "Screen" task, they attempted to 

stress SP outside the context of mental states. The child was presented with a toy basket and 

a toy box, and a marble is placed in the basket. A screen was placed between the child and 

these items, and an identical box and basket and marble were placed on the child's side of 

the screen. The (new) marble was placed again in the (new) basket, and then moved to the 

(new) box. The children were asked where the marble was, behind the screen. Here there 

are the same structural elements of theory of mind tasks (inference to be based on St^ in the 

face of a confusing alternative St,), but without the conceptual content (no belief, no 

representation).

They compared this task with both a standard false belief task and a further "non

standard" false lielief task; the "Search" task. The Search task was designed to attenuate the 

stress on SP by changing certain structural features. Two characters had the same desire (for 

biscuits). One searched in one place and found biscuits, while the other searched in another 

place and failed to find biscuits. The contrast between the behaviours, and the desire- 

frustrating search cue" were predicted to help the calculation of the (false) content o f the 

belief. The results showed that 4-year-olds performed well at all three tasks (about 70%). 

For 3-year-olds, the peifomiance was significantly better on the Search task than it was on 

the Screen task.'^

By way of interim summary: I have outlined Leslie's arguments that 3-year-olds' 

underlying competence with belief is not necessarily tapped by the tasks designated as

The notion ihai reasoning backwards I'rom the aciion lo the belief might provide support for young children is 
not new (e.g. Bartscii & Wellman, 1989; Moses & Flavell. 1990; Robinson & Mitchell, in press). A similar 
argument has been made for utterances (Roth & Leslie, 1991;. Since this reasoning is also essentially the 
rationale behind explanation studies, 1 will leave discussion ol this evidence luitil later chapters (e.g. Chapters 
4 & 7 ) .

12

The 3-year-old children performed unusually badly on the false belief task (less than 10%). Performance on the 
Screen task was better than this (about 35%), but the difference was not significant.
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diagnostic of theor}' of mind. Instead, these diagnostic tasks tap general resources, for which 

there is independent evidence. Leslie ( 1994) also notes:

[Tjhis Ipcrlormanccl squcc/.c gradual I \ relaxes over ihe course of ihe I'ounh year, and
probably beyond (1994, p235).

The notion that performance factors play a role after the period critical to competence shift 

theorists is very important. I will develop this idea in the chapters concemed with the 

explanation of action (e.g. Chapters 5 and 6). I turn now to the domain-specificity of 

ToMM, and the evidence that can be brought to bear on this issue.

1.9.3 The domain specificity of ToMM

Baron-Cohen er aL, (198.S), showed that children and adolescents with autism show 

a marked impainneni in their ability to pass the false belief prediction task (Wimmer & 

Pemer, 1983). For example, autistic adolescents with verbal mental ages in excess o f eight 

years typically peifomi like normal 3-year-oids. This finding has proved to be of enormous 

significance in the theory of mind literature (see also Baron-Cohen, 1991a; Baron-Cohen 

ei al.y 1986; Leslie & Frith. 1988: Leslie & Roth, 1993; Pemer, Frith, Leslie & Leekham,

1991).

The issue raised by this is whether the surface similarity between the performance 

of autistic children and that o f nomial 3-year-olds suggests that autistic children are "stuck" 

with a 3-year-old theory of mind. Leslie & colleagues argue that the behavioural similarity 

between 3-year-olds and autistic children is misleading, and that the 3-year-old child knows 

more about belief than the typical able autistic. Leslie's metarepresentational theory (1987, 

1988) argued that autistic children fail theory of mind tasks because they lack the conceptual 

basis for understanding mental states: the ability to compute metarepresentations. Strong 

evidence in favour of this view is that autistic children show less spontaneous pretend play 

than nomial children (Baron-Cohen, 1987; Sigman & lingerer, 1984). The autistic child’s 

theory of mind is not "stuck" according to this view, but has been abnormal all along. The 

autistic child is hypothesized to have a damaged or absent ToM M , and therefore lack the 

capacity to acquire a theory of mind.

The most striking evidence in favour of this view has been provided recently 

(Charman & Baron-Cohen, 1992; Leekham & Perner, 1991; Leslie & Thaiss, 1992). Leslie
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& Thaiss, for example, compared the perfomiance of 4-year-olds and antisties on a standard 

action-based false belief task (Baron-Cohen ei al., 1985) and the "false" photographs task 

(Zaitchik, 1990). The results showed a remarkable group by task interaction: 4-year-old 

children were better at understanding beliefs than photos,'^ while autistics were at near 

ceiling on the photos, but performed ver\’ poorly on the belief task.

The photo task, as argued above, shares the same structure as belief tasks, and 

consequently places similar demands for any problem solving mechanism. The fact that 

autistics pass the photo task with such ease suggests that the problem solving demands 

cannot explain their failure on false belief tasks. The ToMM-SP model sees autistic children 

as the "mirror-images" of 3-year olds. SP is intact, as evidenced by their success with 

photos, while ToMM is impaired. For 3-year-olds an immature SP limits the deployment of 

an intact ToMM.

This evidence is extended in Roth & Leslie (1994. Experiment 2; see Section 1.9.2). 

A group of autistic children were also included in their experiment, and showed a pattern 

of perfomiance unlike that of either the 3- or 4-year-old group. They were virtually at 

ceiling on the Screen task (testing task structure demands), but considerably worse on the 

Search and False belief tasks (with theory of mind conceptual load).

1.9.4 Executive functioning or ToMM?

As noted previously, an executive-type mechanism is implicated in false belief tasks 

sharing certain features (see Section 1.9.2). Some theorists have viewed this type o f finding 

as the basis for speculation that theory of mind as a whole might be some special species of 

executive function, or perhaps depend on intact executive functioning and that autism results 

from a deficit in executive functioning (e.g. Hughes & Russell, 1993; Ozonoff, Pennington 

& Rogers. 1991 ).

Russell and his colleagues have argued that young children and autistics show 

perseverative behaviour on the "windows" deception task (Russell, Mauthner, Sharpe & 

Tidswell, 1991). In the windows task, children sit opposite an "opponent" and are presented 

with two opaques boxes. While the child is not looking, a smartie is placed in one of the

The main effcci was not signilicani, bui overall, five cxperinicnis have found performance on photos to be lower 
than on beliefs in normal children.
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boxes, and the child is invited to select (by pointing for example). The children are trained 

in the following way; whichever box they choose is opened by their opponent, and they keep 

the contents of the other box, that is they learn the rule; to win the smartie point to the 

empty box. Once they have learned this rule they are presented with boxes with windows 

in. They can see the contents but their opponent cannot. They are required to "deceive" their 

opponent into opening the empty box. Russell et at. showed that 3-year-olds and autistics 

perseverate in choosing the wrong box. Not only do they fail on the first trial, but continue 

to do so for up to 20 trials, losing each smartie. This failure to "disengage" from the 

prepotent "true" location is the executive type facility that Russell et al. argue is impaired 

in autism, a speculation they support with a fun her experiment that shows that the presence 

of an opponent is not necessary to get the effect (Russell, Jarrold & Potel, in press).

Despite these results that show there to be executive problems in autistic children, 

and the finding that autistic children also seem to be impaired in cenain other kinds of 

"executive functioning" (Ozonoff, Pennington & Rogers, 1991), the photograph and screen 

tasks described in Section 1.9.3 provide an extremely close problem solving control for false 

belief tasks. The fact that autistic individuals were at near ceiling on these tasks suggests 

that executive problems cannot be the reason they fail false belief tasks. To collapse theory 

of mind into executive functioning would be premature.

1.10 Overview of next chapters

This completes the overview of theories and evidence in theory o f mind. During the 

course of the next chapters Î will expand certain parts of the review and cover them in more 

detail. In the next chapter I deal with the suggestion that theory of mind is not in fact a 

theory. Having done that I return to CC theories of mind, and present an empirical 

investigation of a CC theory 1 have not outlined here: that of Fodor (1992). This 

investigation leads me into the study of explanation, which is the topic of the remaining 

chapters. In Chapter 4, 1 present detailed methodology and results from explanation 

experiments. In Chapters 5, 6 and 7,1 present my own investigations into the explanation 

of action. In Chapter 8, 1 round everything off with some conclusions.
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CHAPTER 2

Simulation and theory: 
Knowledge, ability and information processing

2.1 Introduction

Chapter 1 presented an overview of the theory of mind literature, and an appraisal 

o f one class of theories of the acquisition of commonsense psychology. This chapter 

concerns the challenge to theory-theory from philosophers and psychologists who suggest 

that our ability to predict and explain the behaviour of others is subserved, not by a theory, 

but by a process of "simulation" (e.g. Goldman. 1992, 1993a; Gordon, 1986, 1992; Harris, 

1991, 1992). In the course of the chapter 1 express scepticism about what I identify as 

radical simulation-theorv, and endorse theory-theory in general terms. Parts of this 

argument appear in Leslie & Gennan (in press).

The challenge that simulation-theory poses to theor)/-theory has been stressed as one 

o f great philosophical importance. A number of fundamental assumptions in cognitive 

science, as well as certain questions in the philosophy of mind, are held to be at stake. Stich 

& Nichols (1992) outlined the wide range of cognitive capacities for which the dominant 

explanatory strategy has been to posit an internal "knowledge structure", or theory, which 

guides the agent’s abilities in the domain in question. For example, there is a rich literature 

on the child’s capacity to acquire a natural language (Chomsky, 1965; Pinker, 1989), ability 

to recognize objects visually (Gregory, 1970), and the prediction of the behaviour of objects 

(M cClosky, 1983), along with a host of others. Stich & Nichols pointed out that if this 

dominant explanatory strategy were to turn out to be wrong in one of the most popular 

areas of its application (commonsense psychology), it would amount to an important 

challenge to the employment of the strategy elsewhere.

A further consequence identified b\' Stich & Nichols concerns a central debate in the 

philosophy of mind, that between eliminativi.sm and its opponents. They argued that the 

emergence of simulation theory threatens the elimination of eliminitavism itself. To illustrate 

what they mean 1 will describe briefly the issue at stake. Ramsey, Stich and Garon (1991)
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describe eliminativism as the thesis ih;,u certain entities or properties postulated by a 

common-sense or scientific account of the world do not exist. Examples o f the victims of 

eliminativism include witches in the domain of folk explanation, and calorific and phlogiston 

in the domain of science. The successor theories had no role for these entities and so they 

were eliminated.

Here 1 refer to eliminativism in the domain of commonsense psychology. 

Commonsense psychology is held, by eliminativists, to be a radically fa lse  theory. It is held 

to be false in the same way that explaining phenomena such as illness and abnormal 

behaviour by means of a framework that recognizes entities such as demons and witches is 

now held to be radically false. At stake is the existence of the propositional attitudes 

themselves. If folk psychology is radically false then beliefs and desires, wishes and 

intentions do not exist. Stich & Nichols argued that if simulation theory tums out to be right 

then it provides a problem for eliminativists. Their argument will have been effectively 

trumped by proponents of simulation theory, who state that commonsense psychology is not 

a theory at all. If something is not a member of a class then it cannot be a radically false 

member of that class. According to Stich & Nichols then, versions of simulation theory that 

deny the existence of theory of mind knowledge have this extra philosophical consequence.

The concise argument to be presented here has two parts. The first part identifies 

the fundamental issue that separates radical simulation theory from theory-theory. Radical 

simulation is argued to be rendered implausible by analogy with language. This section also 

suggests that not all proponents of simulation theory seem to be defending such a radical 

version, and that weaker versions of simulation theory can be fomiulated which, although 

interesting, are actually just versions of theory-theory. The second part o f the argument 

looks in more detail at these weaker versions of simulation theory and proposes that some 

of their apparent advantages over versions of theory-theory' are misleading. The importance 

of specifying theories in terms of their information processing requirements is stressed.

2.2 Radical siniiiialion: "T he  big issue"

According to Stich & Nichols (1992. in press), the fundamental issue separating 

theor)'-theoiy' and simulation theory is the issue of cog/r/tivc penetrability (Pylyshyn, 1984). 

A process being cognitively penetrable amounts to its being influenced by knowledge (or
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representations) in a sequence of inference. If a process is so influenced then it can be said 

to be cognitively penetrable and if not, then it is cognitively impenetrable. Theory-theory 

accounts o f commonsense psychology assume that there is a system of knowledge 

implicated in the processes of understanding the minds and behaviour of others, that is they 

assume that commonsense psychology is cognitively penetrable. Simulation accounts, by 

contrast, assume that commonsense psychology is cognitively impenetrable. Leslie & 

German (1994) suggest that another way of characterizing this divide is in terms of 

"knowledge and ability". The debate, according to this view, amounts to whether both 

knowledge and ability or simply ability alone can account for the acquisition and deployment 

of commonsense psychology.

The simulationists' challenge amounts to denying that commonsense psychology 

needs knowledge or representation. Their argument is that people can understand the minds 

of others without the use of a knowledge database by exploiting the fact that they are people 

who emit behaviour themselves. For example. Person A, by running the system that 

generates their own behaviour "off-line" (so that real actions do not result) and using 

"pretend" inputs for the Person B, can use ihe off-line output of their action decision system 

(ADS) as an action prediction for Person B. In this way, simulationists can dispense with 

the idea that commonsense psychology needs knowledge or representation, and assume 

instead that ability only is required: the ability to run the ADS with off-line inputs. If the 

acquisition and deployment of commonsense psychology can be shown to require only 

"simulating", using "pretend" inputs to the ADS, then theory of mind knowledge would be 

shown to be Jilsi ability. This is a stronger, and very different claim than that made by 

theor)/-theor)\ because theory-theor\ assumes that abilities are required to deploy theory 

of mind knowledge. Simulation could be one of the abilities associated with theory o f mind 

knowledge.

Leslie & German (1994) noted that the strategy of trying to reduce knowledge to 

ability is not new, and that previous attempts to do so in the case o f language were 

unsuccessful (Chomsky, 1965, 1975. 19S<S). Chomsky (1988), for example, pointed out that 

language knowledge and language ability cannot simply be equated. It is possible both for 

ability to be impaired with no loss of knowledge and vice versa. In Chomsky's example, Juan 

suffers a head injuiyiandloses the ability to speak and understand Spanish. However, this
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does not mean he has lost all knowledge of Spanish, because he may recover his ability later 

without having to repeat the initial process by which he first acquired the language. In the 

converse case, Juan's ability might improve with no gain in knowledge; Juan might access 

his existing knowledge more efficiently and express it in a more polished performance.

One of the things that makes it difficult to reduce language to ability is the evidence 

that languages involve structured knowledge (grammar), as well as the ability to deploy this 

knowledge. In a similar vein, comnx)nsense psychology may have a system o f representation 

that is specialized for representing an ontology, principles, rules and relations o f the domain. 

To claim that commonsense psychology is Just ability would be to deny a representational 

system of this kind.

It is revealing that many versions of simulation theory appear not to defend such a 

radical position. For example. Goldman ( 1993/;), in a response to commentaries on his 

defence of simulation theory by both Perner (1993) and Leslie, German & Happé (1993), 

appealed to a simulation process that recognized the attribution of mental states. 

Consequently, his position assumes a knowledge and ability mix. In arguing that the action 

planning system might be able to simulate recursively (see Section 2.3.1 for a detailed 

account o f this issue). Goldman (1993/?) makes use of representations o f propositional 

attitudes, which provide inputs to. and act as outputs from, a simulation process:

fT]o simulate Mary jwho believes that John believes that p, one will] generate some initial 
beliefs she would have about John. 1 put myself in Mary's shoes of agreeing with John that he 
will put away the chocolate. 1 feed an awareness of this agreement into my Mary simulation 
and allow an inferential process to operate on it. This inferential process outputs the 
conclusion iliai John will put the chocolate in some spot x  and remember which spot it is. So 
I ascribe this belief to Mary. (1993, pi 07).

Similarly, the position adopted by Harris (1992) is also a retreat from an extreme 

simulation position, suggesting that the notion that commonsense psychology proceeds via 

simulation need not result in denial that propositional attitudes are attributed. In Harris' 

words:

In the version ofSlimulaiion] Tjheory] that I try to develop lielow, 1 shall argue that the child 
docs attribute propositional attitudes but not by virtue of subscribing to a theory. Of course, 
one might wish to claim iliai a simulation prcK’css allows (the subject) to dispense not just with 
a tlieory of the altitudes but with the attitudes themselves , but in my view such a position is 
unienahlc. (1992, p i2 1, italics added).
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Thus, Harris' position, with its mixture of knowledge and ability, is a version of 

theory-theory. Although now not a radical challenge to theory-theory, this weaker version 

of simulation still claims that common sen se psychology is mostly ability, and that the ability 

is simulation. Furthemiore. Harris' position incorporates the claim that where propositional 

attitudes are attributed within simulation theory, their understanding is based on simpler 

understanding of simulation. 1 will return to this latter point in the next section.

It is im portant to note here that the temi simulation can be applied liberally or 

conservatively, and versions of theory-theory that incorporate some "simulation" ability are 

common or rare according to how widely one wants to apply the temi. For example, Leslie 

(1987) in his treatment of children's capacity to pretend, described the way that the use of 

one set o f inferences can be applied to other situations . Another possible instance of a 

simulation ability within theory-of-mind is descrilied and discussed in Chapter 7. Briefly, the 

suggestion there is that children might sometimes make use of their own (recent) experience 

in order to help calculate the content of the mental states of other people. It does not seem 

unreasonable to suppose that one way that 1 might go about calculating what move my 

opponent will make in a game, is to imagine myself in his or her position, with his or her 

goals, and decide what I would do. This simulation process depends On the attribution of 

theoretical constructs, it does not replace theory in this case, but can be regarded as an 

ability that facilitates accurate deployment of the theory. If children could be shown to have 

made use of their own recent experience in calculating a prediction of another's action, then 

this might support the idea that some type of simulation ability was available to them. This 

is the suggestion that is discussed in Chapter 7. The important point for now, however, is 

that none of these instances are examples of knowledge-free simulation, which would be 

required for simulation to pose a radical challenge to theory-theory.

One further consideration relevant here is Fodor's claim that the ADS itself exploits 

a theory, or access to ToM knowledge. Stich & Nichols (1992) address this possibility. 

They state that if the simulation claims about common sense psychology being reducible to 

off-line operation of the ADS and Fodor's claims about the ADS itself employing a theory 

both turn out to be correct, then they will concede simulation theory to be true, although 

they recognize that "it is a bii odd to draw the battle lines this way" (1992, footnote 7). 

Stich & Nichols go on to susittesi that thev can defeat simulation claims that off-line
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operation of the ADS is used for common sense psychology, Iwwever the AD S works. One 

problem with Stich & Nichols' concession is that a world where common sense psychology 

is a matter of off-line simulating with an ADS that is knowledge-based, is a world where 

knowledge and ability are required for common sen se psychology. The concession turns the 

debate into an issue of where ToM knowledge might be located in the information 

processing system, rather than whether there is ToM knowledge stored a t all. Leslie & 

German (in press) argue, in contrast to Stich & Nichols, that if Fodor's ADS claim and 

simulation theory's ADS claim both turn out to be right, then the result will be a version of 

theory-theory.

1 turn now to the less than radical (theory-theory compatible) versions of simulation

theory.

2.3 Is simulation simple?

The less than radical versions of theory-theoi*}' which view commonsense psychology 

as mostly simulation ability, all place the "action decision system" (ADS) in a central role 

(e.g. Harris 1992). Despite this, none of the theories really specify this system in enough 

detail to support their case. One of the main advantages that simulation-theory has been 

claimed to have over theorx -theory is based on considerations of simplicity or parsimony, 

and it is this claim that 1 focus on here.

Theory-theories posit an extensive knowledge database that provides the 

representational wherewithal and the principles and rules of its application. Given that the 

individual itself engages in behaviour, arguing that the individual exploits the system that 

plans its own behaviour to understand the behaviour of others, allows the simulationists to 

claim a huge reduction in complexity. The ADS needs to be posited in any account of 

behavioural control, so if it is used for understanding the behaviour o f others as well, then 

in simulation-theory, the database that would otherwise be required by theory-theory comes 

fo r  fre e  (or, to put it another way, need not come at all).

This "simplicity" advantage claimed for simulation-theory over theory-theory by 

adherents of the former, is misleading. Exploiting the existence of pre-required architecture 

in place of positing a cumbersome knowledge database looks attractive at first glance, but 

just how simple does "running the action planning system off-line" prove to be? I will outline
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a number of hidden complexities in the capabilities required by an ADS in order to support 

an enterprise like this. It will be seen that the hidden complexities bring "simulation ability 

based" versions of theory-theory in line with other theory-theories in terms of their 

complexity. The simplicity of simulation versions of theory-theory is derived from the lack 

of specificity furnished in the theory in the first place.

The system is described as running "off-line" in order to capture the notion that real 

actions/behaviour are not produced. However, it is conceivable that people themselves have 

goals which, though real, are not to be acted upon immediately (or indeed ever), and these 

too are presumably "off-line". For example, my ADS might come up with the goal of 

learning to fly a plane, but this goal is certainly not issuing real behaviour now, and it may 

never do so. The system therefore needs to be able to keep track of, not only another 

persons real goals (off-line), but also my not-to-lie-acted-upon (off-line) goals. With just one 

degree o f freedom (on/off-line), there is insufficient detail to distinguish one's own off-line 

goals from the off-line goals of any person one might simulate.

Further complexity is added when one considers the case of pretence. According to 

simulation theor)', the way to understand someone acting seriously is to "pretend" to.be in 

their shoes. However, the implication of this is that in order to understand someone else 

pretending  one needs to pretend to be pretending. In pretend play, one can pretend to 

pursue real goals or really pursue pretend goals: for example, 1 could pretend to turn over 

a cup that is really full of water, or really turn over a cup that 1 pretend is full o f water. Once 

again, the on/off-line distinction alone cannot support this level of complexity. The natural 

solution for dealing with this complexity, the use of recursive representations, is blocked by 

the need for simulation to be ability only, or in the case of the mostly-ability versions of 

simulation theor)/ (e.g. Harris 1992: see above section), the need to derive propositional 

attitude understanding from simpler simulation ability.

The implication of this is that the additional complexity has to be built into the 

mechanism that supports the ability. If the system needs to be employed off-line to simulate 

another's real goals, then it needs a further embedded ADS to handle another's pretend goals 

(off-off-line). This problem reemerges each time a level of recursion is required in 

commonsense psychological rea.soning. Adirlts rarely have trouble with understanding at 

least triply embedded mental states (e.g. Arthur wanted to persuade Mary that the new
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teacher wasn't expecting things to go swimmingly), which suggests that the ADS would 

need to come with double or even triple embedding at minimum. Moreover, this embedding 

would be required only for theor\' of mind work, not for the usual action planning work for 

which the system would be primarily responsible, which makes the claim that the theory of 

mind database posited by theory-theory comes for free in simulation theory less than 

credible.

Theory of mind calculations have been shown to require several degrees of freedom, 

which poses problems for any simple or parsinx)nious mechanism posited to deal with them. 

All the complexity that theory' of mind knowledge provides must be handled in the 

mechanisms in simulation theory . Unfortunately, specific details of how the action planning 

system delivers this complexity are not provided by current fomiulations o f simulation 

theory', and thus the claim that the simulation theory' has a "simplicity" advantage over 

theory-theory is clearly one to be evaluated in the context of the relative specification of 

detail in the two classes of theory.

2.4 C onclusions

Two strands of argument have been presented in an attempt to rebut the challenge 

posed to theory'-theories of commonsense psychology by the notion of simulation. The first 

strand stressed the fundamental issue ai stake between radical simulation theory and theory- 

theory': the possibility that theory of mind knowledge might be reducible to ability only. 

Adopting this line of attack would constitute a major challenge to theory-theory, but it turns 

out that there are few proponents who do so, and that such an attack is rendered implausible 

when one considers the analogous case in language. Weaker versions of simulation theory 

that propose a mostly-ability mix. were demonstrated to be lacking considerable detail in 

their specification. On close examination, many of the advantages claimed for weak 

simulation over theory-theory were seen to stem Irom under-specification. The information- 

processing demands of theory of mind that are made explicit in (at least some) versions of 

theory-theory are largely ignored in simulation theory.

The foregoing discussion emphasizes the desirability of outlining all models in terms 

o f their infomiation processing demands. As noted in Chapter 1, information processing 

considerations are also overlooked in some versions of theory-theory. Indeed, information



processing specification in a iheon-theoiy is considered by some proponents of CS theory- 

theory to be a challenge to theory-theory (Gopnik & Wellman, 1992; Gopnik, 1993a; but 

see also Leslie, Gennan & Happé, 1993; Leslie & Gemian, in press). The theory-theories 

that come closest to specifying adequately information processing demands are those that 

consider conceptual development to be a process involving both competence and  

performance.

In Chapters 5, 6 and 7. the effect of increasing performance resources on the 

deployment of theory of mind in young children's explanations is examined. Before that, in 

Chapter 3, Fodor's (1992) competence continuity theory is tested empirically.
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CHAPTER 3

Testing Fodor's theory of the child's 
theory of mind

3.1 Introduction

Chapter 1 introduced a number of theories of the development of folk psychology 

and classified them according to whether they were competence-shift (CS) theory theories 

or competence-continuity (CC) theory theories. Theories were divided on the basis o f how 

they explained the shift in perfonnance on certain belief reasoning tasks, particularly belief 

attribution tasks such as that used by Wimmer & Pemer (1983). In that task, recall, an agent 

hid a bait item in a location (say container A) and left the room. While the agent was away, 

another character moved the item to a new location (container B). The task was for the 

children to predict Where the first agent would look for the item on her return: an indirect 

action-based belief attribution. It is a task of this fonn that will be used in the experiments 

to be presented here.

The present chapter takes a closer look at one of the CC theories, that o f Fodor 

(1992), and reports two experiments that test the predictions of this theor)'. To recap briefly, 

the CC theorists endorse the view that the shift seen at age four in children's capacity to 

solve belief reasoning problems is a result, not of a shift in the theory of mind competence 

itself, but rather of increases in resources available to the child to deploy the theory 

efficiently.

3.2 Fodor's theory of the child's theory of mind

3.2.1 An outline of Fodor's theory

Fodor’s (1992) theory proposes an ontology and covering laws of a primitive 

intentional psychology (a very simple theory of mind - VSTM) that is seen as being 

continuous with adult folk psycliolog).'^ The ontology of VSTM is simple in that it

14

This is iruc in that the ontology acknowledges no entities not also recognised by the adult folk psychology, 
and that the empirical generalizations are all true according to the adult intentional psychology.
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recognizes the existence of only beliefs and desires while the fully fledged adult version can 

appreciate many other attitudes as well (e.g. hopes, lusts, fears, hunches,...etc). VSTM is 

different to the adult theory' then in qimniiiative rather than qualitative terms. The covering 

laws of VSTM are:

i) In normal circumstances people act in a way that will satisfy their desires

if their beliefs are true.

ii) In noniial circumstances what people believe is true.

The 3-year-old child's theory of mind i> tiius proposed to be simpler than, although 

continuous with, the adult's commonsense psychology. According to Fodor, the 4-year-old 

also subscribes to VSTM. This account then, does not appeal to a competence difference 

in order to explain the difference in performance shown on false belief tasks by 3- and 4- 

year-olds. Fodor offer s an account of this shil't in terms of a performance mechanism that 

children exploit in order to solve action prediction problems using their VSTM. Fodor's 

suggestion is that the children solve such problems by applying the following heuristics.

HI Predict that the agent will act in a way that will satisfy his desires.

H2 Predict tiutt the agent will act in a way that would satisfy his desires i f
his beliefs were true.

Both 3- and 4-year-olds rely on the fir st heuristic for their action predictions as long 

as certain conditions hold. What explains the difference between the older and the younger 

children is the conditions that they will accept before using H2:

3-year-olds use H 1 whenever it affords a unique behavioural prediction; 
they use H2 only when this uniqueness condition is not satisfied.

4-year-olds, by contrast, use HI whenever it yields a unique behavioural 
prediction that is consistent with what they know about the agents beliefs.

Given the covering laws of VSTM. it is of note that the predictions made using HI
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will generally be reliable. H2 covers a situation that is possible according to VSTM but that 

cannot be dealt with by using HI : the case where an agent acts in a way that would have 

satisfied her desires if only her beliefs were true. The move from using H I to H2 is a move 

from a less complicated (but also less reliable) procedure for making action predictions, to 

one that is both more complicated and more reliable. If what is developing between the ages 

of three and four is something like "access to computational resources", then trading 

reliability for computational simplicity at the younger age is exactly the pattern of 

development that might be expected.

3.2.2 Explaining the data with the heuristic theory

Fodor stressed that the false belief task is peculiar in that it is the only belief 

reasoning task in use where the child following HI (assuming that the agent will act in such 

a way as to satisfy his desires) results in a prediction from desires that is both unique and  

incorrect. The 3-year-old child need not consider what Maxi believes at all because the 

information from Maxi's desires )ields the prediction "look in container B". The older child, 

by contrast, uses HI only when the prediction it generates is compatible with what is known 

about the agent's beliefs, and in the case of the false belief task, it is not. The older child 

takes into account the fact that Maxi believes the bait is in A and derives her prediction by 

following H2. The resulting prediction (look in container A) is correct.

To support his contention, Fodor cited belief reasoning tasks that younger children 

do not appear to have difficulty with (e.g. Wellman & Bart sc h 1988). In one of the tasks 

reported in that paper (Not Own Belief; see also Chapter 1, Table 1.1), the child was asked 

to guess where she thought the bait item was. The experimenter manipulates the story such 

that the agent was said to think that the bait was in the other location. Under these 

conditions, the child had no difficulty in predicting that the agent would act in accordance 

with his beliefs and look in a different place to where the child would look (see Chapter 1, 

Section 1.6.2, for more detail). The crucial difference in this task, according to the heuristic 

theory, was that the child did not know  where the bait item was, and as a consequence the 

prediction derived from the agent's desire was not unique. This ambiguity was enough to , 

force the child to use what (s)he knew about the agent's beliefs, which (s)he does 

successfully.
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Another strand of evidence cited by Fodor was the data from Bartsch & Wellman 

(1989). Bartsch & Wellman presented children with the task of reasoning backward from 

an agent's mistaken action (search in A) to infer the agent's false belief (agent falsely believes 

bait is in A). This experiment has more recently been the subject of some criticism, and a 

m ore detailed appraisal of explanation methodology and the results of "backwards 

reasoning" manipulations appears in Chapter 4. Nevertheless, the results of Bartsch & 

Wellman (1989) can in the meantime be taken to indicate that children younger than four 

find reasoning backwards to a false belief easier than a similarly structured belief prediction 

task (1989, Experiment 2). Fodor argued that his heuristic theory could account for this; in 

the action explanation situation the child was told that the prediction from  H I fails. In such 

circumstances, H2 should be adopted. The action that satisfied this heuristic was the case 

where the agent believed (wrongly) that the bait was in A, so the child ascribed that belief 

to the agent.

In the following experiment 1 will present two tests of the central prediction made 

by Fodor's theory. 1 will postpone a more general appraisal of the theory until the results of 

these tests have been gathered (Section 3.10).

3.2.3 Experiment 3.1: introduction

The first experiment reported in this chapter tests Fodor's theory of the child's theory 

of mind. Two manipulations that Fodor (1992 ) suggested at the end of his paper are tested 

against a "standard" action-based false belief task.

Fodor's first suggestion was that in order to create a situation where the behavioural 

prediction that is generated by HI is not unique, the bait item in the false belief scenario 

should be moved from the initial hiding place (Location A) and split between two new 

locations (Locations B and C). In these circumstances, the prediction from HI would not 

be unique and this should result in H2 being consulted. H2 takes account.of what the child 

knows about the agent's beliefs, and so the children should be able to make a belief-based 

prediction in this version of the task. The first manipulation in the current experiment is 

therefore to split the bait between two new locations.

Fodor's second suggestion was that if the bait item were to be destroyed after having 

been hidden in Location A, rather than moved to another location, then again there would
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be no unique prediction from desires and children should consult H2. This experiment was 

in fact one o f  the experiments conducted by Wimmer & Pem er in their original 1983 

package. In their "Disappear" condition however. Maxi's chocolate, which in the story was 

grated into a cake, was in reality simply placed "behind the scenes". The performance of 3- 

to 4-year-old children was not considerably improved, but there was some benefit for 4 to

5-year-olds.’̂  Importantly however, the errors in the 3 to 4-year-oId group in the disappear 

condition consisted almost entirely of children predicting that the agent would look "behind 

the scenes" for the chocolate. It would appear that Wimmer & Pem er did not succeed in 

convincing the children that the chocolate had been destroyed. There is some possibility 

therefore, that destroying the chocolate more thoroughly might set up the non-uniqueness 

that Fodor predicts will be of help to the children. In the current experiment, the chocolate 

is indeed destroyed more thoroughly.

Fodor's heuristic hypothesis predicts that performance under the conditions o f the 

two manipulations suggested above will be better than that on a standard task where the 

behavioural prediction from the agent’s desires is both unique and wrong.

3.3. Experiment I method

3.3.1 Design

Two new versions of the false belief task were designed to test the hypothesis that 

a belief reasoning task with no unique behavioural prediction derivable from the agent's 

desire would result in better perfonnance by three-year old children than that obtained using 

a standard task. In one task the ambiguity was created by the bait being transferred to two 

locations instead of one. Search at either of these locations would satisfy the agent's desire, 

and thus no unique prediction can be derived. In the other task, the bait was destroyed so 

that no action would satisfy the agent’s desire. .Again there is no clear prediction from the 

agent's desire in this case. Both new versions of the task were given to a single group of 

children along with a version of the standard false belief task.

The design was within-subjects, with each child being assessed on each task. The 

prediction made by the heuristic theory of peifomiance on the false belief task was that both

Comparison wiih laicr cxpcrimcnis is noi easy: in W immer & Pemer (1983) the shifi in performance occurs 
slightly later than in many more recent experiments (see Asiington & Gopnik, 1991).
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the new versions of the false belief task would result in better performance than the standard 

task. The order of presentation of tasks was counterbalanced across the group, with the 

same number of children receiving each of the six possible orders of the three tasks.

3.3.2 Subjects

Children were required to pass the control questions of at least two of the three tasks 

before being included in the study (see section on tasks below). Children were tested until 

24 had met this criterion, with an equal number of children encountering each presentation 

order. The resulting group were aged between 39 months and 44 months (mean = 41.8, 

sd=1.7). Subjects were recruited from the subject pool at the Cognitive Development Unit 

in London, which is drawn from a predominantly white middle class population. All subjects 

received all three tasks, so no allocation to condition was required. Subjects were allocated 

randomly to one of the six task orders.

3.3.3 Tasks

Three tasks were used. Each task involved enaction of a story in front o f the children

u.sing props. Each story involved a bait object, a main protagonist, a second protagonist and 

3 containers (A, B and C). The stories were based loosely on the Sally/Anne task (Baron- 

Cohen et a/.. 1985).

The Standttrd false belief task in this experiment had the following content: a small 

boy (Billy) leaves a ball in Location A (a box) while he helps his father in the garden. While 

he is absent, his mother enters and moves the ball to Location B (a bag). Children were 

asked two control questions at this point: "Where was the ball right at the beginning..?" and 

"Where is the ball now?". Finally, the test question was asked: "When Billy comes back from 

the garden, where will he look for the ball?".

There were two new tasks. The "Split Bait" task and the "Eat Bait" task. The 

structure of both these tasks was essentially the same as that described for the standard task. 

In the Split Bait task the bait object was a pile of beads. The protagonist (Sally) hid the 

beads in Location A (a basket) and her friend (Anne) moved some of them to Location B 

(a box) and some of them to Location C (a tîny The control and test questions were the 

same as for the standard task, and were asked in the same order.
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In the "Eat Bait" task, the bait object was a small piece of chocolate. Again the bait 

was hidden in location A (a box), but for this stoiy it was moved from Location A and given 

to the experimenter as a present. The experimenter said that he liked to eat chocolate and 

proceeded to eat the bait. In this way the bait was truly destroyed, rather than simply being 

placed "behind the scenes". After the chocolate had been consumed, the test questions were 

asked in the same order as before.

3.3.4 Procedure

Each child was tested individually in a quiet room in the babylab at the Cognitive 

Development Unit. The children were seated opposite the experimenter at a low table. The 

experimenter presented the child with the three tasks, one after another in one session. Each 

task took approximately three minutes to complete and the whole session lasted about 

twelve minutes. Each child received one of the six possible orders of the three tasks, with 

four children receiving each order. Each child was videotaped and the videotapes were 

scored later. During each task, when the two control questions were asked, the following 

procedure was employed. If on a given task a child failed to answer either control question 

accurately, then the story was repeated and the questions asked again. If a child still failed 

either control question in such circumstances then he or she was dropped from the study and 

replaced. Children who failed control question^ tafter repetition) for just one story were 

included in the study, but their answers to the test question for that story were not included 

in the analysis. For the "Eat Bait" task it is not really clear that there is a correct answer for 

the "where now" question. The children were not penalised for responding that they didn't 

know, but if they referred to any of the locations included in the story (A, B or C) then they 

were scored as incorrect.

3.4 Results

Three children were excluded from the analysis of the "Split Bait" task after having 

failed control questions. All children were included in the analysis of the other tasks. 

Children were scored correct if they predicted, by pointing or with a verbal response, that 

the character would look in the original location (A). Figure 3.1 shows the number of 

children in Experiment 3.1 who passed Standard. Split Bait and Eat Bait versions of the
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false be lief  task.

Performance on test question
Experiment 3.1

Eat BaitSplit bait 
Condition

Standard

Figure 3.1 Number of children in FxperimenI 3.1 passing Standard, Split Bait and Eat 
Bait versions ot the false belief task.

Initial inspection o f these results shows that children did not find any o f  these tasks 

particularly easy. The test perfonnance appears to be the "Eat Bait" task, with pe ifom iance  

o f  the other two tasks nearly at tloor. Six children passed just  one o f  the three tasks, and all 

passed the same one (Eat Bait). This iiattern o f perfonnance was analysed using Cochran's 

Q, for repeated measures on related samples, and was found to be significantly different 

from the pattern expected by chance {Q = 12, p<0.002 ).'^ This indicates that the Eat Bait

Sicgal & Castellan (1988) note that when Nk<24 (N = the "clTcciivc" sam ple size: the number o f  cases where the 
values are not all passes or fails; k = number of m easurem ents), the exact sam pling distribution fails to 
approximate The exact distriliution of Q for small N apix'ars in Pat il (1975), liut for very small N it can be 
calculated from the permutation arguments. Here the probability can be calculated by analogy with a 3 sided coin
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task was found to be easier than either of the others.

3.4.1 Effect of splitting the bait

Fodor's hypotheses relate to tiie performance of both new tasks as against 

performance on the Standard task, in the next analyses, the specific effect of each 

manipulation is assessed against the perfonnance on the standard task. Table 3.1 shows the 

consistency of performance across the Split Bait and the Standard tasks. Children are scored 

into one of four categories: passing both tasks, failing both tasks, passing one but not the 

other, and passing the other but not the one. It is clear from the table that all the children 

are consistent, mostly failing both tasks. There is therefore no evidence that the children 

found the Split bait task any easier than the Standard task.

Table 3.1 Children’s consistency in passing/failing 
Standard and Split bait tasks in Experiment 3.1 **

Pass Split Bail task Fail Split Bait task

Pass Standard task .1 0

Fail Standard task 0 18

N.b. N=21 owing to children being eliminated from analysis of split bail task.

For the Split Bait task, all errors were predictions of search in Locations B and  C. 

Children responded by saying: "There and there..." and either pointed with the same hand 

to B then C (C then B) or pointed simultaneously at B and C, using both hands to do so).

3.4.2 Interim discussion

The Split Bait task does not reveal an improvement in children's performance relative

tossed 6 times. The probability of 6 heads is 1 divided by 6 } =0.0014
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to the standard task. This is contrary to tiie prediction made by Fodor (1992).

Wimmer & Weichbold (1994) reported results that are similar in many respects to 

those presented here, but that are also crucially different. W immer & W eichbold presented 

children with the Split Bait task, and also found that children were no better than on a 

standard task. However, they did not report exactly what errors children made, though they 

did note that children seldomly referred to both locations o f the chocolate. By contrast, the 

error pattern revealed in Experiment 3.2 above suggests that the Split Bait manipulation may 

not in fact be a good test of Fodor's theory. Fodor makes the assumption that children 

individuate actions in the same way as he does. That is, the child may have considered 

[agent will look in B'nC] as one unique behavioural prediction, and according to Fodor, H I 

should still be invoked and H2 will not be activated. The errors that were observed for the 

Split Bait task in this experiment provide some support for exactly this interpretation. There 

is a problem then, with how the child goes about individuating actions. What is to count as 

a unique behavioural prediciion"! The heuristic theor> clearly needs to provide an account 

of how uniqueness is to be characterized. Otherwise, it is not clear that the tasks that are 

devised to test the predictions of the theory will be adequate tests. For these reasons 1 now 

set aside the Split Bait task and concentrate for the remainder of the chapter on the Eat Bait 

task.

3.4.3 Effect of eating the bait

In Table 3.2 the children's consistency with respect to performance on the Eat Bait 

and Standard tasks is presented. In this table, as for the Split Bait task (presented in Table 

3.1), many children are consistent in failing both tasks.

Table 3.2 Children's consistency in passing/failing 
Standard and Eat bait tasks in Experiment 3.1

Pass Eat Bait task Fail Eat Bait task

Pass Standard task 3 0

Fail Standard task 6 15
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However, there are six children who passed the Eat Bait task while failing the 

Standard task, and no children who show the opposite pattern. This is a significant 

difference (McNemar test of change, binomial, p=0.016).

For the Eat Bait task, the errors were more diverse than those observed for the Split 

Bait task. Some children (56%) were unconvinced even now that the Bait item had been 

destroyed. These children predicted the protagonist would search in a specific location (e.g. 

"in your tummy...", "in your mouth..." or "in there..".[pointing to experimenter’s tummy]). 

Just like in Wimmer & Perner (1983). the sroiy did not successfully convey the notion that 

the bait object had been destroyed to many of the children. The remaining children 

responded with "I don't know...", or made no response.

3.5 Discussion: Experiment 1

Performance on the Eat Bait task was more encouraging for the heuristic hypothesis. 

However, children still performed very poorly, even on this task. The errors that children 

made on the Eat Bait task show that there is undoubtedly a problem here in convincing 

children that the Bait Item has been destroyed. The "pull" of the final resting place of the 

item, first demonstrated in Wimmer & Perner (1983), was even more striking here. 

Removing the influence of reality more thoroughly still is one of the aims of Experiment 3.2. 

Despite this, the results did indicate that it was possible to create a task that lessened the 

salience of the real object, and that peifomiance on such a task was improved relative to a 

standard task. However, it is crucial for Fodor that the reason that performance was 

improved was that the children were consulting their belief based heuristic: H2.

There are in fact some other possible factors that might help explain the improved 

performance observed on the Eat Bait task. For example, Russell (1992) has noted that the 

influence exerted by the real location of the bait object is important. In Chapter 1 we saw 

that his theoretical account stresses the role of the "executive inhibition " in solving belief 

tasks. He argued that children may be doing better in situations where they don't know 

where the bait item is because they follow a guessing strategy.

3.5.1 Guessing

Many children in Experiment 3.1 were not convinced that the chocolate had
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disappeared. Of those that were, however, it is quite possible that their prediction of search 

was not belief-based, but simply a guess. In the Eat Bait task, the correct location (A), as 

well as being the location that the agent should search on the basis of their false belief, is the 

only location that has any connection to the story at all. If children have no information 

about the agent's beliefs, but also do not know where the agent should go to satisfy their 

desire, then it does not seem unreasonable that they might, as a guess, pick the only other 

location with which the Bait was associated. On this view, the improved performance is not 

a result of forcing children into considering what they know about the agent's beliefs, à la 

Fodor, but rather results from children having no other plausible alternative guess that 

would be wrong. Assessing this "guessing" strategy account is another aim of Experiment 

3.2.

3.5.2 Summary Experiment 3.1

Thus, Experiment 3.1 was not completely successful in creating situations where 

there is no unique behavioural prediction based on the agent's desires. Firstly, splitting the 

bait simply begs the question of how children individuate behaviours, and therefore cannot 

be regarded as an ideal test of Fodor's theory. Secondly, destroying the bait leads to both 

practical problems, in that a real item will b\ necessity have some final location associated 

with it, and interpretation problems, because once the Bait has disappeared, one needs to 

be sure that better performance is not a result of guessing.

The next experiment to be reported iiere represents another attempt to test Fodor's 

heuristic h)pothesis. The question of the individuation of actions raised by the Split Bait task 

is not dealt with here, and Experiment 3.2 is based instead around the promising result in 

the Eat Bait condition of Experiment 3.1. In addition to creating a situation where the final 

location of the bait object is not known to the children. Experiment 3.2 attempts to tackle 

the issue of guessing strategies that children might employ.

3.6 Experiment 3.2 introduction

This experiment tested children on four new versions of the false belief task. These 

versions were designed to test Fodor's heuristic rheoiy' for the child's peifomiance on action 

prediction problems, by comparing .situations where the bait item disappears with situations
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where the bait item is transferred to a specific location known to the child.

All the stories were presented using pictures rather than props. This was in order to 

avoid the practical problems of having to destroy items in real space. The new versions of 

the task varied with respect to two factors. Half of the tasks presented a situation where the 

action prediction from HI was not unique: the bait item was moved from the hiding place 

and disappeared. The other tasks involved the bait item being moved to a specific final 

location. As before, the prediction was that if Fodor is right, children should perform better 

on the tasks with a non-unique prediction from desires than on those with a specific 

prediction from desires.

The second factor was designed such that the experiment would be sensitive to the 

guessing strategy that confounded the results of Experiment 3.1. Half the stories involved 

the bait item moving to an intervening location before the final transfer. If the ambiguous 

tasks do succeed in inhibiting the response from H I, then a guessing strategy could result 

in responses being directed at either the conect or the intervening location. In addition, the 

intervening location is the most recent restin^Q place of the bait item before its location 

becomes ambiguous. The prediction of the guessing hypothesis was that although responses 

in this task should be less likely to be associated with a final location (there is none) they 

would not be universally directed at the correct location.

It was hoped that these new tasks would overcome the problems associated with the 

attempt to test the theory presented in Experiment 3.1.

3.7 E xperim ent 3.2 method

3.7.1 Design

A 2 X 2 factorial within-subjects design was employed. Each child received a story 

with each possible combination of the two factors: four stories in all. The first factor, as 

described above, was whether the final location of the bait item was known to the child. 

The bait would either i) end up in a location known to the child (Specific) or ii) end up in 

a location unknown to the child (Am biguous). The second factor was the number of 

locations that the bait rested in during the stoiy. The bait either i) travelled directly from the 

hiding place to the final location (Im m ediate stories), or ii) travelled first to an intervening 

location, and then on to the final location (Intervening stories).
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Each child received the stories in one of four counterbalanced orders. Each order 

alternated ambiguous and specific stories, starting with an ambiguous story. This was to 

ensure that general effects of repetition would be distributed across the conditions. Equal 

numbers of children received each order.

3.7.2 Subjects

48 children were used in this experiment. The children were taken from three age 

ranges, with 16 children in each range. The youngest group comprised eight girls and eight 

boys aged between 38 and 45 months (mean = 42.1. sd = 1.8). The middle group comprised 

eight girls and eight boys aged between 46 and 52 months (mean = 48.9, sd = 1.8). Finally, 

the oldest group comprised seven girls and nine ix)ys aged between 52 and 55 months (mean 

= 53.6, sd = 1.0). The majority of children were recruited from a range of nursery classes 

and year one classes in North London. The schools supported a wide range of socio

economic backgrounds, with roughly equivalent numbers of children in each age group 

drawn from each school. The remaining children were recruited through the subject pool at 

the Cognitive Development Unit, and it was ensured that there were equal numbers of these 

children in each age group. None of these children had taken part in Experiment 3.1. All 

children received all four tasks, so no allocation to condition was required. The children 

were assigned randomly to one of the four orders.

3.7.3 Tasks and materials

All the tasks were presented using pictures drawn on cards in order to help solve the 

practical problem of destroying a bait item that affected the results of Experiment 3.1. An 

object in a picture can be made to disappear very much more readily than a real object. The 

stories in the tasks all involved action based indirect belief attribution ("Where will <agent> 

look...?") based loosely on the Sally/Anne task of Baron-Cohen eî al. (1985). A protagonist 

hid an object in a hiding place and then left the scene. The object was moved elsewhere and 

the children were asked to predict where the character would search for the object on their 

return to the scene. The four versions used in this experiment differed on two dimensions, 

as described in the design. For both of the Infmediate tasks, the stor\' was presented using 

four pictures. For the Intcrx'ening tasks, six pictures were used. In each story there were
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the saine Locations; a box, a desk with a tray on to|i and a drawer, a bin on the floor and 

an open window. 'I’he stories were all set in the same I’oom, with different characters in each 

one. Schemes depicting the form of  the stories appear in Figures 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5, with 

the protocols alongside.

Experiinenl 3.2 tasks: Imm ediate stories (Figures 3.2, 3.3)

Figure 3.2. Specific Imm ediate Story

1. H ere is Jane. Can you  see Jane  
has som e chocolate? Ja n e  is going  
to ea t her choco la te  
hut before that she is go ing  fo r  a 
walk w ith her friends.

2. Next, the protagonist is shown 
placing the bait item in the hiding 
place. It was a box for all tasks. Jane  
p u ts  her chocolate over here in the 
box. C an you  see that?  The control 
question is asked after the second 
picture has been turned over: W here 
did  Jane  leave her chocola te ..?

3. In the third picture a second character removes the item from its hiding place. Look w hat 
happens when she isn 't here. H er friend  Clco com es along an d  he takes the choco la te  out 
o f  the box. She eats the chocolate all up. The chocolate is com plete ly gone. (She puts the 
chocolate into this drawer - Specific version).

Figure 3.3. Ambiguous I m media I e Story

4. The final picture shows the 
empty room. The test question was 
asked with this picture in front of 
the children: W hen Ja n e  comes 
back, where will she look fo r  her 
chocolate..?  W here is her 
chocolate reallv..?
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E x p e r im e n t  3.2 tasks:  In te rv en in g  s to r ie s  (F ig u res  3.4, 3.5)
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Figure 3.4. Amhigiious Intervening S lor\

1. Here is Jane. Can you  see Ja n e  has 
a picture? Jane is going to co lour her  
picture in. But before that she is going  
fo r  a walk with her fr ien d s.

2. Next, the protagonist is shown 
placing the bait item in the hiding 
place. It was a box for all tasks. Jane  
puts her p icture over here in the box. 
C an you  see that?  The control 
question is asked after the second 
picture has been turned over: W here 
d id  Jane leave her p icture..?

3. In the third picture a second character is shown. The character removes the item from its 
hiding place. Look what happens when she isn't here. H er fr ie n d  C leo com es along a nd  she  
takes the p ic ture  out o f  the box. She puts the p icture in this tray. D id  you  see that..?

4. C leo  goes out. l l i e  second control questions are asked at this point, once the fourth 
picture has been turned over: Where d id  Jane hide the p icture right at the beginning ...?  
W here d id  C leo m ove the p icture to...?
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Figure 3.5. SpeciHc ln ler\en ing  story

5. The wind com es along and  it b low s  
Jane 's  p icture into the bin! (...blows 
the picture right out o f  the window! 
The picture is completely gone - 
Ambiguous version).

6. The final picture shows the empty 
room. The test questions are asked 
while this picture is in front o f  the 
children: When Jane cof?ies back, 
where will she look fo r  her 
chocolate..?  W here Is her chocola te  
reallv...'?
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3.7.4 Procedure

Each child was tested individually. In the schools, the child was tested in a quiet 

comer of the main area. In the lab, the child was tested in a small quiet room. The child sat 

opposite the experimenter, who presented the stories one at a time in one of the four orders. 

Each story lasted between two and four minutes, and the replies to the control and test 

questions were recorded at the time of the experiment. The whole session lasted about 15 

minutes. For each story the cards were held by the experimenter and laid down one at a time 

in front of the children. After the first two pictures had been laid, both were turned over and 

the first control question was asked. If a child failed to answer this question correctly then 

the story up to this point was repeated using the pictures again. If the child still failed the 

control question then he or she was excluded from the study and replaced. For the 

Intervening stories the pictures were again turned over for the second control question, and 

the same criterion was used when children were wrong. The final picture, showing the 

empty room, was left face up in front of the children whilst they were asked the test 

question. The response could be thus verbal or by pointing, and was recorded on a sheet of 

paper by the experimenter.

3.8 Experiment 3.2 - results

Nine children were eliminated for failing one or more of the control questions. 

Performance on the test question in each condition, for each age group, appears in Figure

3.6 below. Children were scored correct if they predicted that the agent would search the 

original location (Location A). This Figure shows the number of children from each of the 

three age groups who passed each of the four tasks. On inspection of Figure 3.6, the first 

main impression is that the oldest group ol children appear to be doing better than the other 

two groups. However, the youngest age group does not appear to be ver>' much worse than 

the middle group, and the difference between all the groups is smaller for both Ambiguous 

tasks.

These speculations about the effect of age were tested by performing

separate Chi-squares for each condition. For the Ambiguous Immediate and Intervening 

conditions, there was no significant effect of age (X^fN=48, df=2| = 4.67, two-tailed 

p=0.09, and X-|N=48, dl=2j = 3.73, two-tailed p>(). 1 respectively).
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Perform ance
Experiment 3.2
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F ig u re  3.6 Perlbnnancc hy  y o u n y c s t .  initkilc and oldest age gfoups in each condition in 
L \p e n  ment 3.2

I o r  the Specific Immediate task, there was a significant effect o f  age (X^|N=48, 

df=21 = 7. IX, two-tailed |)<0.05), which further partitioning o f  the Chi-squared table 

revealed to be from the \ oungest and middle versus the oldest age group (for youngest 

versus, middle: .\’=4X, dl=l ) = 0.13. two-tailed |)=N.S, for youngest + middle versus,

oldest: X X N = 4 X .  df=l | = 7.05. two-tailed p<().()5). For the Specific Intervening task 

there was also a significant effect o f  age (X‘1N=48, d f=2 | = 12.19, two-tailed p<().()l). 

Again, partitioning revealed this effect to be between the oldest and the other two groups 

( X - , N=4X, df=l I = 0.13, two-tailed p=N.S, and X^ 2 df= l  | = 12.06, two-tailed

p<0.001).

Overall,  this pattern is consistent with Fodor's Hypothesis, with older children
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significantly better at only the standard versions of the tasks. On the Ambiguous tasks, 

children from both the youngest and middle groups perfomied well enough to be statistically 

indistinguishable from the oldest children.

Since the oldest children are performing nearly at ceiling on all tasks, they will not 

be considered further. The remaining analyses concentrate on the specific effects of the 

ambiguity and extra location manipulations within the youngest and middle age groups. 

Because the youngest and middle groups were not significantly different in any o f the 

conditions, the groups will be collapsed for these remaining analyses.

The effects of ambiguity and extra location, and their possible interaction, were 

tested as follows. Children were scored out of 1 for each of the four tasks. For ambiguity, 

each child's score for each of the two Specific tasks was added together (giving a score out 

of 2). This score was subtracted from the child's score out of 2 for the Ambiguous tasks. 

This gives each child a score that ranges from -2 to +2, which represents his or her tendency 

to perform better under conditions where there is no unique behavioural prediction from  

the agent's desire. A child scoring +2 would have done very well on the ambiguous tasks 

and poorly on the tasks where a unique prediction can be derived from the agent's desires; 

the pattern predicted by Fodor. A child scoring -2 would represent the opposite pattern. The 

null hypothesis predicts that children will perform no better on non-unique tasks than on 

unique tasks. Under then, the scores from the children should be normally distributed 

with a mean of 0, indicating that the children are no more likely to pass the Ambiguous tasks 

than the Specific tasks. Fodor's heuristic hypothesis predicts that the score will be 

significantly better than 0, indicating improved performance for the ambiguous tasks, 

relative to that observed on the specific tasks. The score for each child was calculated, and 

the distribution of these scores was found to have a mean significantly above 0 (l[31] = 3.1,

p<0.002).

This procedure was also used to calculate the effect of the extra location factor. 

Here the scores that a child received for both Intervening tasks are added together and 

subtracted from the sum of the child's scores for the Immediate tasks. Here, a child scoring 

above 0 shows a tendency to perform better when there are fewer locations and a child 

scoring below 0 perfomis better when tiiere are more locations. These scores were also 

calculated and the resulting main effect for extra location was not significant (l[31] = 0.57,
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N.S.).

Finally, the procedure was also used to test whether the two factors interacted. The 

children's scores for the Immediate Ambiguous and Intervening Specific tasks were added 

and this score (out of 2) was subtracted from the sum of their scores from the Intervening 

Ambiguous and Immediate Specific tasks. This measure represents the degree to which each 

child's performance is indicative of an interaction between the two factors. The resulting 

distribution of scores was not significantly different from 0 (t[31] = 0.7, N.S.).

This analysis shows that, as Fodor predicted, children perform better at versions of 

the false belief task that do not involve a unique behavioural prediction from the Agent's 

desires. There is no evidence that the number of locations through which the bait item passes 

affects the advantage enjoyed in the ambiguity conditions.

These effects were also assessed non-parametrically. Children were classified 

according to their consistency across the Ambiguous and Specific tasks they received for 

each level of the extra location factor. Table 3.3 shows the number of children passing and 

failing the Ambiguous and Specific versions of the Immediate tasks. Table 3.4 shows the 

same classification for the Inten eninc tasks.

Table 3.3 Children’s consistency in passing/failing 
Ambiguous and Specific Immediate tasks in Experiment 3.2

Pass
Specific

Fail
Specific

Pass 10 11
Ambig

Fail 1 10
Ambig

It can be seen in each of these tables that although there were many children who 

were consistent in their performance across ihe two tasks, there were some children who 

passed only one o f the two tasks. In both cases, the vast majority of children passed only the 

Ambiguous task (McNemar test of change, binomials, p=0.003 and p=0.035 respectively).
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Table 3.4 Children's consistency in passing/failing 
Ambiguous and Specific Intervening tasks in Experiment 3.2

Pass
Specific

Fail
Specific

Pass 10 7
Ambig

Fail 1 14
Ambig

This same method was used lo eon (Inn the analysis of the effect of extra location 

described earlier. This time children were classified according to their consistency across the 

Immediate and lntei*vening tasks they received for each level of the Ambiguity factor. Table 

3.5 shows the number of children passing and failing the Immediate and Intervening versions 

of the Ambiguous tasks.

Table 3.5 Children's consistency in passing/failing 
Immediate and Intervening Ambiguous tasks in Experiment 3.2

Pass
Intervening

Fail
Intervening

Pass 15 6
Immediate

Fail 2 9
Immediate

The guessing hypothesis outlined in the introduction suggests that a child's better 

performance under conditions where there is no unique prediction from desires may result 

not from the child now being able to predict on the basis of what she knows about belief,
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but rather from guessing on the basis of where else the object has been. If this is true then 

it predicts that perfomiance on the Ambiguous Immediate task will be better than that on 

the Ambiguous Intervening task. From the table above it can be seen that there are more 

children passing the Immediate task and failing the Intervening task than vice versa. 

However, this difference is not significant. (McNemar test of change, binomial, p = 0.145).

Table 3.6 shows the number of children passing and failing the Immediate and 

Intervening versions of the Specific tasks in Experiment 3.2.

Table 3.6 Children's consistency in passing/failing 
Immediate and Intervening Specific tasks in Experiment 3.2

Pass Fail
Intervening Intervening

Pass 9 2
Immediate

Fail 1 19
Immediate

Looking at the consistency over the Specific tasks also shows no indication that 

Immediate tasks were performed better than Intervening tasks, with the same number of 

children passing only the Intervening Specific task as passing only the Immediate Specific 

task.

The children's wrong answers were also recorded. For the Specific tasks the 

children's errors were mostly directed at the final location of the object (17 out o f 21 for 

Immediate task, 19 out o f 21 for lntei*vening task). The remaining errors were children 

responding that they didn't know. For the Ambiguous tasks, some children were still inclined 

to offer the objects presumed final resting place. Five children in the Immediate task 

predicted search in the "mouth" or "tummy" of the protagonist who had eaten the chocolate, 

while eleven children in the lntei*vening task predicted search "outside" or "through the 

window" in the Intervening task. The remaining errors in the ambiguous tasks were split 

between "don’t know" and search at a further location (five and one respectively for the
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Immediate task, two and two for the intervening task). These results are presented in Table

3.7 below.

Table 3.7 Children's errors on each task in Experiment 3.2

Correct Final Location Distracter D on 't  know

Immediate
Ambiguous

21 5 1 5

Intervening
Ambiguous

17 11 2 2

Immediate
Specific

11 17 0 4

Intervening
^ e c i f i c

11 19 0 2

It is interesting to note that no responses were directed toward the "intended" 

distracter location (the tray) in the Intervening Ambiguous task. All were in fact directed 

tow ard  the Bin. which was present in all stories. This might have been a result of

intrusion from other tasks, but cannot have Ixren in ever\/ case since one such error occurred 

on the first task presented to one child.

Overall the numbers o f  errors to distracter locations was too small for there to be 

any hope o f  substantiating the hypothesis that children were guessing on the basis o f  where 

the item had been. It seems that the greater numlser o f  errors on the Ambiguous Intervening 

task as com pared with the Ambiguous Immediate task was most likely a result o f  the 

materials used: the item disappearing through a window was a less convincing d isappearance 

than the item being destroyed. Peifonnance on the conditions was not significantly different 

how ever (see Table 3.5). This possibility suggests that the materials should have been 

counterbalanced across conditions.

3.9 Experiment 3.2 discussion

The results o f  Experiment 3.2 indicate stronger support for Fodor's heuristic theory.
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Children in the younger and middle age groups were significantly better at correctly 

predicting an agent's action under conditions where there was no unique behavioural 

prediction available from the agent's desire. Presenting the tasks via pictures was more 

successful in creating ambiguity about the items final location than the attempt using real 

objects in Experiment 3.1.

Including an additional Location with which the bait item had been associated did 

not produce a significant decrement in perf ormance. However, this was most likely a result 

o f the specific story used in the Intervening task. Overall, the children's improved 

performance on the Ambiguous tasks did noi appear to be a result of their having been 

induced into guessing: the errors that children made were no more diverse in the Intervening 

condition than in the Immediate condition.

3.10 General discussion

It is possible, then, to conclude that there is some support for the heuristic 

hypothesis of Fodor in the results of the.se experiments.

Experiment 3.1 compared perfomiance on two versions of false belief tasks that 

created ambiguity in the prediction derived from considering the agent's desires (Fodor's H I) 

with performance on a standard task. Fodor's hypothesis predicted better performance on 

both o f these two new tasks relative to performance on the standard task. The results 

indicated that splitting the bail among two new locations does not improve children's 

performance. This result was also found by Wimmer & Weichbold (1994), but, as argued 

earlier, there are reasons to suspect that the split bait experiment is not a good test of 

Fodor's theory.

The results from the manipulation involving the destruction of the bait item were 

more encouraging. However, a large number of children still appeared unconvinced that the 

item had been destroyed and thus this test too may well have been flawed as a test of 

ambiguity in prediction from the agent's desires. In addition, the children who did succeed 

may have done so as a result of a guessing strategy. The correct Location in the Eat Bait 

task was also the only Location mentioned during the stoiy. Children may have predicted 

search here for this reason alone.

Experiment 3.2 succeeded in overcoming the reservations expressed about
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Experiment 3.1. Although children were not all convinced the bait item had disappeared 

(and indeed the materials in one condition were more convincing than those in the other)/^ 

there were fewer final location responses in Experiment 3.2 than there had been in 

Experiment 3.1. There is still an interpretation problem, however, with the results of 

Experiment 3.2.

3.10.1 Guessing revisited

The guessing hypothesis that was presented and tested in Experiment 3.2 can be 

made slightly more elaborate. For example, in Experiment 3.1, the correct (i.e. belief-based) 

location was argued to be the only one that had been mentioned in the story, and hence the 

obvious "guess" for a child who had no other idea where to predict. In Experiment 3.2 there 

are two locations with which the bait item has been associated, but only one of these two 

had been associated with the bait item and agent together: the correct Location. Although 

the bait item is associated with an intervening location, this does not happen when the agent 

is in the room, and so this association may be less relevant than the location that is 

associated with the item and the agent at the same time.

If children's guessing is as complicated as this, then performance on the tasks of 

Experiment 3.2 can still be explained with no need to accept that it is information about the 

agent's beliefs that is responsible for their improved performance.

3.10.2 The "Seeing" control for diinih strategies

The solution to this problem is not initially clear. It would be possible to design an 

experiment that included a control condition for this new guessing hypothesis. The agent 

would have to leave the item in one location and then move it to another location before 

leaving the room. This would associate two locations with the agent and item together 

before the item was moved to the ambiguous location. If guessing, the children would 

predict some searches to the wrong but still associated location. However, they could still 

in principle perform this task correctly on the basis of some factor other than an appreciation 

of belief (e.g. the correct location is always now the last o f the 2 locations associated in this

17

On reflection it would have been desirable to manipulate the materials between the two Ambiguous tasks. In 
fact however, ther eis a better control procedure against "guessing" strategies that I will introduce shortly.
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way). In addition, the overall strain on the children's memor>' becomes even higher. 

Although such an experiment decreases the likelihood of a false positive, it also increases 

the likelihood of a false negative. Recall that the assumption of Fodor's and other CC 

theories is that children's problems are a result of an overall strain on resources. For example 

the ToMM-SP model assumes that there are both inhibition and selection problems involved 

in false belief tasks. Making the stories more complex in the manner suggested above may 

well remove certain inhibition problems but at the same time may stress the selection 

problems, and perfomiance might end up no better.

Recently, a better solution to this type of problem has been suggested by Surian & 

Leslie (1994). Surian & Leslie were also interested in the role of ambiguity of desire in false 

belief problems. They present children with a modification of a task introduced by Robinson 

& Mitchell (1992), a task that has also been open to a "false-positive" interpretation. In the 

new task the child's problem is to identify the referent of a speaker's message. Sally has four 

pencils, three of which are sharp and the other broken. Sally leaves the pencils and then 

enters the next room. While she is gone Ann breaks the sharp pencils and then sharpens the 

broken pencil. Sally then calls to Ann: "bring my favourite pencil - you know, the broken 

one...". The children are asked which pencil Sally really means.

Here there is ambiguity in Sally's desire which, according to Fodor, should result in 

the child consulting her belief. Sally's belief is of course that the sharp pencil is the broken 

one, which is the correct answer. Surian & Leslie found that 48% of children passed this 

task, which was better than on a standard task. However, it is essential to rule out false 

positives. For example the word favourite might pick out a "unique individual", which would 

be the sharp pencil. The appropriate control, according to Surian & Leslie, is to include a 

"See" condition, where sally sees what Ann does to the pencils. If the children show the 

same pattern of responding when Sally sees as when she doesn't see, then it is reasonable 

to assume that some "dumb" strategy, such as the unique individual idea suggested above, 

is at work. Surian & Leslie find however, that only 15% of children pick the sharp pencil in 

the See control condition, a proportion significantly different than that observed in the No- 

see experimental condition.

The seeing control has proved useful in resolving other issues. Recall the experiment 

perfomied by Siegal & Beattie (1991; .see Chapter I, Section 1.6.3, also footnote 7). These
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authors found that children perfonrjed well if asked to predict where Sally would look "first" 

for the bait object. One dumb strategy suggested for this result is that children might assume 

that "look first" requires a look that will fail. The control reported by Siegal & Beattie is not 

compelling however, because as pointed out by Surian & Leslie (1994), the "inferred b e lie f 

control has items in both locations, so there is nowhere for Sally to direct a "failing look". 

Surian & Leslie ran a "look first" version of the standard false belief task, and included a 

Seeing control, where Sally sees Ann move the bait. Under these conditions the "failing 

look" dumb strategy does make a prediction: that Sally will search the empty location. 

However, children are sensitive to whether Sally saw or not in their choice of the empty 

Location, and only predict search there in the Not See experimental condition.

Clements & Pemer (in press) also use a Seeing control for their "implicit" eye- 

direction measure of false belief understanding. They found that children are reliably better 

at false belief tasks if one measures where they look in anticipation of where an agent with 

a false belief will return to retrieve an object. Children pass the task on this measure Six 

months before they pass when required to make an explicit verbal or pointing response. The 

result is not due to the children simply following the sequential location of the bait item, 

however; the children do not look to the original location in conditions where the agent is 

present, and sees the transfer event.

The appropriate control for "dumb" strategies then, would appear to be a Seeing 

control. It is not clear that such a control would work for the stories employed in 

Experiment 3.2, however, because it is not clear that a character who saw chocolate 

disappear should be inclined to search anywhere for it. The procedure would have to be more 

extensively modified.

3.10.3 Explanation as a converging m easure of belief u n d ers tand ing

Another way of determining whether children are consulting belief in making their 

predictions is to ask them to justify their prediction. This can be done either by asking them 

why they think the agent will search where they predict he will, or alternatively simply by 

asking them to explain the action itself. Wimmer & Weichbold (1994) made use o f the 

form er requirement. Such a measure might be considered conservative: providing an 

explanation for an action (or justifying a prediction of an action) may simply be harder than
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predicting an action. In fact, comparisons of prediction and explanation have appeared to 

indicate that explanation is easier (e.g. Bartsch & Wellman, 1989). Nevertheless, in general, 

the process of explanation in theoiy of mind has received far less attention than the 

processes o f action prediction and belief attribution. 1 turn in the next four chapters to the 

topic o f "backwards reasoning" in theory of mind, and concentrate on the issue of action 

explanation in particular.

3.10.4 Fodor's heuristics in the context of other CC theories

Before moving to consider explanation it is worth placing Fodor's heuristic theory 

in the context of other CC theories, notably the ToMM-SP theory. These theories share the 

following assumptions: that performance limitations are responsible for the 3-year-old’s 

failure at the false belief task, and that the concept of belief held by preschoolers is 

normative (see Chapter 1). One principal difference between the accounts is the role of the 

normativity of belief. For Fodor, the 3-year-old child only calculates belie f when certain 

conditions Iwld, conditions that depend on the action prediction derivable from the agent's 

desires. In ToMM-SP. by contrast, the child routinely calculates belief. The problem is that 

though the child routinely calculates the belief content, she has to overcome a prepotent 

response created by the normativity of belief.

Leslie & German (in press), have argued that the assumption that the 3-year-old 

does not routinely calculate belief is incorrect. For example, 3-year-olds fail direct belief 

attribution tasks, where they are simply asked to calculate the belief contents. This finding 

is troubling for the proposal that the problem is simply an error of omission, and reveals that 

Fodor's theory is limited by its consideration only of action based belief. In Chapters 5 and 

6, I return to the issue of whether or not children routinely calculate belief, and supply 

evidence from the explanations that they offer for incorrect search actions.
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CHAPTER 4

Action explanation:
A converging measure of belief understanding?

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter I present an overview of "backwards reasoning" experiments in 

theory of mind. This sort of task involves presenting children with a false belief situation, 

and giving them more evidence with which to calculate belief than is typically offered in the 

standard false belief task. For example, children might be shown a protagonist searching in 

the wrong place for an item, or expressing surprise that an item is absent, and asked to 

reason backwards from this evidence to the protagonist's false belief. This group o f tasks 

includes studies of the explanation of action, where the indirect measure of belief attribution 

is an open-ended "why..?" question (e.g. "why did <agent> look there..?").

I will deal here with the general rationale behind backwards reasoning, introduced 

in the last chapter, and present the picture that emerges from three significant investigations: 

Bartsch & Wellman (1989), Moses & Flavell (1990) and Robinson & Mitchell(inpressai will 

then outline and address a number of methodological issues that arise from the action 

explanation procedures contained in two of these papers (Bartsch & Wellman and Moses 

& Flavell), focusing on the issue of how the explanations of young children are to be 

categorized. I present a scheme for categorization that is based on considerations o f what 

a child 's explanation means in terms o f  how (s)he might have processed the task. The 

scheme is based on those used in both Bartsch & Wellman (1989) and Moses & Flavell 

(1990), but has some modifications.

4.2 General overview: backwards reasoning tasks

The reasoning behind standard action prediction and belief attribution tasks, which 

were discussed in Chapter 1, is based on the notion that commonsense psychology holds
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that'^ actions are caused by an interaction of mental states (e.g. Davidson, 1963). For 

example, in the false belief action prediction task (Wimmer & Pemer, 1983; see also Chapter 

1), the child must infer that a character's belief will cause him to search the empty location. 

In backwards reasoning tasks the logic is the same, only now the task is to reason 

backwards from a character's mistaken search and infer the false belief that caused it. In the 

next sections I will outline three papers where the authors apply this logic (Bartsch & 

Wellman, 1989; Moses & Flavell, 1990; Robinson & Mitchell, in press). The authors are 

interested at times in what I refer to as (backwards) belief attribution, where the children are 

asked to infer beliefs directly, and at other times with what I refer to as action explanation, 

where the children are asked simply to give an open ended answer to a "why...?" question.

This turns out to be an impoiiani difference, for reasons that I will expand on in the 

introduction to my first explanation investigations in Chapter 5 (see sections 5.1 and 5.2). 

Briefly, however, it is because open-ended action explanation questions have "correct" 

answers that do not refer to belief (despite the logic outlined above). ' Deciding whether 

a particular explanation is based on backwards reasoning to belief may be quite complicated. 

For example, a child who explains a protagonists incorrect search in a false belief task with 

reference to the protagonists desire to find the bait object has not indicated that (s)he 

understands the false belief. However, the desire is part of the cause for the action, and it 

is not possible rule out the possibility that the child understands this, without further 

prom pting. The backwards reasoning studies that 1 outline adopt a mixture o f these 

procedures, with greater or lesser emphasis on action explanation. In Chapter 5 I look in 

more detail at the relationship between desire, belief and action, to derive some specific 

predictions in an action explanation procedure.

4.2.1 Bartsch & Wellman (1989)

Bartsch & Wellman (1989) present a belief-desire reasoning scheme that was devised

18

Theorists studying the acquisition of commonsense psychology might, but need not necessarily believe that 
commonsense psychology is true. Thai is to say lhai, although actions might really be caused by an interaction 
of a number of real indivisible mental entities (such as Ixliefs and desires), it is also possible that commonsense 
psychology is in fact false (see for example; Ramsey, Stich & Garon, 1991; see also Chapter 2). This possibility 
notwithstanding, in commonsense psychology nr do in fact attribute desires and beliefs to agents in order to 
explain their actions. Wliat i.s at stake here is not whether the theory is mue but rather what form this knowledge 
base or theory takes, and how its acquisition proceeds.
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on the biisis o f  their simple belief retisoning tasks (Wellman & Bartsch, 1988; see Chapter 

1 ). This figure is reproduced in iugure 4.1 below. The authors state their purpose as being: 

"to examine young children’s ability and inclination to reason backwards with respect to this 

scheme..." (1989, p947).
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I iglii e 4.1 Belicf-dcsirc ivasoning scheme of Bartsch & Wellman

(1989).

In the first o f  their experiments they employ an open-ended explanation question 

m ethodology, and supplement this with some prompt questions. Bartsch and Wellman 

presented adults. 4- and .Vyear-old children with simple descriptions o f  characters engaging 

in actions, along with a picture o f  the event. The children were then asked to explain the 

character's action. Three different description.s o f  action were used; neutral descriptions of 

single simple actions: and two sorts o f  descriptions o f  actions that were contrary to the 

Agent's apparent desires. These could be anomalous belief actions, where the action  was 

further specified so as to create the contradiction (a false belief situation), or anomalous 

desire actions where the desire o f  the character was further specified to create the 

contradiction. An example of each story type ajipetirs in Table 4.1. Three exam ples o f  each

s.s



sto ry  type w ere p resen ted  to each  sub ject in one o f  tw o random  o rders.

Table 4.1 Examples of each story type used by Bartsch & W ellman
(1989, Experiment 1)

Neutral Story

Here's Jane. Jane is looking for her kitten under the piano.

Anomalous Desire Story

Here's Beth. Beth hates apples. But she's taking a bite out of this apple. W hy do you 
think Beth is doimz that?

Anomalous Belief Story

Here's Jane. Jane is looking for her kitten. The kitten is hiding under the chair. But 
Jane is looking under the piano. Why do you think Jane is doing that?____________

Immediately following the presentation of the pictures and story, the children were 

asked the open ended explanation question: "why do you think Jane is doing that..?". If in 

answ er to this question the subject did not use a belief or desire term, then they asked a 

further prompt question. The prompt question was either a desire prompt: "what does Jane 

want..?" (for the anomalous desire stories and one of the neutral stories), or a belief prompt: 

"what does Jane think..?" (for the anomalous belief stories and the other two neutral 

stories).

This study is used as the basis for the explanation studies to be presented in the next 

chapter, and a detailed appraisal o f the results appears there. Briefly, however, the 

experim ent showed that children were capable of offering relevant be lie f and desire 

explanations for each of the story types. The patterns o f explanation were not different 

across the three age groups, and explanations included references to false belief even among 

the 3-year-olds, especially when the prompt questions were taken into account.

Bartsch & Wellman were encouraged by the results of this open-ended action 

explanation experiment to further investigate what they describe as "an understanding of
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belief not evidenced in previous studies" (Bartsch & Wellman, 1989, p946). This "belief- 

understanding" was inferred largely on the basis of the prompted answers to the explanation 

questions in the first experiment. Their second experiment went on to pit understanding of 

false belief in an explanation setting, against understanding false belief in a prediction setting. 

In this second experiment they also included an open ended explanation measure, but were 

most concerned with the children's answer to a belief prompt: "what does <agent> think...?"; 

a direct measure of belief attribution. They found that 3-year-olds were correct about a third 

o f the time when predicting action, but about two-thirds of the time in the explanation task. 

They went on to argue that these results demonstrate that false belief attribution in 

explanation is easier than prediction of actions induced by false beliefs. They suggest that 

this is because in prediction, but not explanation, there is a conflict between the protagonists 

desire and their false belief. In the next Chapter, 1 will argue that desire is in fact just as 

important (if not more important) in explanation as it is in prediction, and provide evidence 

to substantiate this claim.

These data, and the subsequent conclusions, have attracted much criticism (e.g. 

Perner, 1991; Moses & Flavell, 1990). For example, Perner (1989, 1991) has argued that 

children might understand thinking as "thinking o f  rather than "thinking that". This 

argument was used by Pemer to undemiine Wellman's belief based prediction tasks 

(Wellman & Bartsch, 1988: see Chapter 1 Section 1.6.2). In addition, Wellman (1990) noted 

that the false belief explanations were largely from the older 3-year-olds, and suggested that 

only children who are at a transitional phase in development (see Chapter 1, Section 1.6.4) 

find explanation easier. 1 return to Wellman's position on explanation in the next chapter, 

where the results of his first explanation experiment are dealt with more thoroughly.

4.2.2 Moses & Flavell (1990)

Moses & Flavell (1990) also criticized the conclusions drawn in Bartsch & Wellman

(1989). Moses & Flavell also presented two experiments, both o f which were concerned 

with young children's ability to "reason backwards to the belief from its effects (e.g. from 

a protagonist's actions and reactions)" (1990, p929). The measure of primary interest for 

M oses & Flavell was a direct belief attribution question, Just like Bartsch & Wellman's 

second experim ent. Children were assigned to one of three conditions in which they were
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shown two short films of a false belief scenario. The scenario was a standard one: an agent 

(Cathy) placed an item (crayons) in a location (bag) and left the room to search for some 

paper. A clown came in and replaced the crayons with rocks, putting the crayons in a 

drawer. A direct measure of belief attribution was employed: children were asked what the 

protagonist believed was in the bag.

In the first condition, this question was asked when the film had been stopped at the 

point that the protagonist came back into the room, requiring children to infer the false belief 

on the basis of the lack of perceptual access to the transfer event. In the second condition 

the film was stopped after the protagonist had approached the bag, and was about to open 

it, allowing the children information about tiie agent's actions as well as information about 

the lack o f perceptual access. In the last condition, children were also shown the 

protagonist's surprise reaction on discovering rocks in the bag, and were allowed this extra 

information as well. Moses & Ravel 1 hypothesized that performance would improve across 

the three conditions. In addition to the belief attribution questions, some of the subjects 

were also asked an open ended explanation question after the second of their two stories.

With respect to the belief attribution results; although Moses & Flavell demonstrated 

a monotonie trend across the conditions, with perfomiance improving as a function of the 

amount of information available about the agent's belief, they were not convinced that the 

absolute performance was better than chance (one correct out of two stories). They 

replicated the surprise condition, where they had observed the best performance, with a 

further 19 children. This second experiment also included an open-ended explanation 

question. The conclusion from this replication was that children's performance, even in the 

surprise condition where there is much infonnation about what the agent believes, is not 

reliably better than chance.

As far as explanation was concerned, the following procedure was carried out. On 

the second of the two films, after the belief attribution questions had been asked, the film 

was stopped at the point at which the agent was looking in the wrong location. Half the 

children (n=24, eight from each condition) were asked the open ended question: "why is 

Cathy looking in the bag..?". Following this, these children, and most o f the remaining 

children (who hadn't been asked the action explanation, total n=46), were shown the 

character's surprise reaction and asked the surprise explanation question: "why is Cathy
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surprised..?".

Analysis of children's answers showed that for the action explanation children most 

frequently explained in temis of the agent's desires, while for the surprise explanation 

children most hequendy explained in terms of the outcome of the search. Moses & Flavell 

make the important observation that neither of these patterns reflects incorrect responding', 

the desire is one of the causes of the mistaken search (along with the false belief about the 

bait's location); the outcome of the search is a reason for surprise (along with the 

expectation that a different item would be located). Moses & Flavell make the point that in 

both cases where there is a choice in explanation between a belief construct and some other 

construct, belief is rarely offered. This point is crucial in setting explanation aside from 

backwards belief reasoning, and will be raised again in the introduction to Chapter 5. Moses 

& Flavell interpret this and their other results as indicating a profound problem for 3-year- 

olds in understanding the representational nature of beliefs.

4.2.3 Robinson & Mitchell (in press)

Robinson & Mitchell(in press)preseni an outline of the backwards reasoning debate 

and argue that there is still good reason to expect that backwards explanation to be easier 

than belief prediction. Robinson & Mitchell use no open-ended explanation measures, 

however; instead their tasks use various fomis of indirect and direct belief attribution 

questions.’  ̂For this reason the experiments in this paper are less relevant to explanation 

than the two mentioned previously, but are nevertheless important from the point of view 

of backwards reasoning in general.

In a series of experiments, Robinson & Mitchell compared backwards explanation 

with forwards prediction, using an indirect measure of belief attribution. The child's task was 

to identify which of two identical twins must have performed certain actions; the twins can 

only be tracked in terms of the different beliefs they entertain. In the first study for example, 

the twins were present when the bait item (ball) was hidden. One twin went outside and the 

ball was moved. In the prediction condition children were asked to predict where the twin 

who had gone outside would search for the ball. In the explanation condition the children

19

In iheir first invesiigaiion Robinson & Miichcll do use a "Why..?" question, but force the children into a 
choice: "Was it because of x or was it because of >..?” .
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were shown both twins searching in different locations for the ball, and were asked whether 

the twin who had gone to the wrong place had done so because he was outside or had 

stayed inside when the ball had been moved. The results showed the backwards explanation 

condition to be significantly easier than the prediction condition, and performance was 

significantly better than chance. Robinson & Mitchell went on in further experiments to 

show that this resulted from the behaviour having happened  in the explanation case, rather 

than the direction of reasoning per se, and also that various association strategies (e.g. 

Perner, 1991) could not account for the results.

Robinson & Mitchell drew a number of important conclusions from these results. 

These conclusions are for the most part consistent with competence continuity (CC) 

versions of theory-theory. The role of reality is stressed, as well as the idea of giving 

children extra help in calculating the contents of beliefs (see Chapter 1, Section 1.8.2). The 

issue of extra cues to belief calculation within an explanation situation are readdressed in 

Chapter 7 .1 turn now. however, away from backwards reasoning in general, to the specific 

issues involved in the open ended action explanation measures used in Bartsch & Wellman 

(1989, Experiment 1) and Moses & Flavell (1990).

4.3 Action explanation

An action explanation task has been defined here as a task that employs an open 

ended  explanation question. In the experiments carried out by Bartsch & Wellman and 

Moses & Flavell, the action explanations were similar in that they required the child to 

explain why a character was looking in a particular location. However, there were also 

differences between the two papers in tenns of both the procedure adopted around the 

explanation task and also the methodology employed in categorizing the explanations 

themselves.

4.3.1 Procedural differences

Procedural differences between Bartsch & Wellman (1989) and M oses & Flavell

(1990) are summarized in Table 4.2. One of the purposes of the experiments reported in the 

next few chapters (5, 6 and 7), is to assess whether differences in task structure, like those 

mentioned in Table 4.2, can influence the pattern of explanations that children might offer.
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For example, we have already seen in Chapter 3 that presenting children with picture stories 

rather than real objects was successful in inducing children to be more convinced by a 

disappearance event. Bartsch & Wellman presented their explanation situations via pictures 

in which the location of objects was unknown, and observed more belief responses than 

Moses & Flavell (1990), who presented children with videos in which the location of the 

items was known. In this vein, in Chapter 5 1 comptue the pattern of explanation offered for 

successful (desire satisfying) actions with that offered for unsuccessful (desire frustrating) 

actions. Bartsch & Wellman included different story outcomes in their experiment (e.g. see 

Table 4.1), but their assessment of that manipulation was limited. In Chapter 6 , 1 address 

the question of what effect making an action prediction has on subsequent explanation of 

the same action, and in Chapter 7. I look in more detail at the issue of presenting children 

with video evidence of false belief.

Table 4.2 Summary of Action Explanation procedures used by Bartsch & 
Wellman (1989, Experiment 1) and Moses & Flavell (1990)

Bartsch & Wellman 
(1989, Expt 1)

Moses & Flavell 
(1990 E x p t s l & 2 )

Types of action to explain Neutral .stories 
Anomalous desire stories 
Anomalous belief stories

False belief stories 
(anomalous belief)

Reality status of 
objects/events

Presentation using 
pictures. Items of search 
not shown', locations not 
known to child.

Presentation using video 
films. Items of search 
shown: locations known 
to child.

Prompt questions after 
explanation?

Children asked belief 
and/or desire prompts 
after initial explanation.

Some children asked to 
explain Agent's surprise 
reaction after initial 
explanation.

Questions before ex
planation procedure?

No questions before 
explanation.

Child asked about Agent's 
beliefs before explanation 
question.

1 turn now to the issue of the scoring of children’s explanations.
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4.3.2 Categorization of explanation types

Bartsch & Wellman (1989) discussed the possibility that children might reason 

backwards with respect to a belief-desire reasoning scheme (see Figure 4.1), which includes 

many explanation types. Some o f  these t\^x\s are classified as belief- or desire-based, others 

invoke the more "primitive" concepts o f  the scheme, such as drives and perceptions. Bartsch 

& Wellman thus expected that their open ended question ("why is <agent> doing that..?") 

would result in a wide variety of possible responses. It is important for the purpose o f  

interpreting the results o f  this type of expenment, to be able to both i) identify the categories 

o f  response that are o f  interest and ii) reliably score responses into these categories. The 

present section deals with the scoring methods used in each o f  the action explanation 

procedures detailed, with respect to both these issues.

ruble 4.3 Categories of explanation and exemplars 
Bartsch «!x Wellman (1989)

Catégorisation Exemplars

Psychological Beliefs & Desire^ Beliefs think
know
guess
expect
believe

Desires want
hope
wish
desire

Other psychological 
states

physiology
perception
emotion
changed-mind
pretence
preference
oughts
traits

Mon-psychological reality

No explanation don’t know 
no response 
repetition
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The complete schemes are presented in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. It can be seen that there 

is relatively high correspondence between the two systems o f  categorization. With respect 

to point i) alx)ve, both schemes identify the same specific categories of interest: belief-based 

and desire-based explanations. A notable difference between the schemes is that Bartsch & 

Wellman's has a structure that identifies a hierarchical organisation in the explanations. In 

addition it is more detailed, especially in tenns o f  psychological explanations other than 

beliefs and desires.

Table 4.4 Calegories of explanalion and exem plars for Moses & Flavell (1990)

Categorisation Exemplars

Desire related wants
goals
intentions
likes
needs

Belief related false-l)elief
ignorance
lack o f perceptual access 
deception

Outcome current contents
absence o f  original content
how contents  cam e to be there

No Explanation no answ er 
did not know 
irrelevant answer 
u n I nterpretable an swer

There are three reasons why there are a greater num ber o f  tokens in the Bartsch & 

Wellman scheme. Firstly, as indicated above, Bartsch & Wellman expected that children's 

explanations would reflect backwards reasoning with respect to the scheme reproduced in 

Figure 4.1. The scheme includes concepts and connections beyond simply beliefs and 

desires, hence the inclusion o f  additional concepts in the Bansch & Wellman scheme. Moses
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& Ravell do not mention this possibility. Secondly, in Bartsch & Wellman the tasks were 

given to adults as well as children. The adults were anticipated (and indeed were observed)^® 

to have a wider repertoire of terms at their disposal. Moses & Flavell tested only children 

on their task. Finally, there were several different story types in the Bartsch & Wellman 

experiment. The anomalous desire stories for example (see Table 4.1), where a character 

states a desire and then violates it, seem likely to invoke a wide range of explanations than 

do the anomalous belief type stories. Recall that Moses & Flavell's explanation situations 

were all standard false belief scenarios.

The above three points notwithstanding, Bartsch & Wellman do report that not all 

o f the categories included in their scheme were necessary. 87% of the belief-based 

explanations used the tenu "think", with the rest using the term "know" (excepting one use 

each of "expect" and "believe"). For desire-based answers, all except one used the term 

"want" (see also footnote 20).

As noted, both schemes classified responses to explanation questions into roughly 

the same categories. This classification is, on the surface, quite uncontroversial; it seems 

obvious that mental explanations should be distinguished from non-mental, and that mental 

explanations that are belief-based are to be differentiated from those that are desire-based. 

It also seems obvious that knowing and guessing are tokens of the belief type, while wants 

and wishes are tokens of the desire type. 1 intend to argue, however, that a slightly more 

rigorous system is desirable. It is necessary to know, for example, not only that the belief 

t)pe and its tokens are different from the desire type and its, but also what it is about these 

different types and tokens that makes them different. Similarly it is important to know 

whether there are explanation tokens that, though they indicate that the child has understood 

certain similar aspects of the situation, fall in quite different intuitive categories. By 

designing the coding scheme in tenns of h o w  th e  child might process the task, rather than 

on the basis of what intuitions one has about how explanation types cluster, problematic 

tokens will be more easily classified.

20

Ii isn't eniircly clear wiicihcr the Bansch & Wellman scheme was devised before their experiment was carried 
out, or constructed on the basis of Lite answers that ap]ieareil when the data had been collected. It appears initially 
that tlie scheme was created alter the explanations had been collected, as the scheme appears in the results section 
(see Bartsch & Wellman. 1989, p95U). However, later this is not so clear. Some categories end up being 
superlluous, as there are no instances ol answers of that t\]X' ( e.g. Bartsch & Wellman, 1989, p951 : "all the desire 
explanations involved wani, except lor one use of I tope by an adult..." italics in original).
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The following section presents a hierarchical coding scheme. This scheme will rely 

heavily on the two schemes presented above. In addition to specifying the rationale for 

differentiating explanation tokens, the scheme will consider what a particular explanation 

token tells us about how the child has processed the task.

4.4. A revised scoring methodology

The coding scheme to be presented here retains a hierarchical structure similar to 

that o f Bartsch & Wellman's (1989) scheme. 1 present the hierarchy "top-down", considering 

all the possible answers that a child might give in response to an open ended explanation of 

a search action (e.g. "wliy did <agenr> look there..?"): the scheme appears in Table 4.5.

4.4.1 Explanation versus no explanation

The initial categorisation to be made is relatively straightforward; whether or not the 

child offers an answer at all. Clearly a child who says something (anything) has at least 

processed the question as a request for an utterance. If the child stays silent then one can 

learn nothing about how tiie child has understood the situation. Note that this is not the 

same as saying that we have learned that the child knows nothing about the situation: we 

simply can't tell. The child could answer with an utterance, but the utterance could be "I 

don't know". Again, in this case, we have learned nothing.

The first level of the hierarchy then, is whether or not the child has given us any 

infomiation about how (s)he has processed the task. This is not always straightforward to 

judge. For example, a child might offer an utterance that is difficult to interpret. Moses & 

Flavell's coding scheme included a "no explanation" category, which includes responses that 

are "uninterpretable" or "irrelevant" ( 1990, p934). Unfortunately, Moses & Flavell did not 

describe what these responses looked like. Bartsch & Wellman's scheme also included such 

a category, but here, only "no response", "don't know" and "repetition o f the story" 

responses were included. Responses such as these are all o f little use in determining what 

a child has understood about the situation, and so can be scored as "No Explanation".
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T ab le  4.5 R evised ca te g o riza tio n  schem e*

Explanation Mental Intentional DESIRE BASED 
(Object only)

wants 
has goal 
intends 
trys
looks for 
thinks (of)’ 
likes/needs^

BELIEF BASED 
(Object 4- status)

thinks (that) 
believes 
knows 
guesses 
doesn’t know^ 
wrong (about)^ 
sees/d idn4see^

Non- drives
Ill lent ional emotions

traits
wrong^

Non-
Mental

Object only item name

Object 4- status item location^ 
how item got 
there

No
Explanation

no response 
don’t know 
repeat story

* The specific numbered points will be dealt with in the main text

4.4.2 Mental state explanations

Once it has been established that an explanation has been offered, the next distinction 

1 will draw is whether the explanation uses a mental state term or not. Bartsch & W ellm an 

include the mental/non-mental distinction in their coding scheme, although they cast it as 

being between psychological and non-psychological explanations. Moses & Flavell also code 

some explanations as refeiring to a state of the world: hence their "outcome" ca tegory  (see 

Table 4.4). Mental explanations differ from non-mental explanations in where the cause o f
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the action is located: mental state explanations locate the cause as internal to the agent, 

non-mental state explanations appear to locate the cause in the outside world.

This distinction needs to be made because it tells us whether there are any 

restrictions on where the cause of an action by an agent can be located relative to that agent. 

For example, if we were to find that children always explain actions using mental state 

terms, we might go on to infer from this some general relationship in the child's causal 

knowledge between actions and mental states. On the other hand, we might find that in 

certain circumstances children are happy to explain actions with reference to states or 

situations that exist in the outside world."'

This latter possibility is worth dwelling on briefly. Bartsch & Wellman and Moses 

& Flavell both had categories of explanation that suggested that the child was locating the 

cause of the action in the real world. For example, Bartsch & Wellman had a "reality" 

categof)'. and gave as an example "Becau.se that's where her kitten is...". Moses & Flavell 

had an "outcome" categoiy, which included the current contents of the location as well as 

how the contents came to be there. Now although these categories were named so as to 

suggest the child is locating the cause in the world rather than the mind, it is interesting to 

consider just how plausible this is. Certainly in the case of the example given by Bartsch & 

Wellman above, a plausible alternative interpretation might be that the child was offering a 

desire explanation that was simply not labelled as such: the desire term was left implicit. This 

highlights the danger of focusing on the presence or absence of certain linguistic tokens, 

rather than taking into account what the explanation might say about how the child has 

processed the task. It is important to decide just what it might mean for a child to locate the 

cause of an action in non-mental terms, as well as identify explanations that appear to be 

examples of the strategy. This issue is addressed empirically in Chapter 5.

4.4.3 Intentional versus non-inlenlional mental states

The next distinction I wish to draw is that between intentional mental states and non-

21
This is true not only tor how the same children go tiboui e.xplanalion in various different circumstances, but also 
for how different children mi^ht explain in the same set o f circumstances. It is quite possible that studies on 
young children's explanalion will reveal individual differences in the way children assign causes. There is an 
extensive s(x:ial ps\chological literature on adults' si vie ot explanation (see for example Hewstone, 1989), as well 
as a number of proposals tliat some psychological disorders are caused (or at least maintained) by "dysfunctional 
attributional style" (Abramson, Selignian & Teasdalc 1978; Hamilton & Abramson, 1983).
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intentional mental states. An intentional mental state is one that has "aboutness" (Dennett, 

1978/?; 1983). That is to say, it is a mental state that is in some sense "directed at" 

something in the world. Mental states such as emotions or drives can be used to explain 

actions (e.g. "She did it because she's sad": "He ate them cos he’s hungry..."), but they do 

so by referring to a state that is entirely internal to the agent: the mental states are not 

"about" anything. Beliefs and desires, by contrast, are intentionally directed; one has beliefs 

and desires "about" things (e.g. "Because he wants to keep the lawnmower..."; "Because he 

thinks the television's too loud...")."'

The scheme offered by Bmtsch & Wellman also made a distinction within the mental 

state category. However, it was a distinction between "beliefs and desires" on the one hand, 

and "other psychological states" on the other. There is a problem with this distinction. Of 

the "other psychological states" in their scheme (see Table 4.3), some are intentional and 

some are non-intentional mental states. It isn’t really clear why these states should be 

grouped together, other than on the basis of Bartsch & Wellman's commitment to their 1988 

reasoning scheme (see Figure 4.1). For example. Bartsch & Wellman's scheme codes 

pretending among the "other psychological states". Although the precise significance of 

pretence is disputed (Leslie, 1987, 1994: Perner, 1991, in press; see also Chapter 1), what 

is clear is that it is an intentional state (pretends are "about" something), and is closely 

related to belief. In fact, as we saw in Chapter 1, Perner suggests that young children might 

in fact fail to distinguish between pretence and belief at all (Perner, Baker & Hutton, 1994). 

My proposal is to draw a distinction on the criterion of intentionality, which is char- 

acterizable as "aboutness". This maintains a distinction that classifies beliefs and desires as 

different from some other mental states, but differentiates these categories in a more 

systematic manner.

An explanation that uses an intentional mental state is giving more specific 

information about the caiLse o f the action than one that uses a non-intentional state; namely.

22

Pemer (1991, pi 36), gives a g(xxi outline of why emotions, though they can intuitively be "about" things, are not 
intentional states. This is on the grounds that one can rejthrase emotions that are "about" things as emotions being 
"caused by" things. He goes on to cite Searlc's claim that emotions are only ever intentional because they depend 
on other intentional mental states such as Ixiliefs and desires (Searle, 1983, p29-36). There is another way in 
which to characieri/.e the "aboutness" of intentionality. It corresponds to a certain logical feature o f things that 
we wish to call intentional; known as referential opacity (see for example Dennett, 1983, p344-345). It is on this 
criterion that the mental state of perception is viewed as intentional.
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that although the cause o f  the action is something internal to the agent, it also has some 

relationship with a state o f  the world. For example, Bartsch & Wellman's (1989) scheme 

placed "likes" in the non-intentional category (Table 4.5, Point 2). Flere, however, likes are 

placed with dispositional intentional states because they are "about" an object. This 

treatment agrees with that o f  Moses & Flavell (1990). It might be argued that this misses 

the idea that "likes" specify a more general, "long-lasting" pro-attitude, but Yuill (1991a, 

19916) has shown that children below an age o f  about seven are unlikely to attribute 

preferences to indicate stable  characteristics of agents, but more likely as indicating short 

term pro-attitudes.

4.4.4 Beliefs versus desires

Bartsch & Wellman went on to distinguish beliefs from desires:

Bclict-dcsirc reasoning deix'iuis on a ciueuil distinction Ixiwecn beliefs as menial siaias o f  
conviction versus desires as mental state- o! disposition" (1989, p948).

Searle ( 19X5) notes that l^eliefs and desires have in com m on a propositional content 

that stipulates their conditions o f  satisfaction. He goes on to emphasize however that the 

way in which the states are .satisfied (vis à \i> the world) is different. The difference is in the 

direction o f  causality betw een the m ind and the world, an idea that cropped up briefly in 

Chapter 1 (see Section 1.6.1). Desire-type idispositional) intentional states have a mind-to- 

woiid direction o f causality, in that the mind nas a causal influence on the world. Belief-type 

(epistemic) intentional states have the opposite direction o f  causality, where states o f the 

world cause states in the mind.

As well as the direction o f  causal i t \ . there is another important difference between 

epistemic and dispositional mental states, w hich concerns what they tell us about how the 

subject has processed the question. An explanation that is concerned with disposition 

(desire-based explanation), offers less specific information about the cause o f the action than 

does an explanation concerned with b elie ls . Desire-based intentional states are concerned 

only w ith the agent's relation with a goal object: there is no further reference to anything 

about the goal object, or its status will: respect to the world. Belief-type mental state 

explanations, by contrast, make reference m the status o f the goal object with respect to the
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world.^'

To illustrate, a desire explanation such as "Because he wants the sweets...", makes 

reference to a mental state that makes explicit the goal of the action, but not any information 

about the world status of that goal object. A belief explanation, such as "because he thought 

the sweets were still in the box...", contains more specific information, relating to a specific 

characteristic of the goal object. Belief type explanations clearly contain more information 

than desire type explanations. This is important for deciding what the explanation offered 

tells us about what resources the child has brought to bear in processing the task. Belief- 

type explanations reveal a more detailed level of explanation than do desire-type 

explanations. In the next paragraphs I expand on the remaining belief versus desire 

classification points which appear in Table 4.5.

The distinction between "thinking o f  and "thinking that" (Table 4.5, Point 1) first 

became an issue when Perner (1989) criticised the experiments presented in Wellman & 

Bansch (1988), who then responded in a later issue (Wellman & Bartsch, 1989). The main 

body of the argument is outlined in Chapter I (Section 1.6.2). With respect to explanation, 

the distinction that Perner made needs to he retained. Although "thinking" is a belief based 

mental state, think explanations that mention only the object o f  the thought don’t qualify as 

belief-based explanations because they make no reference to the status o f the object in the 

world. It is on these grounds that in the present scheme, references to "think" that make 

reference only to the object (e.g. "because he thinks of apples.."), are to be scored as desire- 

based (dispositional) rather than belief-based explanations.

"Knowing" and "not knowing" (Table 4.5, Point 3) are, intuitively, belief-based 

mental states. However, there are different ways that knowledge or the lack thereof might 

be used in an explanation. Consider, for example, the following situation: person A doesn't 

know that an object is in location :r, while person B doesn't know that the object was moved 

away from location y, person C doesn't know where the object is and person D doesn't 

know anything at all. All of these people might explain mistaken searches for the object by

23

This is linked to the "dircciioii of causaliiy" discus<ec above. A desirc-l>pe state is pari of a reason that causes 
the agent to act toward a particular goal objeci (mind h> world causality). A belief type state is also held to be part 
of the cause of the action (e.g. Davidson, 1 %.s: see aiv) Chapter 5). However, the belief stale is itself caused  by 
an object's status in the world (world to mind causality;, and therefore makes reference to the object's status in 
the world.
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referring to a knowledge-based mental state, and all but person D would be categorised, in 

the Table 4.5 scheme, as having used a belief-based explanation. Person D's knowledge 

based explanation is crucially different from the others. In terms of the hierarchical scheme 

the explanation does not even mention|anobjeci. and for this reason an explanation of this 

type cannot be scored as an intentional explanation. This last case is similar to an 

explanation such as "Because she was wrong", which simply refers to the agent having made 

an error; such an explanation might even be considered as a description rather than an 

explanation. Note that this is different to an explanation that states that "She was wrong 

about where the item was", which is belief-based.

Reference to "perception" (Tuble 4.5. Point 4) is a controversial category. It was 

coded by Bansch & Wellman as a non-inicniional psychological state, and while Searle 

(1983; see also Dennett, 1983) argued that seeing is intentional, Perner (1991) questioned 

w hether young children attribute "seeing" to mean an intentional state. Wimmer & 

Weichbold (1994), discuss reference to "access to informational conditions" as an 

explanation type distinct from belief, a s  part of their CC theory of theoiy'-of-mind 

development (Wimmer c/ al. 1988: sec Chapter 1 ). In the Table 4.5 scheme, use of "seeing" 

or "not seeing" in conjunction with infomiaiion about the status of the object (i.e. "not 

seeing that..." or "not seeing where..."), qualifies the explanation as belief-based. In Chapter 

6, however, 1 assess the idea of "access to infomiation" as a form of explanation in itself, 

following the proposals of Wimmer & Weichix)ld (1994).

4.4.5 Specificity of non-mental explanations

In Section 4.2.2,1 introduced the idea that explanations of actions that referred to 

non-mental states were subject to mentali\tic interpretations. This issue is dealt with more 

thoroughly in Chapter 5, but it is important to emphasize here that "non-mental state" 

explanations can vary with respect to how specific they are, just as was shown for mental 

state explanations in the section above. To illustrate this, I take the example of a "non- 

psychological" explanation given in Bartsch & Wellman (1989, p950). The explanation is 

given as "Because her kitty is under there...", and clearly does not refer explicitly to a mental 

state. However, references to current or past locations of objects (Table 4.5. Point 5), do 

indicate that the child has specified certain aspects of the cause. The explanation makes clear
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an object, and also information about the status of that object with respect to the world, just 

like the belief explanation example given in the section above.

It is arguable that a non-mental explanation of this kind, and the belief-based 

explanation ("Because he thought the sweets were still in the box...") have more in common 

than do the same belief explanation and a desire-based mental state explanation (e.g. 

"Because he wants the sweets..."). This is in spite of the fact that the latter two share the 

characteristic o f  being intentional mental states (Section 4.4.3). Finding examples of 

explanations that, though they do not make a mental state, explicit, seem to indicate that the 

child is offering the same level of specificity in the explanation, supports the idea that "non

mental state" explanations are in fact implicit references to mental states. This issue is 

addressed in more detail in Chapters 5 and 6. where the similarity between belief type 

explanations and certain other explanations is placed within a more theoretical framework.

4.4.6 Relevance of explanation

The final consideration in categorization concerns what Bartsch & Wellman identify 

as the "relevance" of explanations. Belief & Desire explanations were coded for how 

relevant they were, with regard to three as|>ects of the explanation: the protagonist, the topic 

and the proposition (Bartsch & Wellman, 1989, p951). Bartsch & Wellman ass ig n ^  a score 

to an explanation on the basis of how many of the three topics were made explicit. For 

example, in assessing the topic of the explanation, a child who answers the explanation 

question with: "/ think the kitten is under the chair" would be scored as having offered an 

irrelevant topic. A child answering an explanation question in such a manner has clearly 

answered a different question altogether. Interpretation of such "explanations" is extremely 

difficult. Similarly, irrelevance can turn up in what Bartsch & Wellman term the proposition 

o f the explanation. For example, a child might explain an agent searching in an empty 

location by saying: "Because she thinks the sweets aren't there". Even though this specifies 

information about the status of the object in the world, it clearly specifies information that 

is irrelevant to the Agent's search at that location, and interpretation is therefore difficult.

In the scheme presented here (Table 4.5), explanations are also to be screened for 

irrelevances. Whereas Bartsch & Wellm.m .scored children for relevance, any irrelevant 

explanations are to be scored by this scheme as ".No explanation", because of the difficulty
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in interpretation described above. This is conservative, but ensures that the numbers of 

belief, desire and other categories of explanation will not be inflated with instances where 

the route to the explanation might have been ver>' different.

The Table 4.5 scheme will be used as the basis for scoring the explanation 

experiments that appear in the next chapters. In certain chapters, however, particular 

explanation categories are emphasized over others. For example, in Chapter 6 I look 

specifically at "infomiational access" explanations (Chapter 6, section 6.3). In this and the 

all other cases, however, the guidelines that have been presented here will inform how the 

categories used in each chapter are interpreted and discussed.
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CHAPTER 5

Actions speak louder than words; 
Children's explanations o f simple search action

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter I will introduce a framework for the study of explanation, and present 

two experiments testing specific proposals within the framework. The framework is based 

on the philosophical work of Davidson (1963). and is illuminating with respect to the logic 

behind the existing explanation experiments described in the last chapter. This logic asserted 

that the .study of explanation (e.g. Bansch & Wellman, 1989; Moses & Flavell, 1990) would 

provide a measure of false belief understanding convergent with assessing action prediction 

on the basis of false belief (e.g. Wimmer & Perner, 1983). As well as enabling an appraisal 

o f the explanation logic, Davidson made some quite specific observations about the 

explanation of action, observations on which the predictions for the current experiments are 

based. The chapter will begin by setting Davidson's observations in the context of some 

more recent ideas, from authors within both philosophy and developmental psychology.

5.2 Actions and reasons: a framework for explanation

In this section I present an appraisal of Davidson's (1963) work on explanation^ The 

aim is to use Davidson's analysis as a framework within which to view explanation.

In 1963, Davidson revived the commonsense notion that actions are caused by 

reasons. A reason for an action, according to Davidson, consists in a b e lie f'ànd pro-attitude 

(desire) pair. On this view, ever)' action must be caused by a reason, contrary to advice 

offered to the chicken in the cartoon presented in Figure 5.1 (reprinted from Larson, 1991). 

If this chicken were in fact to cross the road, then according to Davidson, this action would 

have been caused by the chicken having wanted to get to the other side, and having believed 

that by crossing the road she would satisfy this desire.
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Figure 5.1 Why did the chicken cross the road? (Reprinted 
from Larson. 1991 ).

5.3 Incompleleiiess o f  evplanalioii: theory

Davidson s I"irst obseivation i> that explanations are typically not complete. In his 

own words:

I A] primary reason consists ol a Iviict' and an aiiiiude. but it is generally otiose to mention 
both. If \ou tell me that you are easing the nb because you think it will slop the main from 
backing. 1 doni need to Iv told ihai >ou uani lo >iop the main from backing...". (1963 
j reprinted l%S. pS2|).

Similarly, considering Figtire Ô. 1. if we are told that the chicken wants to get to the 

other side, we don’t need to be told as well that she thinks that by crossing the road she will 

get to the other side. On the basis o f  this observation, the first prediction we can derive from 

D avidson’s action-reason framework is that explanations are likely to be incomplete.



5.4 The primacy of desire: theory

In this section I describe a number of positions that share the general view that the 

concept of desire is an important entity in the development of a fully fledged theory of mind. 

I begin by continuing with the observations of Davidson (1963).

5.4.1 Davidson’s argument for the primacy of desire explanations

Davidson's key observation within his action-reason framework was that, o f the two 

components of the reason, the desire component is primaiy. Paradoxically, he illustrates this 

point by referring to an example where a desire that causes an action is in fact omitted in 

explanation, on account of its primacy:

IWjhcn vvc know some action is intentional, it is empty to add that the agent wanted to do it.
In such cases, it is easy to answer the question "Why did you do it?" with "For no reason", 
meaning not that there is no reason hut that litere further reason, no reason that cannot 
be inferred from the fact that the action was done intentionally; no reason, in other words, 
lieside wanting to do it. (1963 |reprinted I66S. pS2| Italics in original).

A number of interesting predictiotis cati be derived from this observation. Firstly, 

consider a situation where an agent peifomis an action that fulfils one of that agent's desires 

(e.g. I search in the fridge to get a beer). According to Davidson, such an action is caused 

by a reason (belief-desire pair). The reason in this case consists o f the desire for the object 

(beer) and the (true) belief that the location (fridge) contains the object.

The first prediction derivable from Davidson's observation concerning the primacy 

of desire is this: when a child provides an incomplete explanation for an action (see Section 

5.3), it is likely to refer to the desire component of the agent's reason, rather than the belief 

component.

Consider the situation where an agent searches the wrong location for the object of 

his or her desire (e.g. I seturh the celku* for beer, when it is really in the fridge). Just like the 

successful action described above, this action of searching the wrong location is in 

Davidson's framework also caused by a reason. The belief-desire pair in this case are the 

desire for the bait item (beer) and the (false) belief that the bait item is in a certain location 

(the cellar and not the fridge). Davidson does not mention the case of an action frustrating 

a desire explicitly, but in the context of the action-reason framework, I will take the strong 

prediction from the primacy of desire observ'ation to be that desire explanations may still
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eclipse belief explanations in such situations. This prediction is at odds with intuition, which 

tells us that explaining an action by referring to a desire that has been frustrated by that very 

action is inappropriate. However, even "wrong" actions are caused by beliefs and  desires 

and if desires are primary, then they might be preferred to beliefs even in situations where 

it I seems intuitively inappropriate. This is the important reason for having drawn the 

distinction between action explanation measures and backwards belief attribution measures 

in the last chapter. Desire explanations, such as those observed in Moses & Flavell (1990; 

see Chapter 4. Section 4.2.2), are correct explanations of incorrect search, and if Davidson 

is right, then one possible reason for a predilection for young children to explain using 

desires is that desires are preferred  as explanations. This is different from the conclusion 

drawn by Moses & Flavell (and see next section), which was that desire explanation 

reflected the fact the belief explanations were unavailable. The resolution of this difference 

is one theme that is developed and investigated in the current chapter.

5.4.2 Wellman's argumenf for a simple desire psychology

Wellman (1990; Wellman & Woolley. 1990) viewed the child's intentional 

psychology as developing from a simple desire psychology, with which he credited the 2- 

year-old, through a more competent version that includes understanding of belief (but not 

belief that conflicts with reality) at age three, to comprehension of false-belief in the 4-year- 

old.

The younger child's understanding of desire was assessed in Wellman & Woolley

(1990). 2-year-old children's desire understanding was assessed in two ways: i) appreciation 

that desire satisfaction should result in the cessation of action and that desire frustration 

should provoke continued action and ii) appreciation that different outcomes of action 

should result in different emotions: happiness from success, sadness from failure.

Children were presented with stories where a protagonist was searching for an item. 

Protagonists either found the item they wanted, found a different item, or found nothing. 

Children were required either to predict whether the character would continue searching or 

predict whether the character would feel happy or sad. Older 2-year-olds (mean age = 34
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months) showed good evidence of desire understanding on both measures/""

In a second experiment (1990, Experiment 2) Wellman went on to argue that 2-year- 

olds (slightly older than those in Experiment 1) could pass desire-based tasks that are 

extremely similar to the Wellman & Bartsch's belief-based tasks (1988), while failing the 

analogous belief tasks. For example, in the Not Own Desire task, children were presented 

with a character who could have had one of two desires (wanting to go swimming or 

wanting to play with the dog). The child's own desire was elicited ("which would you want 

to do...?"), and the character was said to have the opposite desire. The child's task was then 

to predict the character’s action. Compare this with the Not Own Belief task (Wellman & 

Bartsch, 1988: see also Chapter 1. Table 1.1). A character was presented who had one of 

two beliefs (ball in the garden or ball in the shed). The child's own belief was elicited 

("where do you think the ball is...?"), and the character was given the opposite belief. Again, 

the child's task is to predict where the character would look. Wellman & Woolley (1990) 

found that the older 2-year-olds were better at the desire version of the task (though better 

than chance at both).

Wellman's construal of desire primacy differs from that of Davidson (1963). Where 

Davidson might view a predilection on the part of young children to explain actions in terms 

of desire as indicating that it is x\\tw prirmiry means of explanation (see previous section), 

Wellman might tugue instead that desire is their only means of explanation (see also Moses 

& Flavell, 1990: this chapter, previous section).

Wellman's position does view desire explanations as emerging before explanations 

that involve the more complicated notions of belief and false-belief. It is not clear from 

Wellman & Woolley (1990), however, whether Wellman believed that 3-year-old s would 

di\s>o prefer desire based explanations to belief based explanations in a situation where both 

were available. In Bartsch & Wellman (1989, Experiment 1), however, it was clear that 

Wellman expected competence in belief reasoning to be reflected in explanation. He 

suggested that 3-year-old children may have been able to solve some o f the belief-based 

action prediction tasks presented in Wellman & Bartsch (1988) on the basis of their

24

Perner (personal coniinunicaiion), has (ailed lo repiicaic lhc.se findings. In Experiments 5.1 and 5.2 in this 
chapter, children are presented wiih a situation similar to the Wellman & W oolley task, which will help 
clarify the issue (see Section 5.4.4).
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understanding of desire alone. For example, in the Discrepant Belief task, he argued that 

children might have understood "Fred thinks there are only magic markers in the desk, not 

on the shelf as meaning something like "Fred likes the desk and not the shelf", consequently 

predicting Fred's action correctly on this basis. Bartsch & Wellman indicated that 

explanation would help to resolve this issue, and predicted that if 3-year-old children 

construe actions only in terms of desires, their explanations would reflect this limitation.

The implications of this are twofold. Firstly, as recommended by Bartsch & Wellman 

(1989), the child's appreciation of other possible components of the reason should be 

assessed by the use of prompt questioning to augment the original explanations. For 

example, asking the child about what the agent believed should tell us whether an aspect of 

the explanation left implicit in the original explanation is nevertheless appreciated. Secondly, 

explanations from children in a range of ages will be more informative than restricting the 

investigation to a narrow band. Both of these measures are exploited in the experiments 

presented later in this chapter.

5.4.3 Fodor's argument for action prediction based on a desire heuristic

Fodor (1992) proposed a heuristic theory of the child's theory of mind that also 

reserved a special place for the concept of desire. Fodor's proposal is perhaps the clearest 

in terms o f making explicit why desire is the most important concept for the young child 

trying to predict action. The reason is that, most of the time, knowing about an agent's 

desires is enough to allow the prediction of the agent's action; in other words, agents 

generally do what is ohjectively conducive lo satisfying their desire. This is in turn possible 

because beliefs are nonnative (that is, they are supposed to represent what's true) and 

therefore one can make the assumption that, in most cases the agent will believe what is 

true. Note that the converse relationship does not hold. Knowing only about what an agent 

believes will not allow the prediction of action, since one cannot make any useful 

assumptions about that agent's desires.

Fodor went on to argue that the operation of two ordered heuristics underlies 

children's peifonnance on the false belief prediction task. As will be recalled from Chapter 

3, the first heuristic (H I), is concerned only with an agent's desires while the second 

heuristic (H2), takes into account the agent's beliefs as well. Younger children accept HI
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in any situations where the agent's desires yield a unique behavioural prediction. When the 

action prediction derived from the agent's desire is not unique, the prediction takes into 

account both the agent's desires and beliefs (H2).

Fodor's view on explanation was that an incorrect search by an agent is viewed by 

the child as an instance where the prediction of action from the desire heuristic (H I) fa ils. 

That is, the desire heuristic predicts search at the location containing the bait, but the action 

disconfirms this prediction. The child is then in a position much the same as where H I yields 

a non-unique, or ambiguous prediction (HI cannot be used; fails), and in such situations H2 

is the heuristic of next resort. H2 is satisfied in the incorrect search scenario only if the agent 

believes (falsely) that the bait is in the empty location, and so the child ascribes that false 

belief to the agent as the explanation. This view is more like Wellman's than Davidson's, in 

predicting belief-based explanations over desire-based explanations in situations where the 

action frustrates the agent's desire.

It is imponant to note, however, that Fodor's theory was constructed as a post hoc 

account of perfomiance on theor>' of mind tasks. With respect to explanation then, Fodor 

attempted to accommodate the finding of Bartsch & Wellman (1989), which as described 

in the last chapter (Chapter 4. Section 4.2.1 ) was that 3-year-olds were able to reason 

backwards from action to belief.^^ In a later section of this Chapter (Section 5 J 5 ) ,  I will 

return to Fodor's theoiy and suggest, in contrast to what I've stated above, that it might be 

closer to Davidson's than to W ellman’s.

5.4.4 Changing one's mind: do actions speak louder than words?

Discussion so far has centred on two types of situation: firstly, a type where an 

agent's desire is satisfied by their action, and secondly, a type where an agent's desire is 

frustrated by their action. Note that the greatest conflict of opinion has been about the 

explanations that might be offered in the latter situation. This is because it is in situations 

where an action fails to satisfy the expressed desire that a realistic clash occurs between

25

Bansch & Wellman's H9S9) siudy is dealt with in greater detail in Section 5.6.2. Fodor may well have based his 
prediction on the belief aiinbuiion  results also presented by Bartsch & Wellman (e.g. 1989, Expt 2). As far as 
the open ended explanation results are concerned, the authors reported that desire explanations exceeded belief 
explanations, but it is not clear lor which of Bansch & Wellman’s three story types this was true, as no breakdown 
was presented.
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desire and belief explanation. However, there is more than one way in which an action might 

fail to satisfy an expressed desire.

The false belief situation (Wimmer & Perner, 1983), is characterized by a character 

searching in a location that previously contained a bait item, but is now empty. Consider, 

though, a situation similar to the original false belief situation that is simpler in one respect, 

but more complex in another.

There are different bait objects in two separate locations. A character who has 

expressed a desire for one of these bait objects searches in the wrong location, that is, the 

location that contains the other bait object. This new situation preserves a critical part of 

the false belief situation that provoked interest: an agent performing an action that frustrates 

that agent's desire. Now, however, in lemi of explanation, the action that has been 

performed, despite frustrating the Agent's expressed desire, is compatible with an alternative 

desire. In addition, it is compatible with the original desire coupled with a false belief about 

the location of the originally desired bait item. A situation such as this provides an especially 

good example of desire conflicting with belief in explanation; it amounts to asking whether 

actions speak louder than words. Recall that the strong prediction from Davidson's primacy 

o f desire observations (Section 5.4 .1 ), was that desire explanations would eclipse belief 

explanations where they were in conHici.

Alternatively, an action that frustrates the expressed desire, but that is nevertheless 

consistent with an alternative desire, may reveal a preference for desire explanation more 

readily than the more usual false-belief situation. Thus, a weaker more refined prediction to 

be derived from Davidson's observations, is that desire explanations may only eclipse belief 

explanations where the action is consistent with some other plausible desire. Experiment

5.1 tests both of these primacy of desire predictions.

5.5 Reality explanations as juslifications

The final prediction I derive from Davidson (1963) picks up on some points that 

were discussed in Chapter 4, in the section on explanation coding (Section 4.4). The 

concern is with a class of non-mental explanation encountered in both Bartsch & Wellman 

(1989) and Moses & Flavell (1990): reality or outcome explanations. This class refers to 

cases of explanation where a child refers to some fact about the world in order to explain
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an action, seemingly with no reference to a mental state (e.g. "(he looked there]...because 

the kitten is under there...").

One possible interpretation mentioned in Chapter 4, was that a child using this type 

o f explanation might really be locating the cause of the action outside the agent, with no 

indication that the action is mediated by a mental state. 1 argued in the last chapter that this 

interpretation is difficult to make sense of. To recap briefly, I stressed that it was important 

to determine just what it might mean for an action to be explained externally to the Agent. 

One characteristic of so-called "external" explanations is that they never refer to ju s t any 

external state of affairs. For example, when I look in the fridge and tell you that I have done 

this because there's beer there, the explanation is related to a plausible reason: the desire for 

beer coupled with the belief that there is beer is in the fridge. The important point is that, 

in spite of the wide range of possible external explanations (e.g. that the light is on, that the 

fridge is painted white etc.), a very narrow range of external facts are cited. This makes 

implausible the notion that children using reality explanations conceive of actions in a 

fundamentally different wa\' to those who offer mental state explanations.

There is a subtle way in which this fonn of explanation might actually be more 

sophisticated than suggested above. For this possibility I return briefly to Davidson (1963):

Slraighuicscripiion of an inicncicd rcsuli of'icn explains an action belter than staling the result 
was intended or desired, "it will sooth your ner\'cs" explains why 1 pour you a shot as 
ethciently as "I want to do.soinething that will sooth your nerxes", since the first in context of 
explanation implies the second; but the first docs better, because, if it is Uue, the facts will 
justify my choice of action. H% 3 | reprinted in 196S, p84|).

Explanations of this type then, may really be mental state explanations, which are 

offered as not only explanation for the action but also as justification for the action. The fact 

that the fridge contains beer Justifies and explains my looking there; I was right to look in 

the fridge given that 1 wanted beer.

If this analysis of "reality" explanations is correct, then we would expect certain 

things to follow. Firstly, as indicated alx>ve, reality explanations should also be reliably close 

to a plausible implicit desire (or indeed a desire already expressed in the course of the 

situation). It would not be expected that a wide range of references to the external world 

be observed. If prompted for the agent's desire or belief after the initial explanation, then the 

implicit desire/belief should be offered. Secondly, it would be expected that such
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explanations will occur very rarely in situations where no desire is plausible, such as an 

agent searching an empty location.

5.6 Existing evidence

Before moving to my own experiments, which test the predictions introduced above, 

I outline how existing evidence from explanation studies bears on some of the proposals 

that have been introduced in foregoing sections. Durbig this section, I refer quite extensively 

to the two prominent explanation studies described in the previous chapter: Bartsch & 

Wellman (1989, Experiment 1) and Moses & Flavell (1990). Here, however, rather than 

highlighting the methodology and rationale, 1 focus on how the results reflect on each set 

of predictions in turn.

5.6.1 Incompleteness of explanation: evidence

Bartsch & Wellman ( 1989) rel'erred explicitly, albeit only briefly, to the possibility 

that explanations would be incomplete. The\ included in their explanation procedure prompt 

questions designed to assess whether subjects appreciate elements of the explanation that 

have been left implicit in the original response.

As far as their results were concerned, Bartsch & Wellman reported that the number 

o f complete (that is, specifying an Agent's belief and desire) explanations was very low: 

between 1% and 3% of all unprompted explanations. There were other indications in the 

data that indicated that the explanations were incomplete. Firstly, Bartsch & Wellman 

provided separate analyses for the unprompted and complete explanations. The number of 

explanations (over all categories) increased when prompting was taken into account, 

suggesting that there was information not made explicit in the initial unprompted 

explanations (1989, graph p953). Secondly, Bartsch & Wellman reported that their raters 

showed no disagreement over whether psychological explanations were to be scored as 

beliefs or desires (1989. p952). If explanations had been complete (i.e. referred to both an 

Agent's belief and their desire), then presumably some disagreement would have occurred.

On the basis of these observations, there is good reason to believe that Davidson's 

contention, that explanations are incomplete, is correct. In Experiment 5.1, this conclusion 

will be retested.
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5.6.2 The primacy of desire: evidence

Before looking at the specific explanation experiments, it is worth noting some 

anthropological evidence that adults view desires as important determinants of actions. 

D'Andrade (1987) interviewed people about their ideas concerning why people do things. 

The picture from the protocols that he discussed supported Davidson's contention that 

actions require reasons. In addition, assuming that the views presented by D'Andrade were 

at all representative, the commitment to desire was also apparent; an agent who wanted to 

do a particular action would do that action: if they did not:

"There would have lo he a reason why liie jierson didn't do it if they wanted to do it...It
wouldn't be that they jus: wouldn'i do it" (suhjeei quoted in D'Andrade. 1987, pp 131-133).

A non-overridden desire to perfomi an action then, seems to cause that action.

Moving to the explanation experiments. Bartsch & Wellman reported significantly 

more desire responses than belief responses among the Unprompted explanations (1989, 

Experiment I, p954). This is consistent with the general primacy of desire prediction made 

in Section 5.4.1. However. Bartsch & Wellman did not present a breakdown o f how stories 

of each particular type (neutral, anomalous desire, anomalous belief) were explained. They 

focused, instead, on the general competence children showed in offering "relevant belief and 

desire explanations" across all storx' types. In another paper, however (Wellman & Woolley, 

1990), Wellman did mention that some young children only ever referred to desire in their 

explanations (6 out of 23. as compared with one who only ever referred to b e lie f ) .T h is  

pattern would seem to be compatible with a strong primacy of desire notion, but Wellman 

interprets this as evidence that the.se children only had desire explanations, rather than 

preferred  their use (see Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2).

Wellman & Woolley (1990; see also Chapter 1 and this chapter. Section 5.4.1) 

provided a situation in which an action, though it frustrated an expressed  desire, was 

directed at a location consistent with an alternative desire. They did not present explanation 

data, but their results seemed to indicate that children did not change the character's desire 

on the basis of the outcome of the action. For these children, actions did not speak louder

26

Note that this difference is in fact not quite significant (binomial. p=0.062).
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than words. However, the situation presented in Wellman & Woolley was not an 

explanation situation, and the desire expressed by the agent was contained within a larger 

desire (to take the bait item to school). It is not clear then that this finding is relevant to 

actions speaking louder than words in explanation (e.g. as in Section 5.4.4).

The other explanation experiment described in Chapter 4, Moses & Flavell (1990), 

is slightly more helpful. Recall that their experiment was concerned only with false-belief- 

based search, and so some information relevant to the Davidson predictions, for situations 

where belief and desire explanations clash, can be derived. The results showed that desire 

explanations were indeed preferred: 46% of explanations were desire-based as opposed to 

12% belief-based. However, the Moses & Flavell stories involved two locations which both 

contained objects. The action that frustrated the agent's desire was, for these stories, 

consistent with the desire for the object in the searched location. It is not clear, however, 

whether Moses & Flavell took into account the content of the desire attributed by the 

children. Moses & Flavell gave as an example of a desire response, an explanation that 

maintained the original desire, and their result could thus be taken as support for the strong 

primacy of desire prediction (Section 5.4.1 k Alternatively, given that there was not good 

evidence that the children were able to attribute a false belief to the Agent at all, the 

preponderance of desire explanations may indicate that desire was the only means by which 

these children could explain (Section 5.4.2). This again makes clear the need to include 

prompt questions after the initial explanation has been evoked, and to assess the 

explanations of children who are capable of attributing a false belief.

5.6.3 Reality explanations

In Bartsch & Wellman (1989). it was not possible to tell how many explanations 

referred to reality, or for which stories reality explanations were offered, although it is clear 

that there were cases of such explanation.

In Moses & Flavell (1990), 21% of explanations were outcome explanations. All of 

these explanations were given in cases where the action had frustrated the desire expressed 

by the agent, but there are two difficulties in drawing conclusions from this fact. Firstly, 

Moses & Flavell did not present the children with stories where an agent's desire was 

satisfied by the action, so no comparison can be made. Secondly, the example that Moses



& Flavell gave for this explanation type was of a child referring to the current contents of 

the container. As mentioned above, Moses & Flavell used two filled locations. Given that 

no subsequent prompt questions were asked to establish whether the child had attributed a 

desire for the current contents of the container to the agent (but left this implicit), it is 

unclear what interpretation can be made for the reality explanations in Moses & Flavell.

The evidence described in this section has shed some light on the predictions that 

have been derived from the primacy of desire proposals of several theorists (Section 5.4). 

The predictions have fared relatively well, but there remain doubts about the precise 

interpretation of some of the results, especialh with respect to the explanations of younger 

children. This is due to the fact that the experiments have had slightly different aims. In 

Experiment 5.1,1 attempt to provide a systematic test of children's explanations for simple 

search actions under different conditions.

5.7 Experiment 5.1: Introduction and summary ol predictions

Experiment 5.1 was an investigation of young children's explanation of simple 

search actions, within Davidson's reason-action framework. Of particular importance was 

how children would resolve the clash of desire and belief explanation constructs under 

various conditions.

The situations used in this experiment were intended to be computationally 

extremely simple. This was in order to dispense with some of the preamble events that 

accompany more standard false belief situation.^, such as the character hiding the bait in the 

first place, the character being out of the room and the whole transfer event. It was hoped 

that restricting the situation in this way would lead to a smaller range of explanations being 

offered by subjects than in previous experiments (see Chapter 4, Section 4.3.2). Instead, 

explanations were expected to be more focused on the categories of interest: beliefs and 

desires. In addition, in order to. address the i s M i e  of desire explanation being the primary 

rather than only means of explanation, the age range of children used was expanded to 

include ages at which competent belief reasoning could be expected.

Children watched situations involving an agent and two containers. In each situation 

the agent made an utterance that expressed a desire for a bait object that was contained in 

one o f the locations. The other location was either filled or empty. The agent then



approached one of the two locations, ll ie  children were required to explain the agent's 

search action (initial explanation), and were then prompted for the agent's desires and/or 

beliefs. The first prediction within the framework was that initial explanations would be 

incomplete; they would refer to a belief or desire, but not both (see Section 5.3).

In some cases, the location at which the agent searched was consistent with the 

desire that the agent expressed. The second prediction then, was that successful actions such 

as this would be explained initially with reference to the agent's expressed desire (see 

Section 5.4.1) or with reference to the contents of the location (see Section 5.5). The desire 

prompt would be expected to reveal any desire left implicit in the initial explanation.

In other cases the agent peifomied an action inconsistent with the expressed desire. 

This action could be directed at either a filled or empty location. In cases where the location 

towards which the inconsistent action had been directed was empty, the strong prediction 

derived from Davidson was that desire explanation would be retained. Belief prompting 

would reveal the implicit component of the reason. By contrast, the predictions derived from 

Wellman and Fodor were that belief explanation would be favoured under these 

circumstances (for Wellman so long as prompt questions confimied belief explanations were 

available). Alternatively, the inconsistent action could be directed at a filled location. The 

refined prediction from the primacy of desire obserx'ations suggested the explanation under 

these circumstances would be especially likely to refer to desire, but a desire consistent with 

the outcome of the action performed rather than the original desire (see Section 5.4.4).

5.8 Experiment 5.1: Method

5.8.1 Design

The explanations that children give for an action performed by an agent were 

examined under diflerent conditions. In each story the child was presented with two distinct 

containers, one or both of which could contain an item. The children were then introduced 

to a protagonist, who made an utterance tliat expressed a desire, and then acted by searching 

at one of the two locations. Two factors were manipulated: firstly, whether one or both of 

the locations contained a desirable object, and secondly, whether the action that followed 

the agent's utterance was consistent or inconsistent with that utterance. The design was 

therefore a 2(no. of locations filled) x 2(consistency o f action) factorial design. The first



factor was between subjects, yielding two conditions; 1 Location and 2 Location. Children 

were randomly assigned to one of these two conditions. The second factor was within 

subjects, with each child receiving one Consistent action and one Inconsistent action story. 

Order of presentation for the two stories was counterbalanced, with half the children in each 

condition receiving the consistent action story first and the other half receiving the 

inconsistent action story first.

The dependent variable of primary interest was the type of explanation that the child 

offered for the action. Immediately after the action had been performed by the agent, the 

children were asked the explanation question: "why did <agent> look there..?". The 

children's answers were scored according to the scheme presented in Section 5.8.6, which 

is based on the guidelines discussed in Chapter 4.

Following Bartsch & Wellman (1989). the initial explanations were supplemented 

with answers to prompt questions. The prompting depended on the children's answers to the 

initial explanation question. In cases where the child made no reference to either the agent's 

beliefs or desires in their initial explanation, two prompt questions were asked, a desire 

prompt: "what did <agent> want..?", followed by a belief prompt: "where did <agent> think 

the <desired object> was..?". In cases where the child referred only, to the agent's desires in 

the initial explanation, then just the belief prompt was asked. Similarly, if just belief 

infomiation was refened to in the initial explanation, then the desire prompt alone was used. 

Finally, children were also asked to recall the agent's utterance.

5.8.2 Subjects

The subjects were 38 pre-school children all attending the same nursery school in 

West Finchley in London. Most of the children's first language was English, but it was not 

a requirement for inclusion in the study. It was assumed that children meeting the control 

question requirements (see procedure. Section 5.8.5) had sufficient English to understand 

the stories. The children were assigned randomly to one o f the two conditions. Testing 

continued until a total of 32 children had met the inclusion criteria. This resulted in 16 

children in each condition, with the age and sex distributions in the conditions as follows: 

1 Location (nine boys and seven girls, aged between 41 and 58 months [mean=49 sd=5.6]) 

and 2 Location (six boys and ten girls, aged between 42 and 57 months [mean=49 sd=5.4]).
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5.8.3 Stories

The stories used in each condition differed in the number of locations filled. In the 

1 Location condition. Location A (the box) was filled with bananas (or chocolate) and 

Location B (the pot) was left empty. In the 2 Location condition Location A was filled with 

bananas (or chocolate) and Location B was filled with apples (or ice-cream). In the 

Consistent story in each condition, the Agent then approached the container that matched 

the desire expressed in the utterance. In the Inconsistent story in each condition, the Agent 

approached the other container. The stories were thus as shown in Table 5.1.

5.8.4 M aterials

The two containers were the same for each stoi^. They were a matchbox, which had 

a flower pattern on the outside, and a small black plastic pot (5cm tall, 3cm diameter), with 

a lid. There were two specific sets of materials, one set for each story, that consisted of bait 

items and a protagonist. The bait items uere made with Plasticine, and were small enough 

to fit inside either container. Materials in Set one were two small bananas and two small 

apples as bait, and a female plastic pla\-person (5cm tall), dressed in white, as the 

protagonist. In Set two, the bait items were a small block o f chocolate and an ice cream, 

while the protagonist was a male play-person dressed in red. The sessions were recorded 

using a Sony portable tape recorder.

5.8.5 Procedure

Each child was tested individually. The child sat down opposite the experimenter at 

a low table. The child was told that (s)he was going to play some short games, and that the 

games would be recorded. The children were shown the two containers, inside and out, and 

told that the game would be played with these containers. Each story was divided into three 

phases: the Item phase at the beginning, followed by the Agent phase and finally the 

Question phase. These phases are dealt with in turn.

Item phase: The children were told to watch carefully as the experimenter placed 

bait in the containers. For each child, the materials were always used in the same order: Set 

one first and Set two second. Material set was thus counterbalanced across conditions. For 

the one location conditions, the bananas (or chocolate) were placed in the matchbox, and
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the pot was left empty. For the two location conditions, the bananas (or chocolate) were 

placed in the matchbox and the apples (or ice cream) were placed in the pot. The containers 

were closed and the children were asked to recall the contents of each pot. Any errors at this 

stage resulted in the experimenter repeating the initial phase, reminding the child to watch 

carefully. If the child made a further error, then that child was excluded from the study.

Agent phase: The children were introduced to the protagonist and told that her 

name was "Chloe", ("Sammy" in the case of materials Set two). She was placed on the edge 

of the table, midway between the two containers, facing the child. The subjects were told 

that Chloe was going to say someiiiing and that they should listen carefully. Chloe then 

expressed a desire for the bait item in one of the locations (see Stories section above). The 

child was asked to repeat what Chloe had said. This procedure was then repeated. If the 

child had any difficulty repeating the protagonist's utterance, the experimenter repeated this 

procedure a maximum of four times. If the utterance had not been reproduced at least once 

by this time, the child was dropped from the siu d \.

After hearing and repeating the protagonist s utterance, the children were told to 

watch. The experimenter acted out the protagonist s action with the model. The protagonist 

was made to walk forward to a point midway between the two containers, and then turned 

and approached one of the containers. The protagonist was left next to the container and 

the experimenter remarked on where she had gone (e.g. "Look, she's gone to the 

<container>").

Q uestion phase: The child was then asked the questions described in the design 

section. Firstly: "why did Chloe look there..?"; then if required, the prompt questions were 

asked (see design): "what did Chloe want..?" followed by "where did Chloe think the 

<desired item> was..?". Finally, the memory question was asked: "what did Chloe say right 

at the beginning..?". The answers to the questions were noted during the experiment, and 

the whole session was also recorded, so that any answers that were difficult to hear or that 

were omitted from the written record could be checked later.

The children were then told that was the end of the first story, and asked if they 

would like to hear another. The materials from Set one were removed and the Items phase 

for the second story commenced. The procedure for the second story was identical to that 

used for the first.
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Table 5.1 Summary ofstories used in Experiment 5.1

1 Location
(box - bananas; 

pot - empty)

2 Location
(box - bananas; 

pot - apples)

Consistent
Action

Chloe says - "1 want 
to eat some bananas". 
Look, Chloe has gone 
to the box.

Chloe says - "I want 
to eat some bananas". 
Look, Chloe has gone 
to the box.

Inconsistent
Action

Chloe says - "1 want 
to eat some bananas". 
Look, Chloe has gone 
to the pot.

Chloe says - "I want 
to eat some bananas". 
Look, Chloe has gone 
to the pot.

5.8.6 Categorization of initial and prompted explanations

The explanations were then scored into one of the following four categories:

1. DESIRE-BASED: Explanations that referred explicitly or implicitly to 

a person's desire and the ohjeci o f the desire. These explanations were most 

often explicit, making use of the term wants, but might equally well have left 

the desire tenn implicit, by mentioning either another mental state such as 

trying or simply referring to an object as being a goal.

Recall that in the last chapter, it was argued that the crucial factor that defined dispositional 

(desire-based) explanations was that the explanation make reference to the object of an 

agent's mental state. In order to meet this demand, imposed by the discussion in Chapter 4, 

the explanation had to contain reference to the object of the desire, as well as the implicit 

or explicit indication that this object was a }>oaL to be scored in this category.
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2. BELIEF-BASED : Explanations that referred to the person's beliefs. 

Usually the tenn thinks was used, but again, it was possible that beliefs 

would be refened to in other ways, perhaps by using another term, such as 

knows. To be scored in this category, the belief explanation had to specify 

both an object, and something about the object (e.g. "because he thinks the 

apples are in there..", was fine, but neither "cos he doesn't know.." or "cos 

he's thinking about apples" were accepted).

Again, as we saw in Chapter 4 (Section 4.4.4), the crucial factor that distinguishes belief- 

based mental state tenn explanations from desire-based mental state term explanations is the 

specificity with respect to some relationship between the object and the world. It is this 

element that the scheme p re .sen ted above attempts to preserve. "Thinking o f  type 

explanations were not scored in the lie lief based category, because of the reservations 

expressed in the last chapter about the status of these explanations. Recall that although an 

explanation such as "because he's thinking of apples" makes explicit reference to belief, it's 

status as a belief explanation is questionable, because it links the agent to an object only, 

rather than to a proposition about an object. An explanation that only specifies the object 

of an agent's mental state, is closer to the dispositional type explanations described above 

than it is to the epistemic states that this category was attempting to capture. "Ignorance" 

explanations were also not scored here. Again, the reasons for this were described at greater 

length in the last chapter. To recap, we saw that an explanation type such as "not knowing 

thaL..", is epistemic, because it specifies both the object of the belief and information about 

that object. By contrast, simply referring to an agent's simply "not knowing" or "being 

wrong", does not specify either of these pieces of infomiation, and accordingly is scored 

differently.

3. REALITY: Explanations that referred only to a fact about the world such 

as an object being or not being in a specific location, with no indication that 

the object or location was a goal.

This categof): is controversial, as we saw in the introduction to this chapter. It was included
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in an attempt to resolve the issue of "external" causes for action outlined in Section 5.5.

4. OTHER: Any other explanations. This category included any explanation 

that could not be confidently placed in one of the above three categories. 

Examples include drives that did not specify an object ("he's hungry), as well 

as where there is no response, or a "don’t know" response.

The final categoiy was intended to capture those explanations that did not clearly fall into 

one of the categories of interest.

Note that many of the specific categories introduced in the scoring scheme presented 

in Chapter 4 do not appear in this scheme. This is because the additional explanation types 

(such as not having seen a transfer of an item or having been tricked) appear only in the 

context of the more standard false-belief scenario, where there are more degrees of freedom 

with respect to the explanation. The situations used in this experiment were deliberately 

devised to simplify the range of explanations (see Section 5.7).

Subsequent Categori/alioii: Once the explanations had received their initial 

categories, those in the desire categoiy- were further scored to ascertain the exact content 

of the desire explanation. Desire explanations were divided into those that had a content that 

was the same as the initial utterance and those that had a different content. For example, if 

the character in the story had expressed a desire for bananas, and the explanation for her 

action was that she wanted bananas, then the explanation received a Dsame categorization. 

Conversely, if the character had expressed a desire for bananas and the explanation for her 

subsequent action was that she wanted apples, then the explanation received a l^d iff 

categorization. This procedure concluded the scoring of the initial unprompted explanations.

The answers to the desire prompt question were categorized exactly as described 

above. For the belief prompt question, the answer was scored as a true belief if it attributed 

to the agent a belief that was consistent with reality. If on the other hand the child attributed 

to the Agent a belief that did not match the real situation, then this answer was scored as a 

false belief.
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5.9 Experiment 5.1 Results

A total of eight children were excluded from the study for failing control questions, 

three of these eight had failed to recall the locations of the bait items, while the other five 

were unable to repeat the protagonists initial utterance after more than four attempts. These 

children finished the story that they had attempted, but no data were recorded.

5.9.1 Initial Explanations

Children's explanations were all incomplete. Of 64 explanations offered, there were 

no cases where the explanation referred to the Agent's belief and  desire. 75% of 

explanations referred to either a belief or desire, and of the 25% that were scored into the 

other categories, about half were cases where children offered no explanation at all.

The first hypothesis that will be dealt with here is that concerning the interpretation 

o f reality explanations. The reason for dealing with this first is that on Davidson's 

interpretation , reality explanations are really instances of implicit mental state justification, 

where the desire and /or lielief is left implicit. If there is no evidence for this contention, then 

these explanations can be scored into the "Other" category.

The incidence of these explanations was ver\' low, which makes their interpretation 

more difficult, but the importance of that interpretation less significant. There were very few 

cases of children referring to a fact about the world in order to explain an agent's action in 

this experiment: a total of six, evenly distributed between the 1 Location Consistent and 1 

Location Inconsistent conditions. The fact that these explanations appear at all in the 

inconsistent condition is of note, because such an explanation (e.g. "He looked there 

because the box is empty"), in fact implies a desire for nothing.

The expectation expressed in the introduction was that if these explanations were 

implicit references to desire and/or belief, then they would be more frequently invoked in 

order to explain actions that had been successful (i.e. consistent actions) than to explain 

unsuccessful actions (where the action is directed toward an empty location), because in 

consistent actions, a plausible desire is readily available. Clearly, such a small number of 

instances of this explanation type does not allow resolution of this issue, but in any case, no 

great differences to the overall pattern of results would occur if these explanations were 

recategorized. Consequently, in the subsequent analyses, these reality explanations will be
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included in ihc "Odier" c a i e g o n .  I will return to the issue of reality explanation in the 

diseussion (Seetion 5.10.2).

I he frequency of each explanation category for each story in both condi tions is 

presented in Figure 5.2. Inspection of Figure 5.2 shows that the pattern of  explanation 

appetus to have been affected by the various story conditions.  In the conditions where  the 

action matched the desire expressed in the utterance (I and 2 Location Consistent) ,  the 

predominant  expUinations were in terms of  the desire  expressed in the initial utterance.

Initial Explanations
K xperim ent 5.1

§
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Figure 5.2 Frequencies of  each explantiiion category in Consistent and Inconsistent stories 
in 1 and 2 Location conditions. Fxperimcni  5.1.

The pattern changes somewhat in the conditions where the action did not match the 

initially expressed desire (1 and 2 Location Inconsistent). Under  these ci rcumstances,  the 

initial desire was not preserved in the explanation. However ,  the pattern was not the same
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over both inconsistent actions. In the 1 Location condition, where the action was not 

consistent with another desire, beliefs were the most common explanation. W here the action 

was consistent with a different desire (2 Location Inconsistent), the most common 

explanation was in terms of a desire that matches the action performed, rather than the 

initially expressed desire. In the following sections, this pattern of explanation is examined 

statistically.

For actions consistent with tiie Agent’s expressed desire, the predominant 

explanation offered by children in both the 1 and 2 Location conditions was to cite the 

Agent's expressed desire. The patterns of explanation in the 1 and 2 Location conditions 

(represented in Figure 5.2) were compared (X-[N=32, df=2] =3.33, two-tailed p>0.15). 

There were no significant differences in explanation then, between the 1 and 2 Location 

Consistent actions.

For inconsistent actions the explanations were more diverse. The frequencies of each 

explanation type in the 1 and 2 Location conditions (represented in Figure 5.2) were 

compared, and there was a significant difference between the conditions (X^(N=32, df=3J 

= 12.94, two-tailed p<().()l ). Partitioning the chi-squared table to discover the location of 

the difference(s) revealed a difference in the frequency oïT>same versus explanations 

(X^, corrfN=32, df=l 1 = 6.40, two-tailed p<().()2) and a further difference in the frequency of 

Desire(.v«mc and diff) versus Belief explanations (X“2 c«rr[N=32, d f= l] = 5.88, two-tailed 

p<0.02). The difference in the frequency o!' reason (desire and  belief) versus all other 

explanations was not significant (X-', ,,̂ ,1 N=32. df=l | = 0.66, two-tailed p= N.S.).

The next analyses look specifically at the difference in explanation that results from 

manipulating whether or not the action is consistent with the expressed desire. This factor 

was manipulated within subjects, and the analyses therefore focus on the concordance 

between children’s explanations across the Consistent and Inconsistent actions in both 1 and 

2 Location conditions.

The effect on the explanation of whether the action was consistent with the 

expressed desire was assessed by looking at the concordance between each child’s response 

on the Consistent and Inconsistent versions of the action, for each level of the Location 

factor. The pattern of responding apparent in Figure 5.2 suggests that children offered 

predominantly desire(.sY/wr9 explanations for the consistent actions, but not for the
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inconsistent actions, and that the proportion of belief explanations was highest in the 1 

Location Inconsistent condition. Table 5.2 shows the consistency of subjects with respect 

to desire explanations in the 1 Location condition. Each child was classified according to 

whether their explanations refened to a desire or not for each of the two action types. There 

are thus four possible classifications: desire explanation for both types of action, desire 

explanation for the consistent action and any other explanation for the inconsistent action 

and vice versa and any other explanation for both actions.

Table 5.2 Children's consistency in the use of desire explanation  
in 1 Location condition in Experiment 5.1

Consistent Action

Desire
Explanation

Any other 
Explanation

Inconsistent Action Desire
Expiaiiaiion

4 0

Oihcr
Explanation

6 6

The majority of children were consistent with respect to whether or not they offered 

a desire explanation. However, there were six children who offered a desire explanation for 

only one of their two stories, and all these children offered the desire in the story where the 

action was consisieni with the utterance, fhis is a significant difference (McNemar test o f 

change, binomial, p=0.()16), indicating that desire explanations were less likely to be offered 

for inconsistent actions than for consistent actions. All the desire explanations in the 1 

Location condition referred to desires that were the same as the expressed desire (Dsame 

categorization).

The children in the 1 Location condition were also categorized according to their 

consistency as regards belief explanation. This categorization is presented in Table 5.3, 

which shows children's consistency in the use of desire explanation for Consistent and
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Inconsistent actions in the 1 Location condition. There were fewer belief than desire 

explanations overall. However, it can be seen that children were specific in their use of belief 

explanation, since only two children used belief terms to explain both consistent and 

inconsistent actions. Five children used belief explanation for the inconsistent action and 

another explanation for the consistent action, while no children show the reverse pattern 

(McNemar test of change, binomial, p=().()31). This indicates that belief explanations were 

more likely to be used when an inconsistent action was to be explained than when a 

consistent action needed explaining.

Table 5.3 Children's consistency in the use of belief explanation 
in the 1 Location condition in Experiment 5.1

Consistent Action

Belief
Explanation

Other
Explanation

Inconsistent Action Belief'
Explanation

2 5

Other 
- Explanation

0 9

Table 5.4 shows children’s consistency in the use of desire explanation in the 2 

Location condition of Experiment 5.1. The concordance pattern observed for the 1 Location 

condition with respect to the use o f desire explanation was not evident in the 2 Location 

condition. Most children here were consistent in their explanation, and most explained both 

consistent and inconsistent actions with reference to a desire. There were a small number 

o f children who explained just I o f the actions with a desire, but these children did not 

explain the same action using the desire (McNemar test of change, binomial, p=0.312).
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Table 5.4 Children's consistency in the use of desire explanation 
in 2 Location condition in Experiment 5.1

Consistent Action

Desire
Explanation

Other
Explanation

Inconsistent Action Desire
Explanaiion

11 0

Other
Explanation

3 2

Table 5.4, however, does not allow us to assess the content of the desire attributed 

by the children. Recall that one of the predictions derived from Davidson's observations was 

that young children might appeal to a desire other than the desire expressed by the agent in 

cases where the action performed was consistent with an alternative desire.

From Figure 5.2. it can be seen that all the desires offered by children in the 1 

Location condition were desires that matched the utterance. However, the picture for the 

2 Location condition is different. In Table 5.5, the eleven children who offered desire 

explanations for both stories have been further categorized according to the content o f  the 

desire titat they attrihiitcd (i.e. whether the desire attributed had been categorized as Dsame 

or Ddiff).

Table 5.5 Children's consistency with respect to the content o f desire 
in 2 Location condition in Experiment 5.1

Consistent Action

Dsame D diff

Inconsistent Action D.sdtnc 2 0

D # ' 9 0
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Inspection of Table 5.5 shows that although children in the 2 Location condition 

were concordant in their use of a desire term generally across the two types of action, their 

answers were discordant when the content of the desire is taken into account. Nine of the 

eleven children offered a different desire content for each of the two actions within the 2 

Location condition. All nine of these offered a Dsame explanation for the consistent action 

and a D d iff  explanation for the inconsistent action (NcNemar test of change, binomial,

p=0.002).

The concordance analyses then, confirmed the picture that emerged from the initial 

analysis: individual subjects showed differences in explanation dependent on whether the 

action had been consistent with the expressed desire or not, and these differences were 

mediated by whether or not the location toward which the inconsistent action was directed 

contained an alternative object.

5.9.2 Prompted explanations

After the initial explanations had been gathered, the experimenter prompted the 

children for the agent's desire or belief, or both, depending on the initial explanation they had 

offered.

Desire prompts were given when the initial explanations failed to make reference to 

the agent's desire. The answers were scored as described in Section 5.8.6. The answers to 

this prompt question were used to augment the initial explanations, with the following 

results.

Consistent Actions: In the 1 Location condition only six children required 

prom pting; after the prompt, all children who hadn't previously done so attributed to the 

Agent a desire that matched the expressed desire (and the action that had been performed). 

In the 2 Location condition ju.st two prompts were used, both of which were answered in 

temis o f a desire matching the expressed desire. The three children who offered a "reality" 

explanation offered Dsame answers to the desire prompt.

Inconsistent Actions: In the 1 Location condition, 12 desire prompts were used. T e n , 

o f these (including the three children who had offered "reality" explanations) resulted in 

children attributing a desire that matched the expressed desire, one child attributed a general
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desire to the agent (e.g. "to eat something.. ."),  and one child attributed a desire that was 

inconsistent with the expressed de.siie. Init consistent with the action that the agent had 

performed ("she wants the pot..."). In the 2 Location condition, five desire prompts were 

used. All of  these resulted in children attributing a desire that matched the initially expressed 

desire, but was inconsistent with the action. Note that this increases the number  o f  X^same 

responses in the 2 Location condition. These data are presented in Figure 5.3.

Inspection of  Figure 5.3 shows that once prompt ing has been taken into account,  

there is still a marked difference in res|)onding between the conditions. The proportion of 

children preserving the original desire ( 1 ) . s ï / / / / c  response) is significantly greater  in the 1 

Location condition than in the 2 Location condition N = 3 1 , df=l  | = 6.59, one-tailed

p<().01).
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Figure 5.3 Children's answers to the desire prompt i |uestion for the Inconsistent action in 
each condition in Fixperiment 5.1.



Belief prompts were given when the child's initial explanation made no reference to 

the agent's beliefs. The belief prompt always concerned the location of the object of the 

desire previously attributed to the agent, either in the initial explanation or in the desire 

prompt.

Consistent Actions: 14 belief prompts were used in the 1 Location condition, all of 

which resulted in a consistent belief being attributed to the agent. That is, the agent was 

assumed to believe that the item that (s)he wanted was where (s)he thought it was (and in 

these cases also where it really was). 16 belief prompts were also required in the 2 Location 

condition, and again, all of these were answered by attributing a true belief to the agent (a 

belief consistent with the expressed desire and the real location of the object of the 

expressed desire).

Inconsistent Actions: Nine belief prompts were required in the 1 Location condition. 

Of these, three children attributed a belief that was consistent with the agent's action (but 

not with the real location of the desired object, i.e. a false belief). Five children attributed 

a belief that was inconsistent with the agent's search action (but consistent with the real 

location of the desired object, i.e. a true belief). The last child attributed a general belief to 

the agent: "she's thinking of bananas". In the 2 Location condition, 14 belief prompts were 

required. Five of the belief prompts were asked in the context of the initially expressed 

desire, which had been preserved in either the initial explanation or in answer to the desire 

prompt. Two of these resulted in answers that attributed a belief consistent with the agent's 

action in the context of the originally expressed desire (false belief attributions), while the 

other three resulted in a belief attribution that was inconsistent with the Agent's action in the 

context of the attributed desire, but consistent with the true location o f the object (true 

belief explanations). The remaining Nine belief prompts in this condition were asked in 

context of the desire consistent with the a;.:ent\s action, and all of these resulted in belief 

attributions that were consistent with both the desire that had been attributed and the real 

location of the object of that desire (true belief explanations).

The above details are summarized in Figure 5.4. The graph shows the proportion of 

false belief responding in each of the two conditions once prompting is taken into account. 

Note that in the 2 Location condition the "true belief" column contains cases of both 

appropriate and inappropriate appeals to true belief. This is because some (nine) of these



true belief attributions are in the context of  the original desire having been changed in the 

initial explanation, and so the true belief is consistent with the desire that has been 

attributed. In the other eases (three), the ti ue lielief is offered in the context of  the originally 

expressed desire, and so can be considered inappropriate.

Belief Prompting
Experiment 5.1
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Figure 5.4 Children's answers to the belief prompt question for the Inconsistent action in 
each condition in Experiment 5.1.

When lielief prompting has lieen taken into account,  the di fference in appeal to false 

belief that was demonstrated between the conditions for the initial explanations is still 

apparent; the proportion of  false belief answers was significantly greater in the 1 Location 

condit ion  than it was in the 2 Location ci^ndition N=3(), d f = l |  = 3.17, one-tailed

p<().().i).
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5.9.3 Memory for the initial utterance

Children were also asked to recall the agent's initial utterance. The utterance was 

divided into two components: object and the desire. Children were scored with 2 points if 

they mentioned both the couect object and mental state (desire). If they mentioned only the 

object, or the object and the wrong mental state (e.g. think), they received 1 point. If they 

said nothing, or mentioned only the mental state, or recalled the wrong object, they received 

a score o f nil. The mean scores and standard deviation for the memory question in each 

condition appear in Table 5.5 below.

Scores on the memory question were quite good, with most children scoring at least 

1 point, indicating that they correctly remembered the object of desire. This was true even 

for the 2 location inconsistent condition, where many children had explained the action with 

reference to a desire that was not the same as the utterance.

Table 5.6 Means and standard deviations of scores (out of 2) on memory 
for initial utterances in Experiment 5.1

N= 16 
Mean 
(sd)

1 Location 2 Location

Consistent .Action 1.75 1.63
(0.45) (0.72)

Inconsistent Action 1.56 1.44
(0.73) (0.81)

A 2(number of locations tilled) x 2(consistency of action) split plot ANOVA was 

pertbnned on these data, which revealed no significant differences in memory between the 

conditions, and no interaction (F<1 in all cases). Children's memoiy for the initial utterance 

was no worse for consistent than inconsistent actions, or for 2 versus 1 Location conditions.
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5.10 Discussion

The results of Experiment 1 support most of the predictions that were derived from 

Davidson (1963). I deal first with the notions of incompleteness and justification, and then 

move on to the central issue of primacy of desire. I will also discuss a possible problem in 

the design of Experiment 5.1. which will be addressed in a second experim ent.

5.10.1 Incompleteness of explanation

In terms of the reason-action framework introduced in Section 5.2, the explanations 

offered by children were all incomplete. There were no cases of children offering both the 

belief and desire component of the reason to explain the action. 15% of all the explanations 

referred to either the belief or the desire of the agent. This proportion is greater than that 

reported in both Bartsch Wellman ( 1989), where only 48% of explanations invoked a belief 

or desire, and Moses & FI a veil (1990), where the proportion was 58%.

These differences indicate that the attempt to streamline the range of explanations 

offered (see Section 5.7) was successful. There is good evidence here then, that children 

were operating quite specifically w ithin an action-reason framework.

5.10.2 Reality explanations as justifications

The experiment did not. however, provide good evidence for Davidson's suggestion 

that references to reality, or facts about the outcome of the action, might be made by way 

o f Justifying the action in the context of an implicit desire. There were some instances of 

reality explanations for the consistent action stories, where the answer to the desire prompt 

question was consistent with a Justification interpretation. However, these responses were 

few. and there were as many instance^ of reality explanations being offered for the 

inconsistent actions; in these cases the answer to the desire prompt was not consistent with 

the Justification interpretation. The prediction that reality explanations would appear 

predominately in the context of successful actions was not supported.

5.10.3 Primacy of desire explanation relative to belief explanation

Actions consistent with the agent's utterance were almost exclusively explained with 

reference to the desire expressed in the utterance. This is precisely in accord with the first
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prediction made on the basis of Davidson's primacy o f desire observation.

When the action performed was inconsistent with the expressed desire, the 

explanation offered depended on the contents of the location toward which the action had 

been directed. Where the location of the search was empty (1 Location condition), the clash 

between belief and desire explanations pits a desire that has been frustrated  by the action 

against a false belief about the desired object's location. The results showed that the strong 

prediction derived from Davidson was not upheld in this case. There were significantly 

fewer explanations in terms of desire than there had been for the consistent actions. Instead, 

children explained these actions by appealing to the agent's beliefs. When the location 

searched contained a bail object, however (2 Location condition), the clash between belief 

and desire is more complex. There are two possible desires: the desire expressed in the 

utterance (which has been frustrated by the action) and the desire based on the outcome of 

the action. There are also two possible beliefs: a (false) belief concerning the location o f the 

object of the originally expressed desire and the (true) belief concerning the location of the 

object in the searched location. The attenuation of desire-based responses observed for the 

1 Location inconsistent action disappeared in the 2 Location condition. However, the desire 

attributed to the agent in these cases was the changed desire, not the desire that the Agent 

had originally expressed. Significantly fewer belief explanations were offered for the 

Inconsistent action in the 2 Location condition than had been for the same action in the 1 

Location condition. The 2 location condition then, provides support for the weaker, refined 

prediction derived from the primacy of desire argument in Davidson (1963).

Wellman's simple desire psychology was intended only to operate until the third year. 

From examination of Bartsch & Wellman (1989), we saw that Wellman predicted that 

reasoning backward would show that children viewed actions in terms of both desires and 

beliefs. The results of the 1 Location condition were consistent with Wellman's expectation 

that false belief explanations would be offered in cases where desires were frustrated by 

actions. This replicates Bartsch & Wellman ( 1989), who described their results as indicating 

false belief understanding not evident in previous studies ( 1989). Indeed, Wellman went on 

to conclude on the basis of the other experiment in the 1989 paper that false belief in an
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explanation scenario is easier than false belief attribution in a prediction scenario.

The 2 Location condition in this experiment also involves an action that frustrates 

a desire, and unlike Wellman & Woolley (1990), children appeared to rate the Agent's 

action as indicating a changed desire, rather than a false belief coupled with the original 

desire. The reason for this difference is probably that the desires expressed in this 

experiment were not placed within a wider desire (the desire to take the item elsewhere) 

as they were in Wellman & Woolley's study (see Section 5.4.2).

As it stands, Fodor's hypothesis, like Wellman's, can explain the false belief 

responses evident in the 1 Location condition; his explanation has been described already 

in Section 5.4.3. As has been noted however, Fodor does state explicitly that the theory is 

'd post hoc theory. Therefore with the 2 Location condition , it is not clear whether Fodor's 

post hoc "prediction" holds. On one reading, the action performed is not that which HI 

would have predicted on the basis of the expressed desire, and so HI can be considered to 

have failed. On this leading the child should offer the H2 based belief explanation. This is 

Fodor’s pi edict ion as described in Section 5.4.3.

In a sense however, the lesult observed for the 2 location situation is more in the 

spirit of Fodor's theor\^ than his own post hoc prediction. Fodor argues that the child is 

operating with desiie based heuristics because they are simple but quite reliable, and that 

computing beliefs is costly. Tiie action performed by the agent in the 2 Location condition 

is inconsistent with the HI prediction based on the expressed desire, but consistent with the 

(presumably H I) prediction from a desire different to that expressed. It does not seem 

unreasonable to suggest that HI need not \vd\e fa iled  in this situation. Attributing a desire 

on the basis of HI is a simpler sti’ategy than re sorting to H2, which involves preserving the 

original desire and calculating the content of the belief that must have accompanied it. This 

modification of Fodor's heuristic theory will be incorporated into a model of explanation 

processes to be presented in the general discussion. I will postpone further discussion until 

that point.

27

As wc saw in Chapicr (Scciion 4.2.1), Wellman was laicr lo m odify  his position (Wellman 1990).  In the general 
discussion o f  this chapter 1 uiil outline and evaluate his revised position.
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5.10.4 Problems with the primacy of desire interpretation

One alternative to the accounts offered above is that children gave primarily desire 

explanations for the actions that they observed because they were presented with desire 

information alone. This possibility is unlikely, given that for at least one story (1 Location 

Inconsistent) there were relatively few desire responses. Nevertheless, the suggestion is 

tested in Experiment 5.2. where children will be presented with initial information about 

beliefs rather than desires. If the pattern of results obtained in Experiment 5.1 is due to the 

initial desire information, then the pattern of results expected in Experiment 5.2 will be very 

different; instead of predominantly desires, a much higher frequency of belief responses 

should be observed in all conditions. A cross experimental comparison will be made to 

assess the relative frequency of belief and desire explanation. The remaining predictions for 

Experiment 5.2 are the same as those stated for Experiment 5.1.

5.11 Experiment 2 .Method

5.11.1 Design

The design for the second experiment was the same as for Experiment 5.1. The same 

factors were manipulated, only this time in the context of an initial utterance that expressed 

the agent's belief. The detail), of this appear in the design section of Experiment 5.1. Again, 

children were randomly assigned to one of the two between-subjects conditions. 

Counterbalancing and questioning were us for Experiment 5.1.

5.11.2 Subjects

The subjects were 40 preschool children all attending the same nursery school in 

West Finchley in London. The school was the one used for Experiment 5.1, but no children 

who took part in Experiment 5.1 were used in Experiment 5.2. Testing continued until a 

total o f 32 children had met the inclusion criteria. This resulted in 16 children in each 

condition, with the age and sex distributions in the conditions as follows: 1 Location (nine 

boys and seven girls, aged between 41 and 57 months [mean=49, sd=4.8]) and 2 Location 

(ten boys and six girls, aged between 42 and 59 months [mean=50, sd=6.0]).
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5.11.3 Stories

The stories used in each condition only differed form those used in Experiment 5.1 

in the initial information given (about agent's beliefs rather than desires). The stories appear 

in Table 5.7.

5.11.4 Materials

As Experiment 1.

5.11.5 Procedure

Again, this was almost exactly the same as Experiment 1. This time, however the 

agent phase involved the agent making a specific statement about his/her belief. The 

statement was in the tbmi "I think the <baii object> is in the <location>", and the statements 

were always accurate. However, the actions that followed were not always consistent with 

the location mentioned in the utterance: sometimes the action was towards the other 

location.

The rest of the procedure was as detailed in Experiment 5.1.

Fable 5.7 Summary o( stories used in Experiment 5.2

1 container full 
(box - bananas 
pot - empty)

2 containers full 
(box - bananas 
pot - apples)

Belief Match Sammy says - Sammy says -
"1 think the bananas are "I think the bananas
in the box". are in the box".
Look. Sammy has .gone Look, Sammy has
to the box. gone to the box.

Sammy says - Sammy says -
"1 think the bananas are "I think the bananas
in the box". are in the box".
Look. Sammy has gone Look, Sammy has
to the Lot. gone to the Pot.
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5.12 ResiiUs

A total of  six cliikiren w a v  excluded from the study for failing control  questions. 

One of  these six had failed to recall the locations of  the bait items, while the other five were 

unable to repeat the protagonists initial utterance after more than four attempts as described 

in the procedure for Exper iment  5.1.

Again there were very few reality explanations (eight) which were evenly distributed 

among the conditions. As in Experiment 5.1, this makes  interpretation difficult, but the 

effect  of  recategorization in any case would be small. As in Exper iment  5.1, reality 

explanat ions will be scored as "Other".

.As in Ex|ieriment 5.1, children s explanations were typically incomplete; there were 

no instances of  children offering an explanation that might have been considered complete 

f rom a total of  64 explanations. 7 5 Vi of explanations referred to a belief or desire. This 

figure is consistent with the picture from Experiment 5.1.

5.12.1 Initial exp lan a t io n s

Initial Explanations
Experim ent 5.2

16

14

12

10
S'
I  «
O "

6

4

2

0

1 Loc Con L.oc Incon

Desire (same)

Desire (diff)

■ Belief

Other

2 Loc Con 2 Loc Incon
Condition

Eigi ire  5.5 .Number of  chiklren in each ex|)lanation category for each action type in each 
condition of  IVxperiment 5.2.
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As before, the responses to the initial explanation questions were scored by the 

experimenter into categories, and these data are presented in Figure 5.5. As Figure 5.5 

indicates, the consistent actions again evoked Dsame explanations, and though the 

inconsistent actions evoked more diverse explanations than in Experiment 5.1, the same 

general pattern (Beliefs in 1 Location, D diffm  2 Location) is evident.

For Consistent actions, the pattern of explanation for the 1 and 2 Location consistent 

actions did not differ (X^^JN=32, df=3] = 2.68, p=N.S.)^^ This is the same as observed for 

Experiment 5.1. For Inconsistent actions, unlike the equivalent comparison in Experiment 

5.1, there was no significant difference (X^corr[N=32, df=3] = 3.26, p=N.S.). This would 

appear to be on account of there being botli slightly /hw ar belief explanations and slightly 

more D d iff explanations in the 1 Location condition in Experiment 5.2, than in the 

equivalent conditions in Experiment 3.1.

As in Experiment 3.1, the effect on explanation of whether the action was consistent 

with the expressed desire was also assessed by looking at the concordance between each 

child's response on the Consistent and Inconsistent versions of the action, for each level of 

the Location factor.

Table 3.9 shows the consistency of subjects with respect to desire explanations in 

the 1 Location condition. As in Experiment 3.1 (Table 3.2), each child was classified 

according to whether their explanations referred to a desire or not for each of the two action 

types. It can be seen from this table thtit most children were consistent with respect to 

w hether or not they offered a desire explanation. However, there were six children who 

offered a desire explanation for only one of their two stories, and all these children offered 

the desire in the stor\- where the action was consistent with the utterance.

This is a signitlcant difference (McNemar test of change, binomial, p=0.016), 

indicating, as seen for Experiment 3.1, that children were more likely to offer a desire 

explanation for the Consistent action.

Tlic sparse matrix in this ease indicates iltat tlic sianiCicance level m ay be affected by a poor match between  
the sampling distribution X- and (he distribution (sc  e.g. Cochran, 1954). However, the lest yielded non-  
significance, and the conclusion to Iv drawn du itic basis o f  the test is not controversial; the data in Figure 5.2  
clearly indicate no dilTeretuv between the ptitiem o f  exphinations in the 1 and 2 Location conditions .
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Table 5.9 Children's consistency in the use of desire explanation
in 1 Location condition (Experiment 5.2)

Consistent Action

Desire
Explanation

Other
Explanation

Inconsistent Action Desire
Explanation

7 0

Other
Explanation

6 3

The children in the 1 Location condition were also categorized according to their 

consistency as regards belief explanation, as in Experiment 5.1. The results o f this 

categorization appear in Table 5 .10 .1'here were fewer belief responses in this Experiment 

(contrast Table 5.3 from Experiment 1 ). However, it can be seen that children were specific 

in their use of belief explanation, since the only children to use belief explanation did so only 

for the inconsistent action. This however, is not quite a significant difference (McNemar test 

of change, binomial. p=().062). but it is close and in the right direction.

Table 5.10 Children's consistency in the use of belief explanation 
in the 1 Location condition (Experiment 5.2)

Consistent Action

Belief
Explanation

Other
Explanation

Inconsistent Action BclicI
Explanaiion

0 4

Other
Explanaiion

Ü 12
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Table 5.11 shows the children's consistency with respect to desire explanation in the 

2 Location condition of Experiment 5.2. It can be seen from the table that most children 

were consistent in their explanation, and most explained both consistent and inconsistent 

actions with reference to a desire. This is the same pattern evident in the 2 Location 

condition in Experiment 5.1 (see Table 5.4). Only one child explained just one action with 

a belief, and there is consequently no evidence that the conditions are different (McNemar 

binomial, p=N.S.j.

T a b le  5.11 Children's con sisten cy  in the use o f  desire  exp lanat ion  
in 2 Location cond it ion  (E xp erim ent 5.2)

Consistent Action

Desire
Explanation

Other
Explanation

Inconsistent Action Desire
Explanaiion

10 0

Other
Exnianaiion

1 5

The ten children who offered desire explanations for both stories were further 

categorized according to the content o f  the desire that they attributed (i.e. whether the 

desire attributed had been categorized as Dsame or Ddiff). Frequencies resulting from this 

categorization appear in Table 5.12 (compare Table 5.5 from Experiment 5.1).

As in Experiment 5.1. although children were consistent with respect to the general 

type of explanation offered in the 2 Location condition, they were inconsistent with respect 

to the content of that explanation. Seven of the ten children changed the content of their 

desire explanation according to which type of action they were explaining. All seven of these 

offered a Dsame explanation for the consistent action and a D diff explanation for the 

inconsistent action. (McNemar test of change, binomial, p=().008).
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I al)le 5.12 (.’l i ik i ren ' s  consislei icv wi th respect  to the  con ten t  o f  des i re
in 2 Loca t ion condi t ion ,  E x p e r im e n t  5.2

Consistent Action

Dsame

Inconsistent Action Dsame 2 0

D # 7 1

5.12.2 P r o m p t e d  Exp lana t i ons :  Iwper i inenI  5.2

Desire Prompting
Experiment 5.2

Dsame

Ddiff

Loc 2 Loc
Condition

Ei” u r e  5.6 Children's answers to the desire prompt  for the Inconsistent action in 1 and 2 
Location conditions in Experiment 5.2.
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Desire proinpi,  eonsisient aeiions: Most ehildren responded to this question by 

olTering a desire that matched the desire expressed in the utterance. This was as observed 

in Experiment  5. i.

Desire prompt ,  inconsistent actions: Response to the desire prompt are shown in 

Figure 5.6. The pattern is the same as lor the desire prompt  question o f  Exper iment  5.1 

(compare  Figure 5.3). There proportion of  D same  responses in the 1 Location condition 

was significantly higher than that in the 2 Location condition (X-^^^jN=3(), df=l  | = 3.49, 

one-tailed p<().()5).

Belief prompts,  consistent actions: Children responded for the most  part with true 

beliefs in both conditions. Belief prompts,  inconsistent actions: Similarly to Figure 5.4 of 

Exper iment  5.1. Figure 5.7 shows the proportion o f  false belief responding in each 

condition.

Belief Prompting
E.xperiment 5.2

True

False

2 LocLoc
Condition

Figure 5.7 Children's answers to the belief prompt for the Inconsistent action in 1 and 2 
Location conditions of Experiment 5.2.
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Unlike the results of Experiment 5.1, however, the difference here is not significant 

(X-j^JN=32, df=l 1 = 0.51, one-tailed p=N.S.), indicating the proportion of belief responses 

was no greater in the 1 Location condition than it was in the 2 Location condition (contrast 

Figure 5.4).

5 .12 .3  M em ory  for the initial u ttera n ce

Children were also asked to recall the Agent's initial utterance. For this second 

experiment, the utterance was divided into three rather than two components: the object, 

the mental state (thinks) and the location specified in the utterance. Children were scored 

with three points if they mentioned all three components correctly. Two points were given 

for the correct combination of object and location (missing the mental state), while one point 

only was given for any of: the object only, or the object and wrong mental state, or the 

correct location only. If they mentioned the wrong object or the wrong location or 

mentioned only a mental state or said nothing, they received 0 points.

T able  5.13 M eans and  standard  d ev iation s  o f  scores  
on m em ory  for initial utterances in E xp er im en t 5.2

N=16
Mean
(sd)

1 Location 2 Location

Consistent Action 1.94 1.38
(1.81) (1.03)

Inconsistent Action 1.63 1.38
(1.26) (1.03)

The mean scores and standard deviation for the memory question in each condition appear
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in Table 5.13. Memory for the initial utterance in this second experiment was not 

particularly good, (contrast Experiment 5.1, Section 5.9.3). Children rarely scored more 

than 2 our of 3 points. A 2 (no. of locations) x 2 (consistency o f action) split plot ANOVA 

performed on these data revealed no main effects of either number of locations filled or 

consistency of action , and no interaction (F = 1.23,1.0 and 1.0 respectively). The most 

com mon errors here were for children to recall the think statement as a statement about 

desires.

5.12 .4  C ross  E xperim ent com parison

The pattern of responding was very similar in both experiments. There is no reason 

to believe that the overall pattern of explanation in Experiment 5.2 was any different to that 

in Experiment 5.1 (For Consistent actions. X-[N=64, df=3] = 1.76, two tailed p= N.S.^^ for 

Inconsistent actions, X^[N=64, df=3| = 0.89. two tailed p= N.S.).

5.13 Experim ent 5.2 discussion

The general pattern of results in Experiment 5.2 was very similar to that observed 

in Experiment 5.1. Moreover, an important consideration is that the differences that do exist 

are not on account of an increase in belief responding in Experiment 5.2. If anything, one 

reason the exact pattern of explanation observed in Experiment 5.1 was not replicated was 

û\'ài fewer belief explanations were offered in one condition. Overall, there was no difference 

between the experiments in temis of the relative proportion of belief and desire explanations.

5.13.1 Belief exp lanations  in I Location  condition

The most notable difference occurred in the number of (false) belief explanations 

offered in the 1 Location condition. Recall that in Experiment 5.1 there were a large number 

of (false) belief explanations offered for the Inconsistent action in the 1 Location condition. 

These were supplemented by a number of children responding with a false belief answer to 

the belief prompt, having explained the action initially with a desire. For both these

2 <>

Again, itiis is based on a sparse m ainx. However, as argued in Iboinoic 28, ihc icsl in any case yielded non-  
signil'icance. Inspection oi Figures b.2 and 5 b  reveal lhai there is clearly no question ol' the interpretation that 
resulted.
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measures, the number was lower in the 2 Location condition than it was in the 1 Location 

condition. In Experiment 5.2, by contrast, there was no significant difference between the 

conditions for this action. Children were more inclined to explain the story by referring to 

the agent's expressed desire {Dsame) in the initial explanation. In addition, on being 

prompted, fewer attributed a false belief than had done so in Experiment 1.

One possible reason is that in Experiment 5.2, unlike Experiment 5.1, the children 

were required to attribute a belief that was inconsistent not only with reality, but also with 

the agent's initial utterance. In Experiment 5.1. the belief was inconsistent with reality, but 

not with the agent's utterance, which contained no indication of what they believed. This 

possibility, that there were two sources of information that contradicted the inference that 

the child could have made from the misplaced action as to the content of the agent's belief, 

is consistent with the "peifomiance" theories of the child's difficulty with false belief. I will 

return to this observation in Section 5.15.4.

5.13.2 M em ory for the initial u tterance  in E xperim en t 5.2

Another difference between the resuli.s of Experiment 5.1 and Experiment 5.2 was 

in the success that children had with the memor)' question. In terms of the scoring, absolute 

comparison is difficult, because there were more elements in the belief utterance than in the 

desire utterance. It is possible that the difference in children's recall simply reflects the extent 

to which the desire-based utterances provided less overall stress on the child's memory than 

the belief-based utterances.

However, looking more closely at the errors that children made, a more subtle 

interpretation can lie supported. A common error Experiment 5.2 was that children recalled 

the utterance as being an utterance about desires rather than about beliefs. 12 children in 

the second Experiment made one or more such errors, as opposed to none in the first 

Experiment, where the errors were usually of omission. My interpretation of this is based 

again on the notion that desires are closely causally related to action, as Davidson argues. 

Children who found it difticiilt to recall the initial utterance used the action as a cue to recall 

it. but because actions are more closely causally related to desires than they are to beliefs, 

the children's inference is that the initial utterance must have expressed a desire.
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5.14  G eneral D iscussion

The results of the two experiments, taken together, demonstrate firstly that children 

do appear to reason about action with respect to a framework based on the attribution of 

beliefs and desires. About 75% of all explanations offered made reference to an agent's belief 

of desire. Secondly, evidence has been gathered that supports some of the contentions made 

about explanation in Davidson (1963). Explanations were typically incomplete; very few 

explanations referred to an agent's beliefs and desire. Where an agent's actions were 

consistent with that agent’s utterance, desires were almost exclusively used to explain the 

action, irrespective of whether the agent had explicitly stated the desire or stated their belief.

In situations where agents peifonned actions that frustrated their expressed desire, 

the outcome depended on the exact conditions under which the desire had been frustrated. 

Crucially, these conditions depended on reasoning about desire. If the action performed was 

inconsistent with the expressed desire, and not consistent with some other plausible goal, 

then desire based explanation was rarer. Instead, the explanations were commonly in terms 

of the agent s (false) belief. However, even under these conditions, there were children who 

retained desire explanation, but who augmented this with correct answers to a belief prompt. 

The strong prediction derived from Davidson ( 1963; see also Section 5.4.1) required that 

the latter pattern would predominate, and tiierefore there is only very limited support for this 

prediction. However, the weaker prediction introduced in Section 5.4.4 was strongly 

supported. .Actions inconsistent with the expressed desire but consistent with an alternative 

desire provoked children to attribute a new desire to the agent in their explanations. For 

these children the agents’ actions speak louder than their words.

5.15 A s im ple  m odel for exp lanation

During the discussion of Experiment 5.1, I outlined briefly how notions o f desire 

primacy other than Davidson’s fared in the light of those results. Here, I wish to pick up the 

discussion again, and focus on reasons why explanation should be desire-based. Though I 

have derived the predictions tested in this chapter from Davidson (1963), his observations 

are simply that. They otter no reason as to why desires should be the primary means of 

explanation. By contrast, the desire-based heuristic theory presented in Fodor (1992) does 

offer a reason. 1 intend in this section to develop Fodor's ideas to form a simple model of
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children's explanation, compatible with CC approaches to theory o f mind. As well as 

drawing on Fodor (1992), I will incorporate some specific ideas on the information 

processing demands of theory-of-mind calculations detailed by Leslie (Leslie, 1994, in press; 

Leslie & Gemian, in press; Leslie & Thaiss. 1992; Roth & Leslie, 1991; see also Chapters 

1 & 3 ).

I will recap briefly the basics of Fodor's (1992) theory once again, to show how it 

provides the basis for the explanation model.

5.15.1 Fodor's heuristics  in prediction

.According to Fodor, knowing only about an agent’s desires is enough for the 

prediction of action, but knowing only about that agent's beliefs is not. This in turn is 

because beliefs are normative: they are "meant ” to be true. If I assume that a given agent has 

true beliefs, then 1 can predict what that agent will do so long as I know what desires (s)he 

has. Desires are not normative, however, so one cannot assume anything about them as 

reliably as one can for beliefs. Therefore, if I know only about an agent’s beliefs then I 

cannot predict action. This difference amounis to the desire component of the reason having 

a closer causal relationship to action than the belief component.

Fodor argues that younger children make use of this fact when they are faced with 

action prediction problems. Their computational resources are smaller and so they do not 

routinely compute belief to predict action, but instead predict on the basis of a desire-based 

heuristic HI. This strategy is less reliable thnn computing beliefs, but also less costly. In 

some situations, the action prediction derived from the agent’s desires fails (for example, 

it could be ambiguous; see Chapter 3). Under these circumstances the children are forced 

into using H2, which results in them computing the agent's belief. The explanation model 

I wish to develop assumes a similar ordering in the computations.

5.15.2 E xplanation

The close causal relationship between desire and action is built into the model by 

drawing on the distinction made in the adult causal reasoning literature between the "cause" 

o f an event and a "condition" that enables that event (Cheng & Novick, 1991). Cheng & 

Novick illustrate their point with an analogy:
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In answer lo ihe question, "What caused the plane to crash?", aviation-accident investigators 
are unlikely to reply, "Tiie gravitational pull of the earth". Rather they are likely to reserve the 
title of "cause" for factors such as pilot enor. [G]ravity, they might say, was merely a condition 
that enabled the crash to occur, (Cheng & Novick, 1991, p84).

I propose to make this distinction for beliefs and desires respectively with respect 

to action (desires are the causes o f actions, beliefs the conditions that enable actions). I will 

attempt to elaborate on this proposal during the exposition o f the model.

The starting point is to assume that heuristics (such as Fodor's H I and H2) used in 

action prediction also operate over explanation. When an action requires explanation, this 

is in the first instance a search for a desire/cause. HI generates candidate desire/causes that 

would have predicted the action, from (at least) two sources o f information:

1. Infomiation from the outcome of the action (e.g. information about the

location/object toward which the action is directed).

2. Prior infomiation about the agent's desire (e.g. an utterance made by the agent or

perhaps information about the agent's likes/dislikes preferences etc.).^®

When the information from these sources is consistent, explanation is solely desire- 

based. The action is explained with reference to the desire specified by the two sources of 

infomiation. When the sources provide different information, the belief-based heuristic 

requires the calculation of the agent's belief/condition. On the basis of this calculation, an 

explanation is generated. The actual explanation offered depends on the results of the belief 

calculation. 1 will assume that belief calculation involves the usual performance resource 

requirements posited by CC versions of theory-theory (See Chapter 1). Most importantly, 

there will be a prepotent default belief content: that the agent believes what is true (see also 

Section 5.4.3). In cases where the default true belief content is attributed, the desire/cause 

will be offered. In some cases however, the prepotent response will be rejected and a 

different belief content will be attributed. Under these circumstances, the belief/condition

I have also assumed here that the candidate desire can be set on the basis of an agent's utterance about belief. 
See section 5.15.4 lielow lor more detailed discussion of this idea.
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is hypothesized to block the desire cause explanation.^’

5.15.2.1 Consistent Actions

In simple situations where the actions are consistent with the utterances made 

beforehand, such as the Consistent actions used in Experiments 5.1 and 5. 2, the calculation 

of  the desire cause is simple. Both sources of  infomiation described above suggest the same 

candidate desire under HI .  Since there is no conflict, this desire is attributed as the cause 

of  the action. Figure 5.8 shows an example of  this type of  event.

Consistent Actions

OUTCOME
INFORMATION

Desire (CAUSE)

A PPLES

B elief (CONDITION) E X P L A N A T IO N

Desire A PPL E S

UTTERANCE
INFORMATION

APPLEiS

Figure 5.8 I he explanation model in the situation where the action is consistent with the 
available desire information.

in icnns o f  ihc analogy wnh causes and condiiions in a |ilanc crash, ihc ease where a true belief  is calculated 
is analogous to a case where gravity i< operating - it is the default. In the case o f  a false Ixtlicf however, it is 
instead as if gravity had been found to be absent. 'I'liis de\nation front the default would block the usual cause  
attribution.
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5.15.2.2 InconsislcMl A l l ions

111 cases where ihe iineraiice iiuitie by ihe Ageni does  noi match the action 

performed, the candidate causes from the two sources of  desire information conflict.

in the case where the agent wants the bail object but searches an empty location, the 

"outcome" source of  desire information offers no p lausib le  candidate cause. The utterance 

infomiation, however,  does suggest a possible cause. The inconsistency between the 

outcome of  the action [lerformed and the candidate desire suggested by the utterance 

provokes  the calculation of the belief content.  The prepotent belief content  (truth) is not 

consistent w ith the candidate desire here, but u false lielief about the location of  the bait item 

would have enabled the utterance-desire to have caused the action. This belief/condition, 

being a deviation from the default contents,  is ascribed as the explanation. This case is 

represented in Figure 0.9.

Inconsistent Actions: 1 Location

OUTCOME

INFORMATION

Desire (CAUSE) 

NIL

B elief (CONDITION) E X P L A N A T IO N

FALSE belief
APPLES

UTTERANCE
INFORMATION

A PPLES FALSE

Figur e  5.9 The e.vplanation model in the case where the action is inconsistent with desire 
infomiation,  and the location searched contains no object.
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'The inconsistency again provokes the calculation of  the enabling belief/condition. 

This time, the prepotent belief content (truth) enables a plausible desire/cause,  and so the 

child attributes that desire as the cause. An  example o f  this type is represented in Figure 

5.10.

Inconsistent Actions: 2 Locations

Desire (CAUSE) B elief (CONDITION)
1

E X PL A N A T IO N

OUTCOME
INFORMATION

BA N A N A S

1

TRUE
1 r

Desire ^

B A N A N A S i

UTTERANCE
INFORMATION

a p p l f :s
1

Figure 5.10 l l i e  explanation model in the case where the action is not consistent with the 
desire information tind the location searched conttiins another object.

5.15.3 Initiiil belie! u l l e ra n ces

It is not entirely clear what role the initial utterance plays when it expresses belief 

rather than desire infonnation. In terms of the model,  1 have argued that it can have played 

two roles: setting up candidate desire causes but also affecting the belief content calculation 

for inconsistent tictions.

Firstly, the desire heuri.siic 111 is capable of  setting up a candidate desire from the 

utterance infomiation even when the utterance did not explicitly express a desire. Recall that
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the memory for the initial utterance was poor in Experiment 5.2, and the errors suggested 

that at least some children had taken the initial utterance as a cue for desire.

Secondly, the difference in the pattern of explanation for the 1 Location inconsistent 

action between Experiments 5.1 and 5.2 may be a result o f the belief utterance information 

having been taken into account to some extent. Children were less likely to attribute a false 

belief to the agent for the 1 Location inconsistent action in Experiment 5.2 than they had 

been for the same task in Experiment 5.1. When children in the second experiment 

calculated the belief condition for this action, there was more evidence in favour of the 

prepotent default belief content: evidence from the true location of the item and also 

evidence from tJw utterance expressed by the agent. \n the first experiment, by contrast, the 

initial utterance contained no belief information to affect the belief calculation.

5.16 Conclusions

5.16.1 W hen do actions speak louder than w ords?

The model presented above offers a simple account of the way that explanation 

might proceed in young children. Implicit in the model is the notion of desire primacy; 

explanation is primarily about locating the desire/cause; the explanations for the consistent 

actions, where the sources of information about desire tell the same story, were almost 

exclusively desire-based. In situations where the child is faced with conflicting information 

from the utterance and the outcome sources, then we can meaningfully ask when actions 

speak louder than words for children.

In the 1 Location task, the action and utterance information conflict, but only the 

utterance infomiation yields a plausible desire. The only desire consistent with the action in 

this case is in fact a desire for nothing, or perhaps a desire to find out what is there. As 

noted, this strategy was very occasionally adopted, with a few children explaining the action 

in terms of the ageni wanting to see what was inside. For these children, the utterance 

information was discarded. For most children however, the utterance based desire is the only 

plausible cause, but because the default belief contents would not enable this cause, the 

actual belief condition must be calculated. Words are retained in the face of conflicting 

actions in this case because the desire/cause enabled by the default belief content is not 

plausible.
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In the 2 Location task the action and utterance information once again conflict, but 

this time both suggest plausible desire causes. The action utterance conflict is resolved here 

on the basis of the calculation o f belief content. The action desire information is consistent 

with the default (true) belief condition, whereas the utterance desire is not. There is no 

problem now, in attributing a true belief content, which results in the utterance desire being 

discarded. Actions speak louder than words in this situation, because the action is consistent 

with a desire/cause enabled by default belief contents.

5.16.2 What of "strong" primacy of desire

In Section 5.4.1 Davidson's desire observations were used to derive the strong 

prediction that desire explanations would eclipse belief explanations when they were in 

conflict, but that appropriate belief infomiation would be left implicit. The results of the 

experiments provided a few examples of such responding. Some children indeed offered the 

originally expressed desire as the explanation even when it was inconsistent with the action. 

Some o f these children went on to offer an appropriate false belief response to the belief 

question, while others completed the explanation inappropriately.

The performance of these children is anomalous as far as the model presented in 

Section 5.15 is concerned. According to the model, the inconsistency evident in the action 

with respect to the original desire should provoke the calculation of the belief, which blocks 

the desire as cause. Why should children persist in attributing a desire that has been 

frustrated as the cause? The question is especially relevant when one considers that at least 

some children were perfectly capable of attributing the belief content when asked to do so. 

In the next chapter I present an experiment that is concerned with just this issue.
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CHAPTER 6

Factors affecting the explanation of 
search action by older children

6.1 Introduction

In the last chapter the distinction between causes and enabling conditions was drawn 

to characterize the different causal roles that desires and beliefs play in action. The general 

goal of this chapter is to look more closely at the notion of offering a condition (hereafter 

belief/condition) versus a caiLsc (hereafter desire/cause) as the explanation for an action.

6.1.1 General goal

It was proposed in Chapter 5 that where desire/cause explanations and 

belief/condition explanations were in conflict, the desire/cause explanation is under some 

circumstances preferred as the explanation. This preference for desire explanations over 

belief explanations was clearest where the desire/cause was enabled by a true be

lief/condition (see Chapter 5, Figure 5.10). However, as noted in Section 5.16.2, the 

desire/cause was preferred by some children in situations where 'à fa lse  belief/condition 

enabled the cause. These instances of des ire/cause explanation are particularly interesting 

because the children concerned were often (though not always) able to complete the 

desire/cause explanation, when prompted, by offering the appropriate false belief. The 

possible reasons for this information not featuring in the initial explanation are investigated 

in this chapter. 1 will attempt to decide between two possibilities:

i) The children offered cause explanations because of a conceptual limitation 

in understanding false belief (see Section 6.3).

ii) The children offered cause explanations because they had not calculated 

the belief/condition (see Section 6.4).
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6.1.2 Competence limitations on the calculation of enabling conditions

In Chapters 1 and 5 , 1 outlined Wellman's views on a "simple desire psychology". 

The first possibility for why desire/cause explanations might be maintained in situations 

where the action in fact frustrates the desire can be traced to those views, and subsequent 

criticism of those views. Wellman stated in 1989 that he expected children's belief 

understanding to be reflected in their explanation (Bartsch & Wellman, 1989, Experiment 

1, p948). Desire-based answers are offered up to the point where the children can interpret 

the action as resulting from a false belief. Though Wellman argued that the 1989 paper 

showed that explanation was "easier" than prediction, he later modified this conclusion 

(1990; see also Chapters 1 & 5). One reason that children might offer desire explanations 

for false belief based actions, (where the actions frustrates the desire/cause) is that their 

common sense psychological competence does not stretch to understanding false 

belief/conditions; desire is the only means available by which an explanation can be offered 

(see also Section 5.4.2).

One problem faced by this competence shift (CS) hypothesis is that often when 

desire/cause explanations were preferred to false belief/condition explanations in Chapter 

5, the children in fact went on to answer the belief prompt appropriately. The CS position 

then, requires more sophistication. One line available is to argue that this correct answer to 

the belief prompt was not based on false belief understanding (e.g. Perner, 1989, 1991). 

Indeed, this line of argument motivated Wellman's change o f position between 1989 and 

1990.

Pemer (1989) argued that children may interpret "think" questions as being in fact 

"thinking o f  questions. The difference between "thinking that" and "thinking o f  

interpretations of think questions has been described in earlier chapters (Chapters 1 & 4). 

Pemer went on to elaborate this in his prelief hypothesis (in press; see Chapter 1), where he 

discussed children's failure to recognise the defining difference between pretence and belief. 

Children's answers to belief prompt questions, such as those presented in the Chapter 5 

Experiments, could be prelief-based answers, rather than false belief-based answers; the 

answers may reflect the children's belief that the character is thinking about (pretending that) 

the object at a specific location. This does not amount to belief competence, because prelief 

does not involve understanding mental states as representations (see Chapter 1, Section
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1.7.1 for more detailed discussion of these ideas).

On one reading of the prelief hypothesis then, it is possible to argue that desire/cause 

explanations are a result of children being at the prelief "stage". Once past the prelief stage, 

as indexed by passing a belief prediction task, the children would not show this type of 

explanation pattern, but instead would be expected to offer belief/condition explanations. 

The prediction on the basis of this reading is that belief/condition explanation and accurate 

belief-based prediction should go together. To put it another way: the shift from prelief 

theorising (failing false belief: age three) and representational theorising (passing false belief: 

age four) as assessed by prediction tasks, should be mirrored in explanation tasks, with 

desire/cause explanations before the shift becoming belief/condition explanations afterwards. 

Experiment 6.1 assesses this version of the prelief hypothesis.

6.1.3 Routine versus forced calculation of the belief/condition

The second possibility introduced in Section 6.2 was that children offered 

desire/cause explanations in situations where the desire was frustrated by the action because 

they had not calculated the beliet7condition. Recall that in the explanation model presented 

in Chapter 5 (section 5.15), it was assumed that calculation of a non-default belief/condition 

blocked the desire/cause. This explained the preponderance of belief/condition explanations 

in the 1 Location Inconsistent condition in Experiment 5.1. If some children failed to 

calculate the belief/condition under those circumstances, then the desire/cause explanation 

would not have l^een blocked. However, the same children were able to calculate the 

belief/condition when they were later prompted to do so. This last fact indicates that the 

desire/cause explanations were not due to an inability to accurately calculate belief content, 

but suggests rather that the calculation of belief contents may not be a matter of routine. 

Recall that a distinction was drawn in Chapter 3 between Fodor's CC theory, where children 

were onlv assumed to calculate beliet7conditions under some circumstances, and the ToMM-

There is another reading oi'prelief howcA cr, in which even spontaneous references to false belief in explanation 
circumstances may Ix: indicative of prelief rather than lielief understanding. There are two problems with this 
reading. One is tliai it is not now clear why explanations should ever refer to desire when the agent is clearly not 
acting in a way that would satisfy desire (acting "as if"). The other is that under this reading there is no way that 
a child's explanation could ever tell one that belief rather than prelief understanding was at work. The question 
Ix^comes one of whether it is ]ilausible that understanding false belief can only ever be indexed by false belief 
prediction tasks.
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SP theory where children were assumed to calculate belief routinely, but also to make errors 

routinely (see discussion in Chapter 3, Section 3.10.5). This issue is readdressed in the 

discussion (Section 6.6.5), in the light of the results of Experiment 6.1.

One thing missing from this story so far is an account o f how it is that children fail 

to calculate the belief/condition, given that the desire that causes the search is violated by 

the location of search. In the model I introduced in Chapter 5, the belief/condition 

calculation was hypothesized to be provoked by the discrepancy between the desirelcause 

(utterance information) and the action being directed elsewhere. If children fail to 

recognize this discrepancy spontaneously then they will consequently not be provoked into 

calculating the belief/condition. In the next section I make some suggestions as to what 

might determine whether a given child might recognize the action/desire discrepancy.

6.1.4 Performance resources in explanation

For the child to notice a discrepancy between the desire and the action, (s)he must 

have adequately represented i) the desire, ii) the location to which the action was directed, 

and iii) the contents of the Location toward which the action was directed. One possible 

reason for a discrepancy not being noticed would thus be a failure to keep track o f one or 

more of these characteristics of the situation. Of the three, the desire component is 

implausible, since the children explain the action with reference to the desire. The location 

to which the action is directed is also unlikely to be a strain, since at the time of explanation 

the agent is standing where they searched; this infonnation can be read directly from the 

situation. This leaves a failure to recall the contents of the location. Unfortunately, the 

children in Experiments 5.1 and 5.2 were not asked to recall the contents o f the locations 

after their explanations, so this cannot be directly assessed.

I intend to hypothesize that keeping track of the above characteristics is something 

that places strain on the perfbmiance resources that children bring to bear in belief reasoning 

tasks. This position is in line with the general competence continuity approach that has been 

favoured so far, and builds specifically on the idea, introduced in Chapter 1 (Section 1.9.2), 

that perfoimance limitations gradually relax during the fourth year and beyond.

The foregoing discussion gives rise to two predictions. Firstly, whether the 

discrepancy between action and desire is noticed by children will be affected by the saliency
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of the characteristics o f the action (e.g. the location toward which the action is directed; the 

memory for the contents of that location). Introducing manipulations that make the 

mismatch especially salient should increase the likelihood that the belief/condition is 

calculated, and reduce the number of desire/cause explanations offered as a consequence. 

Secondly, the performance limitations that are implicated in explanation are possibly beyond 

those that are involved in the calculation of belief/conditions, since some of the children 

offering desire/cause explanations in Chapter 5 had been able to calculate the be

lief/condition when required to do so. This suggests that children capable o f  passing a 

standard fa lse  belief task might, nevenheless, fail to calculate belief/conditions in 

explanation, and instead make reference to the desire/cause.

6.2 Interim summary: predictions

Both of the hypotheses introduced in Section 6.2 to account for why children offer 

desire/cause explanations for actions that frustrate the desire, suggested that some 

assessment of the relationship between a child's ability to predict an action and the 

explanation offered would be important. In the case of the CS compatible position, the 

expectation was that the relationship between passing a false belief prediction task and 

offering belief/condition explanations would be good. In addition, because the child's 

competence explains both passing the prediction task and offering belief/condition 

explanations, the relationship between these two measures should be a global one. That is, 

it should be unaffected by local structural changes in the explanation situation. It would be 

unlikely, according to this view, that children teyond "prelief understanding (i.e. those who 

pass false belief action prediction tasks) would offer desire/cause explanations.

On the other hand, according to the CC performance position, it is not considered 

unlikely that children might pass the false belief prediction task, yet offer desire/cause 

explanations, on the contrarx', this is exactly the pattern o f performance that is predicted. A 

further consideration is that according to the performance view, the explanation offered will 

be affected by local rather than global factors. For example, because what determines the 

likelihood of belief/condition explanation for a given child has more to do with whether 

(s)he has calculated it in a given set of circumstance than it has to do with the presumed 

"competence" stage (s)he has reached, it should be possible to affect the type of explanation
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offered by manipulating the local factors that affect the likelihood that the belief!condition 

will be calculated.

In Experiment 6.1, I intend to make use of the fact that correctly predicting an 

action based on a false belief requires the belief/condition to have been calculated. Children 

who make a correct action prediction before explaining the action should offer be- 

lief/condition explanations, because they will have calculated the belief/condition. Children 

who are not required to make an action prediction before explanation may well fail to 

calculate belief and therefore explain with reference to a desire/cause. By assessing children 

under each of the two conditions (Prediction and No Prediction), it will be possible to assess 

both the global relationship between children's prediction and explanation, and also the local 

effect that making a prediction has on the explanation o f  the action predicted. The CS 

compatible position predicts a strong relationship between prediction success and 

belie^condition explanation, irrespective of whether the action explained was predicted or 

not. The CC compatible position, by contrast, suggests that the relationship between 

explanation and prediction will be local. When the action to be explained has been predicted 

first, the belief/condition will necessarily have been calculated and will be offered as 

explanation. Where no prediction is required before explanation, there is more chance that 

the belief/condition will not have been calculated and the explanation is therefore more likely 

to refer to the desire/cause. Before presenting Experiment 6 .1 ,1 outline evidence that is 

directly relevant to this issue.

6.3 Evidence: justification and prediction

There is some recent evidence on the relationship between prediction and 

explanation. Wimmer & Weichboid (1994) report an experiment that assesses Fodor's 

heuristic theoiy of the child's theor\' of mind. This experiment has already been considered 

in some detail in Chapter 3. Here however, 1 focus on an additional "explanation" procedure 

employed by the authors, which was omitted from earlier discussion.

In Wimmer & Weichbold's procedure, children were asked an "explanation" question 

after they had been required to predict the agent's action. The children watched a false belief 

situation (similar to that used in Wimmer & Perner 1983, described in Chapter 1) and were 

asked the test question concerning where the agent would look for the bait. Immediately
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afterwards, if their prediction was correct, they were asked: "...and why will <agent> look 

there..?". If their prediction was incorrect, they were first corrected (e.g. "No, look what 

Maxi does. He doesn't look here (location A) for his chocolate. He goes to this cupboard 

(location B) to get his chocolate." [1994, p47]), and then asked the explanation question 

above. The explanation procedure used in Wimmer & Weichboid is thus not strictly 

comparable to the methodology we have been dealing with, since in the cases where the 

child makes a correct in prediction, the question is arguably not an explanation of an action 

that has occurred, but more a justification o f  the prediction. This is the reason that the 

procedure was not referred to in Chapter 4. However, the results are informative with 

regard to the issues that have arisen in the present chapter.

The results that Wimmer & Weichboid describe for the justification measure are not 

very detailed, and cannot support the type of analysis I presented for my own experiment 

in the last chapter. The authors do report a number o f important facts about children's 

responses however. Firstly, conect answers to the explanation question were given 4% of 

the time by 3-year-olds, and 56% of the time by 4-year-olds. Secondly, all the correct 

answers explicitly or implicitly r tf erred to the information condition which specified Maxi's 

belief; not a single child used the epistemic verbs "think" or "believe". Thirdly, there was a 

close to perfect association between accurate action prediction and correct explanation. I 

deal with each finding in turn.

Wimmer & Weichboid do not say how responses were scored as correct or incorrect 

for the Justification measure. Specifically, they do not mention desire responses at all. The 

results that 3-year-olds perfomi poorly (4%), and 4-year-olds perform imperfectly (56%), 

are not surprising. Without further infomiation this result is difficult to interpret.

"Information condition" explanations, according to Wimmer & Weichboid, are 

explanations in which the child refers either implicitly or explicitly to the information to 

which the child was exposed; the infomiation which forms the basis of their belief. The 

examples that Wimmer & Weichlxild give of this response type are as follows: for implicit 

cases, "Because it was there before..": "Because first she (mother) put it there...", for the 

explicit cases, "Because he saw that mother put it in there...".

A great deal is made of this category of explanation by Wimmer & Weichboid. It is 

interesting to note that the examples they give for the category are very similar to those I
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identified in Chapter 4 as being similar to belief explanations (Section 4.4.5; also Table 4.5). 

This similarity was in terms of what the explanations told us about how the children might 

have processed the task. Explanations of this type are clearly belief/condition explanations 

rather than desire/cause explanations, although they do not explicitly mention belief. 

Looking more closely at the examples above, it turns out that they can be fitted neatly into 

the scheme that has been developed over the course o f Chapters 4 and 5. Explicit cases of 

"informational access" (e.g. references to "seeing that"), were included among belief-based 

explanations in Chapter 4. Implicit cases ("Because that's where the sweets were before..."), 

are no more plausibly implicit cases of infomiation access than they are implicit cases of 

belief. As far as Wimmer & Weichbold's "explanation/justification" measure is concerned 

then, the important point is that the belief/condition explanations evoked were unlikely to 

explicitly mention the terms "think" or "know".

The final aspect of the results to be considered is the close to perfect association that 

Wimmer & Weichboid obser\ed between prediction and explanation. This sheds some light 

on the problem identified with "con ect" and "incorrect" measures of explanation identified 

above. My assumption is that incorrect explanations were a mixture of "No Explanation" 

and "Desire" categories, while the correct explanations were largely explanations that I have 

previously identified as belief/condition explanations, albeit instances where belief was not 

explicitly mentioned. Children who failed the action prediction task gave mainly incorrect 

explanations, while those who had passed the prediction went on to explain correctly.

Wimmer & Weichboid interpreted these data as indicating that young children's 

perfbmiance on belief reasoning tasks was a function of their increasing understanding o f  

the informational causation o f belief. Children are hypothesized to pass false belief tasks 

by slowly coming to understand how beliefs are caused. Generally, before four years of age 

they do not understand, and afterwards their understanding is related to the extent to which 

information causation is understood ( Wimmer & Weichboid, in press; Wimmer, Hogrefe & 

Sodian, 1988). In Chapter 1, 1 argued that this can be regarded as a version of CC theory 

(see Chapter 1, Section 1.8.1 ).

In temis of the predictions outlined in Section 6.2, these results are only of partial 

help. The association between prediction and justification/explanation was high, which 

provides support for the CS compatible position described in Section 6.2 (see also Section
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6.1.2). If children who offer desire explanations were poor at offering accurate action 

prediction, then their desire explanations may well have been a result of their limited 

competence. The problem however, is that because Wimmer & Weichboid assessed only the 

global relationship between prediction and explanation, it is not possible to evaluate the CC 

theory (see Section 6.1.3). One reason that the children who passed the prediction task 

might have offered belief/condition explanations is precisely that they had just passed the 

prediction task. W ithout a condition where the children are asked only to explain, it is not 

possible to assess the local effect that prediction might have on explanation, which is central 

to the CC position. This manipulation is examined in Experiment 6.1.

6.4 E xp erim en t 6.1: introduction and predictions

I argued above that the CC compatible position conjectures that making an action 

prediction will make computing the belief/condition necessary for children. This however, 

is assumed to be a local effect of task structure, in that it holds for the specific action 

predicted. On the basis of this, situations that require children to make an action prediction 

before explaining the action should result in more belief/condition explanations than 

situations where no such computation is necessary.

Wimmer & Weichboid (1994) showed a close association between action prediction 

and belief/condition explanation. The CS compatible position described above predicts that, 

because this association is hypothesized to be a result o f belief reasoning competence, the 

prediction should have no local effect on explanation. Instead, one should be able to forecast 

the type of explanation in any situation from the success or otherwise of the action 

prediction; the relationship, in other words, is a global one.

To test these predictions, children will be asked to explain an incorrect search action 

under two different conditions. One condition will involve the child predicting the action to 

be performed before it is perfonned, and then being required to explain it. The other 

condition will involve only explaining the action performed. The explanations of the children 

who pass the prediction task will be of special interest here, with respect to showing that any 

differences between conditions cannot be explained in temis of competence problems. For 

this reason, children from a slightly older age group were used as the subjects, to maximise 

the number of children passing the prediction task, and the responses of children who
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correctly predict the action will be analysed separately.

An additional phase of the experiment sought to establish whether children who 

might not initially have explained the action with reference to a belief/condition were 

nevertheless capable of using a belief/condition in the context of explanation. In Section 

6.1.4, it was predicted that making the mismatch between action and desire especially salient 

would result in the belief/condition being calculated, and there would be consequently more 

belief/condition explanations. To test this prediction, a further explanation question was 

asked. The incorrectness of the search was made explicit, first by asking whether the goal 

item was really in the location searched and then by asking children why the character had 

not searched the correct location. This second measure was called the "Not" explanation 

question, and it was predicted that it would invoke belief/condition explanations. This is 

because there is no plausible desire that might have caiLsed the omission of search at the 

baited location, and the discrepancy between the original desire and the omission of the 

action predicted by it should be especially salient.

6.4.1 Design

This experiment had a within-subjects design. Children were presented with stories 

in which an agent searched the wrong location for an item. The situations were of the 

standard false belief type, where an unexpected transfer causes the false belief. Each child 

was asked to explain the search behaviour under two different conditions. In the Prediction 

condition, the children were asked to predict where the agent would search before being 

asked to explain the search action. It was expected that in this condition, being required to 

predict the action would cause children to calculate the belief/condition, making them 

therefore nx)re likely to olîer belief/condition explanations. In the No Prediction condition, 

the children were not asked to make an ac tion prediction before they were asked to explain 

the action. To equate task structure, they were instead asked to recall what the agent had 

been doing when they were away. In this condition it was expected that children would be 

less likely to refer to a belief/condition explanation because they need not have calculated 

the belief/condition. Instead children in this condition were expected to offer desire/cause 

explanations.

The dependent variables were the responses that children gave to two explanation
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questions that were asked about the agent's incorrect search. The first explanation question 

asked why the agent searched where (s)he did. The second explanation was supplementary, 

and asked why the character had not searched in the right place. It was predicted that 

asking about the omission of the action predicted on the basis of the desire would make 

desire/cause explanation extremely unlikely in both Prediction and No prediction conditions, 

and result in the belief/condition being calculated and offered instead. The order o f the two 

conditions was counterbalanced, so that half the children received the Prediction condition 

first and the other half received the No Prediction condition first.

6.4.2 Subjects

The subjects were 39 preschool and reception class children, aged between 50 and 

64 months. There were two control questions which children had to answer accurately. 

Failure on either of these resulted in the child being excluded from the study. A further 

criterion was set such that testing continued until 24 children had passed the prediction task 

(in the Prediction condition). The resulting group consisted of 12 boys and 12 girls (age 

range 49-64 months, mean=56.2 sd=4.5). Explanation data were also collected for a further 

seven children who, though they had passed the memory control questions, had failed the 

prediction task.

The subjects were all recruited from playgroups and nursery schools in the North 

London area. The schools served children from a variety of socio-economic backgrounds. All 

the children received both story conditions, and were assigned to one of the two 

presentation orders.

6.4.3 Stories

The tasks used were ver\ closely modelled on the Sally-Anne false belief task 

adapted by Baron-Cohen et al., ( 1985). The tasks were acted out in front o f the children 

using props.

Both tasks involved an agent (e.g. Pippa) hiding an item (her apples) in Location A 

(a basket) on the table. The agent then was moved to an opaque container (the agent's 

"house"), in order to do something else (read a book). In the agent's absence, another 

character appeared on the scene and moved the item to Location B (a box). Two control
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questions were asked; "where did Pippa leave her apples..?" and "where are the apples 

now..?", and then a further question. In the Prediction condition, the next question was the 

same as in a standard false belief prediction task; the children were asked: "where will Pippa 

look for her apples when she comes back..?". In the no Prediction condition, the question 

was not a prediction, but instead: "what is Pippa doing while she is away...?". This question 

was included in order to preserve task structure relative to the Prediction condition.

Finally, the agent returned to the scene, and the experimenter enacted the agent's 

search at the original location (A). The final set o f questions was now asked. Firstly the 

explanation question: "why is Pippa looking in there...?". Following this the location was 

established as the wrong location: "will she find her apples there...?". Lastly, the children 

were asked the "Not" explanation question: "why didn't Pippa look over here...?" (point to 

correct location: A).

6.4.4 Materials

Prediction condition: A small female Duplo doll, "Pippa", was the main protagonist, 

and a small Duplo orange bear enacted the transfer. A small basket and a box were locations 

A and B respectively, and some small green "apples" made from Plasticine served as bait.

No Prediction condition: A small male Duplo doll, "Sam", was the main protagonist, 

and â small Duplo polar bear enacted the transfer. A ja r and a box were locations A and B 

respectively, and some small coloured "sweets" made from Plasticine served as bait.

Children's responses were audiotaped using a Sony Professional portable recorder, 

and a written record was also taken at the time of the experiment.

6.4.5 Procedure

Each child was tested individually in a quiet area of the classroom. The children sat 

opposite the experimenter at a low table. The experimenter told the child that they were 

going to play some short games, and then presented the child with the first task. After a 

short period (about one minute during which the child's responses were recorded, and the 

new story materials were prepared), the second task was presented to the child. Each of the 

tasks lasted about three to four minutes, and the whole session was completed in under ten 

minutes.
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As indicated, the answers were written down briefly during the session, and in 

addition, the sessions were audiotaped and the tapes transcribed later. If a child failed a 

control question during the testing, then the story was repeated up to that point and the 

question asked again. If the child failed again then they were excluded from the study. 

Children were also excluded if they failed to answer the prediction question accurately, and 

testing continued until a total of 24 children had met these criteria.

6.4.6 Scoring of explanations

In this experiment the main aim was to distinguish the conditions under which 

desire/cause and belief/conditions might be offered by children. Scoring was largely based 

around the scheme presented for Experiments 5.1 and 5.2, which in turn were based on the 

discussions in Chapter 4. See those sections for more details. Explanations were scored into 

one of the following three categories:

1. Desire/cause explanations specified limited information about the action.

The action was attributed to a simple cause: a pro-attitude toward a goal 

object. No reference was made to information about the status of the goal 

object (e.g. "Because he wants the sweets.."; "Cos he's trying to get the 

sweets..": "To find his sweets..").

Desire/cause explanations were expected to refer mostly to desires (where limited 

infomiation is expressed about the action, see Chapter 4), and were also; expected to be more 

frequent in the No Prediction condition, in which no belief/condition need have been 

calculated.

2. Bciief/condition explanations specified more information about the 

action. The explanation made explicit an object, but also infomiation relating 

to the status of the object that would enable a pro-attitude toward the goal 

object to have caused search elsewhere. This category was intended to 

capture references to belief (e.g. "Cos he thought the sweets were there.."), 

as well as other explanations that specified a similar level of detail (see
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C h ap te r  4).

Belief/condition explanations were expected to refer mainly to the agent's beliefs. Once 

again, following the guidelines presented in Chapter 4, it was required that the explanation 

specify both an object and something ahoiit that object. This was in order to rule out 

responses that simply referred to an object as the subject of the belief (e.g. "because she's 

thinking of..."), and responses that refeired simply to an agent's ignorance (e.g. "because she 

doesn't know anything...", "because she was wrong..."). See Chapter 4 (Section 4.4.4; and 

Table 4.5) for more details. Other beliet7condition explanations were also expected. 

Specifically, references to "non-mental" or external causes that made explicit information 

about a goal object that would enable the desire/cause. Examples include references to 

(past) reality (e.g. "because that's where the sweets were before...")^^ or the agents previous 

action (e.g. "because that's where he left the sweets..."), as well as explicit references to lack 

o f informational access (e.g. "because he didn't see sweets were moved..") Wimmer & 

Weichboid (1994: see also Section 6.3).

3. No Explanation: The final category captured responses where the child 

failed to respond, stated that they didn't know the answer, or offered an 

irrelevant explanation (see Chapter 4, section 4.4.6).

6.5 Results

A total of eight children failed one or other control question in one or both o f the 

conditions. Children only ever had any difficulty with the past location control question, 

typically responding that the bait item had been where it in fact now was. These children 

completed the procedure but their answers were not included in any analyses.

33

This category is ciifrcrcni to the "reality" category used in the last chapter. In the previous usage, the emphasis 
was on references to tlie curreni reality, to wiiai was in the location searched. Tins was in order to assess the idea 
that references to reality were justifications (see Chapter 5, Section 5.5). Here, the emphasis is on references to 
pasi reality: to where the bait item was before. Tlie current aim is to assess whether children can specify 
belief/conditions, one example of which would be a reference to past location. Accordingly, references to 
"current" reality in this exjieriment will not lie scored along with references to past reality, because they are 
references to an empty location ("Because there's notliing there..."), and therefore are not explanations that enable 
the desire/cause. Instead, they will be scored as "No explanation".
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The age range of  the sample was chosen so that most children could be expected to 

pass the prediction question. This indeed proved to be the case, with only seven children 

failing the prediction question. 'I'hese seven children's explanations were recorded,  and they 

are dealt with in Section 6.5.2. A question concerning what the agent was doing while he 

was away was asked to preserve task structure in the No Prediction condition. All the 

children answered this question accurately.

6.5.1 Correct Predictors

in orde r  to assess the pattern of explanation among children who were able to 

calculate the belief/condition, the first analyses were performed on the responses o f  children 

who passed the prediction task. The data are presented in Figure 6 . 1

Cause versus Condition explanations
Experiment 6.1

16

12
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cru
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tu
I  !

Desire/cause

Belief/condition

Prediction

,M
No Prediction

Condition

Figure 6.1 Numlier  o f  children offer ing cause  and condi t ion  exp lana t io ns  in Predict ion and
No predict ion condi t ions  in Fixperiment 6.1.
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Figure 6.1 shows the children's explanations, categorized according to the scheme 

described in Section 6.4.6. It can be seen from inspection of the figure that the 

explanations fall into the predicted pattern.

Table 6.1 shows individual children's consistency with respect to the type of 

explanation they offered. Each child was categorized according to how they had explained 

the action in each condition. Two children were excluded, one who had offered no 

explanation for either condition, and another who had offered an explanation for only one 

condition. The remaining 22 children fell into one of four categories as shown.

Table 6.1 Children's consistency in desire/cause or belief/condition 
explanation across conditions in Experiment 6.1

Prediction

Desire/cause Belief/condition

No Prediction Desire/cause 8 6

Belief/condition 0 8

The data in Table 6.1 confirm the initial conclusions drawn from inspection o f Figure 

6.1. Many children aie consistent in their choice of explanation. However, o f those children 

who do show inconsistent explanation across the conditions, the pattern is in all cases to use 

a desire/cause explanation in the No Prediction condition and a belief/condition explanation 

in the Prediction condition. No children show the opposite pattern (McNemar test of 

change, binomial. p=().016).

One further issue is that of the order of presentation. Recall that the order in which 

the Prediction and No Prediction conditions appeared was counterbalanced. There was no 

difference between the presentation orders in the number of children who were consistent 

in responding. Of the six cases where children changed their responses, four occurred when
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the No Prediction condition cnnic first (r ishci 's exact test, two tailed p=0.39).

1 o assess the frequency of  "informational access" explanations (Wimmer & 

WeichIsold, 1994; see also Section 6.3), the Ixdief/condilion explanat ions were broken down 

into those that were specifically belief related (think and know) on the one hand, and those 

that were implicit or explicit cases of  reference to informational access (see Section 6.3) on 

the other.  Figure 6.2 shows the breakdown of explanations within the belief/condition 

explanations in each condition in Bx|)erimeni 6.1. It can be seen here that there were a 

similar proportion of each in each condition. In addition, among the cases of  informational 

access explanation, most (nine out of  eleven) were "implicit" examples (see Section 6.3), 

referring to the object 's |xist location ("because that's where the apples were before.."),  or 

the agent's previous action ("because that's where she left the apples.."). Explanations that 

referred explicitly to "informational access" ("because she didn't see the sweets had 

moved.. .") were rare (one child: the same child in both conditions).

Breakdown of Condition Explanations
Experim ent 6 . 1

14

12

10

?  6 ^  Info Access 

□  Belief
--------1

Prediction N o  Prediction

Condition

F i g u r e  6.2 N u m b e r  o f  "Belief" and " Informational  access" condi t ion  explana t ions  in
Predict ion and No Predic tion condit ions in Exper iment  6.1.
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().5.2 h icon  ecl prediclors

I'ur inclusioii in the analysis, liic ciiildivn in the study were required to have passed 

the action prediction task, dliis was to ensure tiiat ail the explanation data was drawn from 

a sample similar in terms of  their "belief competence".  During the course of  collecting the 

24 correct predictions, explanations were also collected from seven children who  failed the 

prediction task, although they had passed the two control questions. The explanations  from 

these children were also classified a s  desire/cause, belief/condition or nil explanations.  Four 

o f  the children offered nil categori/.ed explanations, one offered a belief/condition 

explanat ion and two offered desire/cause explanations.

6.5.3 Not E x p l a n a t io n  (| i iestion

Not" explanations
Experiment 6.1

Desire/cause

Belief/condition

P red ict ion N o  P red ict ion

C o n d it io n

Figure 6.3 Ntimber  o f  Chi ldren offering des i re /cause and bel ief /condi t ion expla na t ions  to
for the "Not"  explana t ion  quest ion  in l ixper iment  6.1.
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The children were also asked to explain why the character had not searched the 

correct location. These explanations were also scored according to the desire/cause- 

belief/condition categorization described above, and the results appear in Figure 6.3.

Two things are apparent from this graph: firstly, that fewer children attempted an 

explanation in response to this question, and secondly, that there were virtually no 

desire/cause responses. For both the Prediction and No Prediction conditions, most children 

attempted at least one of the two questions (Explanation and "Not" explanation). In those 

cases where only one explanation question was attempted, children always attempted the 

explanation question, no children attempted only the "Not" explanation question (nine 

versus zero in No prediction, eight versus zero in Prediction, M cNemar test of change, 

binomial p=0.001 and p=0.002 respectively). It is clear that the number o f desire/cause 

explanations for the "Not" explanation is negligible. When children account for the omission 

o f an action, belief/condition explanations are generated, as predicted.

6.6 Discussion

The results of the experiment clearly showed that children's explanations of search 

actions could be affected by local changes in the situation leading up to the explanation. 

Children were often consistent in their choice of explanation, but forcing children to 

calculate the belief/condition did seem to increase the likelihood that a belief/condition 

rather than a desire/cause explanation would be offered. This is striking given that children 

witness essentially the same action in both conditions.

The results indicate that the relationship between the explanation o f action and the 

prediction of action is not straightforward. The majority of the children taking part in 

Experiment 6.1 demonstrated their ability to coirectly predict the action that would result 

from a false belief. However, in both conditions, there were sufficient desire/cause 

explanations to undennine the notion that belief/condition explanation and passing the 

prediction task go hand in hand.

6.6.1 CS theory compatible accounts

There are indications in the data that do suggest some relationship between 

prediction competence and explanation sophistication (see Section 6.1.2). Among the
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children who passed the prediction task, most offered some kind o f  explanation. There were 

few children who did not pass the prediction task and, among those, only one child offered 

a belief/condition explanation, with the majority offering no explanation at all. There is thus 

only one child who wouldn't fit the suggestion that passing the prediction task is at least 

necessary for belief/condition explanations.

On the other hand, one could also argue that the results strongly undermine the 

notion that there is a simple relationship between reaching some "competence watershed" 

(as indicated by passing the false belief prediction task), and offering information or 

belief/condition responses to an explanation question. Most of the children in the experiment 

were able to predict the agent's action correctly, yet many of them went on to offer a com

putationally simple explanation: in terms of the agent's desire. This pattern was not expected 

on the basis of the CS compatible position outlined in Section 6.1.2. More problematic still 

is the finding that the explanation offered depended on the local conditions under which it 

had been evoked. Whatever association there is between correct prediction and be

lief/condition explanation does not appear to be a global one, which is problematic for 

positions that consider action explanation and action prediction to be converging measures 

of competence. The CS position might be modified in the way suggested above such that 

being at a certain competence stage (indexed by the passing of false belief prediction tasks), 

though necessary for belief/condition explanation, is recognized as not sufficient to 

guarantee belief/condition explanation. This modification to the CS position however, has 

no account of why children ever explain an action by referring to a desire/cause that has 

been hustrated by that action. It also cannot explain why changes to task structure have an 

effect on the explanations offered. These phenomena are easily accommodated in terms of 

competence and performance.

6.6.2 CC theory compatible accounts

Although problematic for the CS compatible account of desire explanation, the 

results are consistent with the CC compatible account (Section 6.1.3). Recall that local 

structural changes to the explanation situation were predicted to have an effect on the 

children's subsequent explanations. In particular, forcing the children to calculate the 

belief/condition before explanation was expected to make it available to be used in
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explanation, when under usual circumstances it might not have been. Children were indeed 

more likely to offer an explanation that referred to a belief/condition rather than a 

desire/cause in situations where they had been forced to calculate the belief/condition first.

However, this cannot be the full stor\\ for two reasons. Firstly, there were many 

cases observed in Experiment Ô. 1 that clearly contradict the pattern expected on the basis 

of the CC account. Although there were no children who showed a pattern opposite to that 

predicted (desire/cause explanation in Prediction condition, belief/condition explanation in 

No Prediction condition), which in itself is striking, many children were nevertheless 

consistent in the type of explanation they offered for each o f the two conditions. The fact 

that desire/cause explanations were offered at all in the Prediction condition suggests that 

though calculating the belief/condition might have been necessary to block the desire/cause 

explanation, it was not sufficient. In the explanation model presented in Chapter 5, it was 

assumed that calculating a belief/condition that did not include the default belief content 

would block the desire/cause explanation (see Chapter 5, Section 5.15.2, also footnote 31). 

Secondly, there were children in the No Prediction condition (who had not been required 

to calculate the belief/condition), who nevertheless offered a belief/condition explanation. 

This demonstrates that some children calculated the belief/condition irrespective of the 

condition to which they were assigned.

To account for these findings, some elaboration of the CC position is required. I 

propose to offer an explanation in terms of children adopting one of two strategies that 

depend on different processing resource requirements. These two strategies, together with 

one assumption, can account for the complete pattern of explanation observed in the present 

experim ent.

The children who offered belief/condition explanations in both Prediction and No 

Prediction conditions consistently offered a more complex explanation. This strategy is 

hypothesized as having been dependent on the child having had processing resources large 

enough for the action/desire discrepancy to be recognized irrespective o f the condition. 

Children who followed this strategy were thus unaffected by the Prediction/No-Prediction 

manipulation: they calculated the lielief/condition anyway, as a result of the mismatch 

between the desire/cause and the action (see Chapter 5, Figure 5.9). I intend to refer to this 

as internally motivated belief/condition calculation.
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The other siraieuy is h> poihesi/ed to he a result of  lower resources.  The children 

did not recognize the aetion/desiie diserepaney spontaneously,  but were however  able to 

calculate the belief/condition when prompted to do so (for example,  by being required to 

predict action). I intend to refer to this as externally m otiva ted  belief/condition calculation. 

The key assumption is that only internally motivated belief/condition calculation results in 

the desire/cause being blocked in the way suggested in Chapter  5 (footnote 31). External 

motivation for belief/condition calculation makes that belief/condition available  for use in 

an explanation, but liecause the beliel/condition was generated externally to the explanation 

process, the desire/cause is not blocked, and therefore remains available as well.

NO PREDICTION CONDITION

/  CONDITION \  
CAUSE XX CAUSE XX '

\

CAUSE , CONDITION ^

F ig u r e  6.4 Possible explanations in the No Pred ic t ion condition. Low resource children 
(left) have only desire/cause explanation available. High resource children have both 
desire/cause and Ivlicf/condition explanations available, but the desire/cause explanation has 
been blocked by the action/desire discrepancy. 'I’hey thus use the belief7condition based 
explanation.
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Figure 0.4 illiisiraies how the hy|iothesis explains the No Prediction condition. The 

chi ldren with the lower resources (left) have not calculated the belief/condition, and as a 

consei |uence,  the onl\ explanation available to them is the desire/cause. By contrast,  the 

children with higher resources have calculated the belief/condition, and this calculation was 

in terna lly  motivated (motivated by the explanation situation). For these children, the 

desi re /cause explanation is blocked, and so they offer the belief/condition as their 

explanation.

PREDICTION CONDITION

CONDITION 

XX CAUSE XX
CONDITION

CAUSE

CONDITIONCONDITION ^CAUSE ?

Figure 6.5 Possible explanations in the Ih edict  ion condition. Low resource children have 
both desire/cause and belief/condition explanations available, and might choose either 
because the desire/cause explanation has not been blocked. Fligh resource children, who 
have the desire/cause explanation blocked, offer belief/condition explanations.

Figure 6.5 illustrates how the h\ pothesis explains the Prediction condition. After 

having made a prediction, the lower resource child now has the belief/condition available.
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However, because the belief/condition calculation was motivated externally (i.e. outside the 

explanation situation - in order to answer the prediction question), the desire/cause 

explanation is not blocked. Accordingly, the child has both desire/cause and belief/condition 

explanations available. The child might choose either, and this would result in some children 

ending up as having offered desire/cause explanations in both conditions, and the rest having 

offered a desire/cause explanation for the No Prediction condition and a belief/condition 

explanation in the Prediction condition. There were indeed about the same number of 

children showing each of these patterns of explanation. Note also, that one pattern of 

explanation that would not be expected according to this hypothesis, would be for children 

to ever explain the No Prediction with reference to a belief/condition, and the prediction 

condition with reference to a desire/cause. There were no such cases in Experiment 6.1.

I have argued here that in explanation, there are resource requirements beyond those 

implicated in prediction. In support of this, it would be desirable to show that the children 

following each strategy (high or low resource), were distinct in terms o f some independent 

measure of resources. Unfortunately, no lest is yet available that specifically measures 

resources, although the Screen task (Roth & Leslie, 1994; see also Chapter 1, Section

1.9.2), is the type of measure that might be ideal, if it were modified so as to be more 

difficult for 4-year-olds. In place of a specific independent measure of resources, a crude 

substitute will have to do. A rough guide to the resources available to the child has been 

assumed under the CC position to be the child’s age (see e.g. Fodor 1992; Leslie & German, 

1994; also Chapter 1 ).

6.6.3 Age considerations in experim ent 6.1

To assess the suggestions made in the last section, the children in experiment 6.1 

were assigned to one of the two resource dependent strategies described. Children who 

offered belief/condition explanations under both Prediction and No Prediction conditions 

were assigned to the "high" resource category', and children who either offered desire/cause 

explanations under both conditions or desire/cause explanations under No Prediction and 

belief/condition explanations under Prediction conditions were assigned to the "low" 

resource category.

If the suggestions made above concerning the relationship between resources (as
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crudely indicated by age) and explanation strategy are correct, then the high resource 

strategy should have been generally adopted by the older children, and the low resource 

strategy should have been used by the younger children. The changing pattern of strategy, 

from low resource to high resource, that occurred with increasing age was assessed with 

Kendall's test for ordered contingency tables and found to be marginally short of significance 

(Scorr = 47.3, z=1.63, one tailed p=0.0516). While this result is encouraging, indicating a 

virtually significant change in strategy with age, clearly a more specific independent measure 

of resource would allow a better test of the resource hypothesis.

6.6.4 Conclusions

The experiment presented in this chapter has provided some evidence concerning the 

factors that determine how sophisticated the explanation for an incorrect search action will 

be. Particular attention was given to the notion of offering cause explanations, in situations 

where that desire/cause of an action is in fact frustrated by the action. Explanations of this 

type were suggested to be a result of either some general belief reasoning competence 

constraint, or alternatively a result of constraints imposed by limited resources. Experiment

6.1 provided results that have been interpreted as consistent with the latter position. The 

results have also motivated an elaboration of the simple explanation model introduced in 

Chapter 5.

One further issue arising from the results of this chapter, as mentioned in Section 

6.1.3,has been the question of whether children can be assumed to routinely calculate belief 

contents in explanation situations. This issue was first raised in Chapter 3, where we saw 

that Leslie & Gemian (in press) argued liiai Fodor's (1992) assumption that beliefs are only 

calculated when desire based prediction fails, was unwarranted. We argued that the young 

child routinely calculates belief in theory of mind problems, but fails to get the answer right 

under many circumstances. We supported this by drawing attention to children's problems 

with tasks that ask them to directly calculate the belief content, which indicate that children's 

difficulty must go beyond simply "not having tried".

The results presented in this chapter indicate that, though routine failure to calculate 

belief cannot be the whole problem, neither can a failure to accurately calculate belief 

contents, not in explanation of action at any rate. Children's reluctance to offer be
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lief/condition explanations in Experiment 6.1 cannot be due to a problem in calculating the 

correct belief contents, since the children have shown themselves to be capable of predicting 

action on the basis of the belief content. Non-routine belief calculation then, may still have 

a role to play in explaining performance on certain theory of mind tasks, despite the fact that 

other tasks show that problems in the calculation of belief contents are well established. 

Elements of both versions o f CC may be implicated in the complete picture.
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CHAPTER 7

From Actions to Attitudes: 
Children's use of their own actions to compute belief

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter the primary concern is the issue o f whether theory of mind 

computations are influenced by whether the subject of the calculation is oneself or another 

agent. Self-other differences have already generated considerable interest in the theory of 

mind literature (Pemer, Leekham & Wimmer, 1987; Astington & Gopnik, 1988; Gopnik & 

Astington, 1988; Wimmer & Hartl, 1991), but has been studied exclusively within utterance- 

based deceptive contents paradigms. The possibility of self-other differences has not been 

assessed in an action-based paradigm before. 1 intend to argue that an action explanation 

type situation is ideally suited to address the issue of self-other differences in belief 

reasoning, and that the more usual deceptive box methodology has several disadvantages.

Self-other differences have been argued to be relevant to a number of current issues 

within theory-of mind. Firstly, the theory-theor)' versus simulation-theory debate (e.g. 

Wimmer & Hartl, 1991) and secondly, children's use of various cues to calculate the content 

of mental states. For example, action evidence for belief attribution (Moses & Flavell, 1990), 

utterance cues to belief (Roth & Leslie, 1991; Riggs & Robinson, in pressa) and 

representational markers of belief (Mitchell & Lacohée, 1991).

In the following sections 1 turn first to the history of self-other differences in the 

theory o f mind literature, and touch on how the results bear on the two sets o f issues 

mentioned above. Specifically, 1 will argue that Self-Other differences cannot in fact tell one 

very much about radical simulation theoiy (see Chapter 2), but that they can be useful when 

viewed in temis of the cues that children might use to calculate belief contents. I then offer 

some reasons w'hy the deceptive box task may not be the best paradigm in which to look for 

self other differences, and make the case for studying self other differences within an action 

based paradigm.
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7.1.1 Self versus Other: brief history

The starting point is the deceptive box task introduced by Hogrefe, Wimmer & 

Pemer (1986, Experiments 2 and 3). To recap, the child was shown a typical container (e.g. 

a "Smarties" box)^ and asked about its content. After the appropriate answer (Smarties) had 

been offered, the actual content (a pencil) was revealed. The box was closed again and the 

child was asked about the actual content, and his or her belief. Following this, the child was 

asked what another child would think when shown the closed box and asked about its 

content.

As far as self-other comparisons are concerned, the picture that has emerged is far 

from clear. Two early examples are firstly Pemer, Leekham & W immer (1987, Experiment 

2), who found that among 3-year-olds, 72% responded correctly when asked about their 

own belief (the "se lf  question) as opposed to 45% correct when asked the question about 

another child (the "other" question). Secondly, and with a slightly modified version, in which 

the child’s initial expectation was not solicited, Gopnik & Astington (1988) found that 

children performed more poorly for their own beliefs than those of another child.

Wimmer & Hanl ( 1991 ) provided one of the most recent self-other investigations. 

They made a specific attempt to resolve the contradiction mentioned above, and clearly 

placed the issue in the context of the philosophical debate to which the simulation/theory 

debate described in Chapter 2 can be traced. I will dwell on this paper because it brings 

many of the imponant issues clearly into focus.

7.1.2 Perspective taking, informational causation or general representation?

Wimmer & Hartl began by describing the perspective taking tradition originating 

from Piaget (1932). This view conceived of social-cognitive development as a movement 

from egocentrism to perspective taking, and understanding false belief, on this view, has 

nothing to do with understanding mental states. Instead, it is seen as a perspective taking 

problem;

If ihc oLhci 's p ositio n  can tic taken, then in ifos^ ieclion  of o n e 's  own mind, which is seen as 
[K)siny nodiniculiN . y u a fa n ie e s  that itie oilier's m enta l sta te is u n d ersto o d  (Wimmer & Hartl,

34

In Hogrefe ei aL, the items used were a matchlxtx that contained chocolate rather than matches. Since then 
however, the more usual container is a Smarties Ixix.
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1991,ppl25-126) .

This view shares the Cartesian assumption that concepts of mental states are 

acquired by introspection (Descartes 1639/1981). One consequence of this assumption is 

that understanding one's own nhnd is a precondition for understanding the minds o f others 

(Hobbes, 1651/1968). Hence, the interest in Self-Other differences in the theory of mind 

literature.

Wimmer & Hartl went on to outline an alternative to the Cartesian view, that 

focused on the child's conception of the causal relationship between beliefs and the 

informational conditions that cause them. This proposal initially appeared in Wimmer, 

Hogrete & Sodian ( 1988), aspects of which were discussed alongside Wimmer & Weichbold 

(1994) in the last chapter. The authors also contrasted this view with the general 

representational claim (Pemer, 1988, 1991; Forguson & Gopnik, 1988; see also Chapter 1, 

Section 1.7). Wimmer & Hartl took on board Gopnik & Astington's claim that looking at 

Self-Other differences could help adjudicate, between these possibilities. Firstly, the 

expectation in the case of the Cartesian assumption is that reasoning about one's own mental 

states should be easier. Secondly, according to Gopnik & Astington (1988), understanding 

informational causation (e.g. Wimmer et al., 1988) is not necessary for understanding Own 

false belief, because one would not need to reconstruct belief contents from informational 

conditions for oneself: one could simply identify them. However, understanding one's own 

beliefs was hypothesized to require understanding of the representational relations between 

mind and world. Gopnik & Astington went on to argue that their result (Self belief harder 

than Other), suggested that the informational causation view was wrong.

Wimmer & Hartl noted, however, that Gopnik & Astington (1988) modified the 

Hogrefe et al. ( 1986) procedure in such a way that a crucial aspect of the above argument 

was changed. Gopnik & Astington dropped the elicitation of the child's initial expectation 

from their procedure, and since the children were presented with a number of misleading 

objects, Wimmer & Hartl suggested that they may have fomied no expectation about the 

content o f the box. Under these circumstances the task can be construed as requiring 

difficult hypothetical reasoning along the lines of: "if I did not know what's in the matchbox 

then 1 would think...". It is this possibility that may account for the discrepant findings for 

own false belief identification among 3-year-olds: 12%  in Pemer et ai., (1987), 30% in
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Gopnik & Astington (1988).

Wimmer & Hartl argued that to be regarded as a false belief identification task, 

where direct introspection might be possible, and information conditions can be ignored, the 

content of what has to be identified as a false belief should be still in mind at the time it is 

inquired after. If not, the content is more likely to need to be reconstructed from 

information conditions. They went on to test exactly this possibility by replicating the Self- 

Other experiments so far described, but ensuring that the critical condition for false belief 

identification (initial expectation still in mind) held. This was achieved by soliciting the 

child's initial expectation, keeping the interval between the expectation and the belief 

identification short and tricking each child only once.

Their results showed that there was no reliable difference between belief identifica

tion (Self) and belief inference (Other) conditions. These results are in agreement with 

Gopnik & Astington (1988), while being discrepant from Perner et al. (1987). W immer & 

Hartl went on to reject infomiational causation as being wholly responsible for 3-year-olds 

problems with false belief on the strength of these results. Instead, they suggested that 

Perner’s (1988) proposal on the child's conceptual limitations with the notion of representa

tion was correct. In addition, they argued that their results were evidence "against the 

Cartesian view on mind" (1991, p i25).

I intend to argue, briefly, that neither position can in fact be rejected on the strength 

of the data described above. The reason offered above for rejecting both the positions rests 

on an over-extension of the Cartesian assumption, which Wimmer & Hartl actually noted 

in their paper. Descartes need not be committed to the view that all past mental states o f the 

Self must be accessible, w'hich is why Wimmer & Hartl took the trouble in their experiment 

to ensure that the content of the belief was still in mind at the time that the new content was 

revealed. However, surely the crucial condition required (to meet the Cartesian assumption), 

is that the belief content is still in mind at the time it is inquired after, not the time it is 

revealed to be false. The very fact that the original belief content has been replaced by the 

new belief makes it a pa.st belief content, and therefore by definition not in mind at the time 

it is enquired after. It would appear on this argument, to be impossible to test any 

assumption about the accessibility of current belief contents using a false belief task.

I have already provided an analysis of the more recent version of the perspective
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taking tradition, "radical simulation-theory", and argued that theory-theory provides a more 

persuasive account of commonsense psychology (see Chapter 2). I intend to leave the 

question of whether or not current mental states are directly introspected as an issue that 

could be compatible with theory-theory however it turned out. However, in Chapter 2 

(Section 2.2), I mentioned a weaker version of simulation, which viewed "simulating" as 

one way that children and adults might sometimes calculate the content of belief. This 

version o f simulation theory is addressed during the discussion of the experiments reported 

in this chapter.

7.1.3 The deceptive box task: some concerns

In this section I outline two concerns with the deceptive box task as a paradigm with 

which to look for self-other differences, and suggest instead the use of an action based 

paradigm.

The first concern is that the deceptive box task requires that the child identify a belief 

that has been both acquired and disconfirmed very recently; the child does not entertain the 

belief (that the box contains Smarties) for very long. Further to this, the child may in fact 

have only a limited commitment to this belief; (s)he makes a brief utterance, but that is all. 

The concern then, is that the child being asked to identify a fleeting belief which we cannot 

be sure was held strongly in the first place might make the later identification of the belief 

very difficult. More difficult say, than a belief that the child had held for some time, and 

which had more meaning. Consider a situation where the child performs some meaningful 

desire-based action, such as searching a particular location to retrieve an object. The child 

will have good reason to hold the belief in the first place, and should the belief turn out to 

be false it will have a salient consequence; the desire will be frustrated. 1 return to this idea 

shortly.

The second concern is related to the discussion above. It is based on the issue of 

what cues the child might use to calculate belief content. The deceptive box task can be 

considered "utterance-based" (see Chapter 1, footnote 2) because the child's commitment 

to the belief is in the fonnof an utterance. The utterance may well be all the child has to go 

on in order to calculate the belief. This may be one of the reasons that deceptive box tasks 

are so hard; utterances are transient and fragile things. Mitchell & Lacohée (1991)
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demonstrated that providing children with additional cues could help then overcome a bias 

toward reality responses in a deceptive box paradigm. Their posting task was described in 

Chapter 1, but briefly, the finding was that children who posted a physical "marker" of their 

belief content at the time of the utterance were better able to recall their belief than children 

who posted an irrelevant marker. It might be very difficult for a child to use an utterance 

alone (without the physical marker) to calculate belief, and I now turn to further evidence 

on exactly this issue.

The evidence is conflicting. On the one hand, Roth & Leslie (1991) showed that 3- 

year-old children used utterance cues to calculate the content of an agent's belief. In their 

task, two characters (Yosi and Rina) were playing outside and Yosi had some chocolate that 

she was going to eat. She placed it in one location (A), and left the scene. Rina transferred 

the chocolate into a second location (B). Yosi then returned and seeing that her chocolate 

was no longer where she left it, asked the Rina where it was. Rina replied (deceptively) that 

the chocolate was in a third location (C). The children were asked where each of the 

characters thought the chocolate was, and where the chocolate was really. Roth & Leslie 

found that 3-year-olds often judged that both the speaker and listener would believe that the 

chocolate was wlwre the speaker had said it was (C). 5-year olds, by contrast, judged that 

the speaker believed that the chocolate was where it really was (B), and that the listener 

believed it was where the speaker had said it was (C). This latter pattern indicated that the 

full deceptive nature of the speaker's utterance had been comprehended. The 3-year-old 

children were thus more likely to attribute a false belief to an agent under some circum

stances, which Roth & Leslie attributed to their having over-extended a strategy o f linking 

utterances with beliefs. Autistic children were also tested by Roth & Leslie; they mostly 

predicted that both the speaker and listener would believe that the chocolate was in the real 

location (C), showing no evidence of even the utterance-belief understanding evidenced by 

the 3-year-olds..

More recently, however, Riggs & Robinson (in pressa) have failed to find evidence 

that children can use a speaker's utterance as a cue to belief. They used a task where a 

character was present when an item (a red cup) was initially hidden, but absent when the cup 

was exchanged (for a white one). When the character returned, he was asked what colour 

the Clip was, and in reply he made an utterance: "it's red". Children were then asked what
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colour the character thought the cup was, and what colour he had said it was. They were 

found to be very poor at using the character's utterance to calculate his belief, despite the 

fact they could recall accurately what had been said. Riggs & Robinson interpreted their 

results as indicating that children did not readily make the link between utterance and belief. 

They suggest that the "deception" structure of Roth & Leslie's task, with the speaker making 

untrue or "pretend" utterances, might have made the link easier for children to make.^^

Another possible reason for the discrepancy is that in the Roth & Leslie task, but not 

in the Riggs & Robinson task, the events are placed in the context of desire based actions. 

It is possible that the "conversation" between Yosi and Rina in the Roth & Leslie task was 

pan of a situation that had more meaning than the Riggs & Robinson procedure. The child 

was able to interpret the utterance because it had been embedded in an action-based 

scenario. In Riggs & Robinson, by contrast, where no salient desires were implicated in the 

exchange, might have been a more difficult situation to interpret. This possibility leads us 

nicely away from the consideration of utterance cues, about which there is disagreement, 

to consider action as a cue to belief.

7.1.4 Do actions speak louder than words II?

The possibility that children might be able to use action based cues, presented on 

video, to calculate belief has been tested for the case of another person's belief (Moses & 

Flavell, 1990). This experiment was described in detail in Chapter 4 (Section 4.2.2). Recall 

that Moses & Flavell demonstrated that the more cues the child had to the belief, the better 

was their performance. However, they rejected this result on the basis that absolute 

perfomiance was no better than chance. In Experiment 7.1, 1 adopt a video procedure in 

order to compare children's ability to use video evidence to identify their own false belief 

and the false belief of another person.

7.1.5 Experiment 7.1 introduction

In Experiment 7.1 children will be induced to play the part of Sally in a standard

Recall lhai in Chapter 1 (Section 1.7.2) 1 descriheil F̂ erncr s preliel’ hvpoihesis and iis application to "acting 
ts-il" situations. Perner (in press) argues that children may be answering on the basis of the agent's utterance 
il Roth & Leslie's study lx;cause the children use utterance as a basis for calculating the agent's prelief. I 
letum to this issue in Section 7.7.. .̂
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"Sally-Anne" false belief task (Baron-Cohen et al.y 1985). They will hide a bait object and 

leave the scene and in their absence, "Anne" (played by an experimenter), will move the 

object to another location. When they return they will search the wrong location. 

Subsequently they will be shown the video of both themselves and another child enacting 

these events, and asked to explain why they (the other child) looked where they did, and 

where they (the other child) thought the item was when they looked for it.

Children going through this procedure should entertain a false belief about the bait 

item's location for longer than the belief is usually entertained in the deceptive box paradigm. 

The search action is a concrete commitment to their belief, and should be especially salient 

when it turns out to be wrong.

Following the explanation experiments reported in the previous chapters, where 

desire based explanations were common, an additional step was included to make salient to 

children the fact that the search had taken place at the wrong location. This step was 

partially based on the "Not" explanation procedure used in Chapter 6, and involved asking 

children whether the bait item really was where they had looked for it, before asking the 

explanation question. This extra question was expected to make the fact that the search had 

taken place at the wrong location especially salient and as a consequence, block desire 

explanations (see Chapter 5. Section 5.15; Chapter 6, Section 6.6.2).

7.2 E xperim ent 1 M ethod

7.2.1 Design

The experiment had a within subjects design. Each subject was required to explain 

the search action of an agent under two conditions. In the Self condition the subject was 

shown a video film of themselves searching in an incorrect location for a bait item, and 

asked to explain the net ion. In the O ther condition the subject was asked to explain the 

action of another child. Children were asked three questions. The first two were asked at 

the point in the film where the protagonist was searching the wrong location. Firstly: "is that 

where the item is really..?". Then, they were asked an open ended explanation question: 

"why are you looking there..?". Subsequently, the children were asked a direct belief 

attribution question: "where did you think the <item> was..?". Half the subjects received the 

Self condition first, the other half received the Other condition first.
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7.2.2 Subjects

The subjects were 20 children (nine boys and eleven girls) aged between 39 and 44 

months (mean = 41.7, sd = 1.5). A further five children were also tested but failed to meet 

the control question criterion described in the procedure (Section 7.2.4). The children were 

recruited through the subject pool at the MRC Cognitive Development Unit. The subjects 

in this experiment were predominantly white, from a range of socio-economic backgrounds. 

All the subjects had English as a first language. The subjects were assigned alternately to 

one o f the two orders of presentation.

7.2.3 M aterials

The false belief situations that the children were asked to explain were presented on 

a video recorder. The films were created as described in the procedure section below. The 

materials were a small low table, two playroom chairs, a small box (approx 9cm on a side, 

that opened at one end), a small basket (12cm diameter, 5cm deep, covered by a small 

cloth), and some biscuits (Jaffa cakes). The sequence was videoed using a video camera, and 

there was an opaque screen, on wheels, approx 180cm on a side. The BPVS (short version) 

was used as the intermediate game, and a video recorder and monitor were used to show 

the videos to the children.

7.2.4 Procedure

Pre-test procedure:

The subjects were tested in the babylab at the MRC Cognitive Development Unit. 

There were two experimenters (hereafter El and E2). Children arrived in the babylab and 

were met by E l. Each subject was told that they would be playing some games and would 

be able to have a biscuit as part of one of the games (permission for this had been obtained 

from the parent present).

The child was then taken into a room that was laid out as shown in Figure 7.1 above. 

The child was introduced to E2. who was sitting behind the small table and remained so 

throughout the procedure. The child was asked by El to sit opposite E2 and told that the 

whole game was going to be filmed, and that later they could watch themselves on film. E l 

then asked the child to wave to the camera and started the video recorder.



R2 started the game by showing the child a biscuit, and saying that (s)he could have 

the biscuit to eat, but that first (s)he was to take part in a short w'ord game with E l .  The 

word game was to take place around the coi ner (E2 indicated the area behind the screen), 

and so E2 suggested that the child should hide the biscuit to keep it safe. The child was 

asked whether (s)he would like to hide the biscuit in the box or in the basket (these items 

were on the table in front o f  the child). 1 he child indicated a location and was invited to hide 

the biscuit there. If the child was reluctant then E2 hid the biscuit in the location suggested 

by the child and the child was told to watch carefully.

SCREEN

TV and VCRCAMERA

Figure 7.1 Set-up of expei imeulal room for Experiment 7.1. Positions shown are starting 
positions. Changes  to these are described in the procedure section (7.2.4).

El  then asked the child to remember where (s)he had hidden the biscuit and told 

m/her that they would now jday a woid game round the corner. The child was taken by
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E l to the area behind the screen, and shown the monitor and told that was where they 

would be able to watch the film later. The word game consisted in the first few training 

plates o f the British Picture Vocabulary Scale. The child was then congratulated on how 

well (s)he had done and asked if (s)he wanted to get the biscuit.

While E l and the child were behind the screen, E2 ostentatiously removed the 

biscuit from its hiding place and placed it in the other location, ensuring that it was in plain 

view for a few seconds.

The child was encouraged to return and retrieve the biscuit. E l followed and was 

on hand to prompt the child to search on occasions where the child was reluctant to search 

spontaneously, and also to display surprise and mystification when the child uncovered an 

empty lo c a t io n .E l  quickly began "wondering out loud" what might have happened and 

encouraged the child to search somewhere else for the biscuit. If the child did not look in 

the other location on the table, E l suggested it and the biscuit was eventually retrieved. E l 

asked the child if (s)he wanted to find out what happened, and indicated that the whole thing 

had been filmed, and that this would therefore be possible. The child was taken back to the 

area behind the screen by E l, and the films were watched.

Test Procedure:

In the Self condition, the child was presented with the film of the events (s)he had 

just participated in. with El commenting on significant moments. The children were 

encouraged to describe the transfer event while it took place. El stopped the film at the 

point where the child was searching the empty location. The following questions were then 

asked: "is that where the biscuit really was?", followed by "why are you looking there?", and 

finally "where did you think the biscuit was?".

In the Other condition, the child was shown the video of the child that had been 

tested previously. The child was told that the little boy (girl) in the film had played the same 

game as they had. The questioning procedure employed was the same as that described for 

the Self condition, but with "(s)he" substituted for "you" in the questions.

When the order of presentation was Self-Other, the children were shown the video

Note that this prompting was only to induce tJie child to search. No direction as to which location to search was 
given, only encouragement that the child was I'rec to retrieve the biscuit.
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of themselves, and then simply asked whether they would like to see another film o f another 

boy (girl) that had played the same game. Children were happy to watch another film. The 

other order (Other-Self) was slightly more problematic, as the children had been offered the 

chance to find out what had happened in their own game. The video was "accidentally" 

rewound too far, and the children were told that the first film was of a little boy (girl) who 

had played the game before. They were asked if they would watch this film first, and told 

that the film of themselves came on afterwards. Children who received this order of 

presentation were in fact quite happy to watch the other film first. A written record of the 

child's answers was taken, and the whole questioning procedure was also audiotaped.

7.2.5 E xplanation question scoring

The responses to the explanation questions were scored into the same categories as 

were used for Experiment 6.1. The scheme is re-presented here:

1. Desire/cause explanations specified limited infomiation about the action.

The action was attributed to a simple cause: a pro-attitude (e.g. desire) 

toward a goal object (or proposition). No reference was made to inform a

tion about the status of the goal object. Examples included: "because he 

wants the sweets..": "cos he's trying to get the sweets.."; "to find his 

sweets..").

Cause explanations were expected to refer mostly to desires.

2. Belief/condition explanations specified more information about the 

action. The explanation made explicit an object, but also information 

relating to the status of the object that would enable a desire for the goal 

object to have caused search elsewhere.

Condition explanations were expected to refer mainly to the agent's beliefs. Following the 

guidelines presented in Chapter 4. it was required that the explanation specify both an 

object and somct/iin^ ahoitt ihai ohjcci. This was in order to rule out responses that simply 

referred to an object as the subject of the belief (e.g. "because she's thinking of..."), and
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responses that referred simply to an agent's ignorance (e.g. "because she doesn' t  know 

anything...", "because she was wrong...") see Chapter  4 (Section 4.4.4, also Table 4.5) for 

more  details. Other condition explanat ions were also expected including references to 

(past) reality (e.g. "because that's where the sweets were before.. .") or the agent's previous 

action (e.g. "because that's where he left the sweets.. ."),  as well as explicit  references to 

lack of  infomiational access (e.g. "because he didn't see sweets were moved..").

3. No Explanation: The final category captured responses where the child 

failed to respond, stated that they didn't know the answer,  or offered an 

irrelevant explanation.

7.3 Results

Initial explanations
Experiment 7.1

20

18
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14

ë 
I  10 

I s
6

4

2

0

g  Nil

0 0  Belief/condition

1 ! Desire/cause

SELF OTHER
Condition

Figure 7.2 Numlier of  children offering Desire/cause, Belief/condition and Nil explanations 
in Self and Other conditions in Lxpei imcni 7.1.
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Five children were excluded from the study for failing the control question. Figure 

1 2  shows the initial explanations observed in each category for each condition. Note that 

the crucial explanations in this experiment are the belief/condition explanations. Steps were 

taken to minimize desire/cause explanations. It can be seen from this figure that the 

incidence o f condition explanations was not especially high, and there was little evidence of 

a difference between the Self and Other conditions on this first measure. Virtually all the 

condition explanations were belief based. There were no instances of past location or 

information access explanation. O f the few desire explanations, about half were references 

to a desire to find out what was inside the location.

In Table 7.1 children are categorized according to their consistency in 

belief/condition explanation across the two conditions. They fall into one of four categories: 

offering belief/condition explanations for both Self and Other conditions, any other 

explanation for both conditions, or offering a belief/condition explanation for just one 

cateiiorv (Self or Other).

Table 7.1 Number of children offering belief/condition explanations 
for Self and Other conditions in Experiment 7.1

SELF

Belief/condition
Explanation

Other Explanation

OTHER Belief/condition
Explanation

5 1

Other Explanation 3 11

Five children offered beliel/condition explanations for both self and other conditions 

and eleven children offered other explanations for both conditions. There was no indication 

from those childien who offered a belief/condition explanation for only one o f the two 

conditions that the belief/condition was any more likely in the Self condition than it was in 

the Other condition or vice versa (McNemar test of change, binomial, p>0,3).
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WHO
Figure 7.3 below shows the niinitxrr of  children^were correct on the bel ief  attribution 

question in each condition (Self and Other).  To be scored as correct  a child was required 

to point or indicate verbally the original location (the one that the agent  was looking into 

in the video.

Belief attribution
Experiment 1

20

15

0
1̂
 10 o

_D
E
3
z

SELF OTHER
Condition

Figure 7.3 Number of  cluldren correct on the false belief attribution question in each 
condition in Experiment 7.1.

I ' w o  things are immediately cleai from this graph. Firstly that perfomiance  in the 

two conditions is the same, and secondly that the absolute level of  perfomiance  is quite 

good. The consistenc}' data liear out this picture. They appear in Table 7.2, which shows the 

number  o f  children passing and failing the belief attribution question in each condition in 

Experiment  7.1.
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Table 7.2 Number of children correct on belief attribution question
for Self and Other conditions in Experiment 7.1

SELF

Correct Incorrect

OTHER Correct 11 3

Incorrect 3 3

Eleven children were correct in both conditions, and there was again no indication 

that children correct in only one of the two conditions were more likely to be correct for the 

Self condition than for the Other condition or vice versa (McNemar, binomial, p>0.6). Only 

three children were incorrect in both conditions.

In addition to this, the absolute performance here comes very close to being 

significantly better than chance in both conditions (binomial, p=0.058). Chance performance 

is a very conservative benchmark to use in false belief tasks, but is included here because 

standard task performance was not assessed in these children.

Since children received the two conditions in quite a short space of time, their 

answers to the initial explanation and belief attribution questions were also assessed for the 

possible effect of which condition was presented first. The children in each of the two 

presentation orders (Self-Other and Other-Self) were treated as separate groups for this 

analysis. If presentation order had no influence, then the proportion of belief condition 

explanations and accurate answers to the belief attribution question should be the same in 

each group.

For the initial explanations: of the eight children offering belief/condition 

explanations for the self condition, five were in the Self-Other group and three were in the 

Other-Self group (Fisher's exact test, two-tailed p>0.41). Among the six children offering 

a beliet/condition explanation in the other condition, five were in the Self-Other order group 

and one in the Other-Self group. This difference falls just short of significance (Fisher's exact 

test, two-tailed p=0.076)
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Figure 7.4 shows the number of eh i kl re n correct  in each condit ion under each 

presentation order. It can he seen that ix'rl'orrnance in both conditions was better when the 

Sel f condition precedes the Other condition. This trend was in the same direction as 

observed for the initial explanation question presented above, and each differences falls only 

Just short of  significance (Fisher's exact test, two tailed p=0.076 for both conditions).

Th ough  these differences were not quite significant, the group sizes for this 

comparison were relatively small (N=IO), so one cannot dismiss out o f  hand the notion that 

the children's peifonnance might have txen affected by the order in which they received the 

tasks. It appears that children did better on both Self and Other  quest ions when the Self 

condition came first. The possible implications of this are outlined more fully in the next 

sections.

Belief attribution
P resen ta t io n  order e f f e c t s
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E
3
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SELF

OTHER

I# !# # # # ----------

j b ' '

SELF-0 I I lltK OTHER-SELF
Presentation Order

Figure 7.4 Number  of children correct on the belief attribution question under Self-Other 
and Other-Sel f presentation orders in fix périment 7.1.



7 .4 . E x p erim en t 7.1 d iscussion

7 .4 .1  E x p la n a tio n s

The explanations offered in Experiment 7.1 did not fall into the same pattern as has 

been observed over the last two chapters. Firstly, the number of desire explanations has 

dramatically fallen. Most of the explanations offered by children in this situation fell into 

either the belief condition category' or the nil category, and there were not an especially large 

number o f belief condition explanations (40% for Self, 30% for Other). The children often 

were unable or unwilling to offer an initial explanation at all. Clearly this situation was one 

in which the initial desire, frustrated by the action performed, was not considered an 

appropriate explanation. This contrasts with the experiments presented in the last two 

chapters, where children sometimes offered desire explanations even in situations where the 

desire is frustrated by the action.

This finding is perhaps not as surprising as it may first appear. Recall that one of the 

aims o f the procedure used in this experiment was to make more salient the incorrectness 

of the action (see Section 7.1.5). In this experim ent, the child performed a desire-based 

action on the basis of the false belief. For this reason, the fact that the action turned out to 

be wrong might well have been especially salient, as suggested in the introduction. 

Moreover, the absence of a difference between the Self and Other conditions indicated that 

children appeared to find an action that frustrated another agent's desire equally salient, 

which was not expected. 1 will postpone further discussion of the Self-Other issue until I 

have dealt with the effect of presentation order (see Section 7.4.3).

7 .4 .2  B e lie f  attr ib u tion

Performance on the belief attribution question was very good for both conditions. 

There was no indication of an advantage for the Self condition over the Other condition, 

considering performance alone (but see next section). The performance on this measure was 

almost better than the strict "chance" benchmark adopted in Moses & Flavell (1990), who 

reported that additional cues to help children reason backwards to a false belief were not 

effective (when assessed against chance), ll ie  present results suggest in contrast that at least 

in this scenario, where children had taken part in the situation themselves, extra cues were 

helpful to the child attempting to calculate belief contents.
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7 .4 .3  O rd er effects

There was no indication of any Self-Other difference in the results o f the first 

experiment. However, there were indications that the within subjects design, with each child 

receiving both conditions, might have resulted in an effect of the order of presentation. None 

o f the differences were significant, but for the explanation measure performance in the Other 

condition tended to be better if the child had already received the Self condition. For the 

belief attribution measure, performance on both measures appeared to be better if  the Self 

condition had been presented first. One interpretation of this effect is that an advantage of 

Self over Other was being masked by the within subjects design. Children were more likely 

to get the Other question right if it followed the Self question. Where other preceded Self, 

however, not only did performance drop in the Other condition, but this may have 

attenuated any advantage that might have been enjoyed by children if they had answered the 

Self question first. If children's recall of their own desire was important in establishing their 

good perfomiance for the belief question, then receiving this question second may have 

lessened the effect that their desire being frustrated had.

Because of this possibility, a further experiment was run, with an extremely similar 

m ethodology. The aim was to supplement the data collected in Experiment 7.1. If each 

child's first task only is taken into account from Experiment 7.1, a between-subjects effect 

of Self versus Other begins to open up. In addition, I took the opportunity to make some 

other improvements which are outline in the next section. The results of Experiment 7.2 will 

be presented first in their own right, and then used to supplement the data from Experiment

7.1.

7.4 .4  P rob lem s and im p rovem ciils

As well as the possible order effect mentioned above, a number of procedural 

problems existed in Experiment 7.1. Most importantly, there was no control exerted over 

exactly what the children saw in the Other condition. Because the children were simply 

shown the film of the child who had been tested previously, the two conditions that a child 

saw could have differed in a number of respects (e.g. different sex child; different absolute 

timing of the events: different actual audio record; different location of search etc.).

For this reason, it was thought desirable in the follow-up experiment to control at
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least some o f these parameters. In Experiment 7.2 two standard films for the Other 

condition were created: one for each location of search. In this way the children in the Other 

condition could be assigned to see either a child searching in either the same place as or the 

opposite place to where they had searched. In addition, all the children in the Other 

condition would see films that had the same timing in the sequence of events. Finally, to 

control the auditory aspects o f presentation, it was decided that the films would be 

presented with no sound, and that the experimenter would provide an identical commentary 

for each film.

There was one other significant change made. This was to include a prediction/recall 

question before the explanation, in order to test the possibility that one's own action might 

be easier to recall than another child’s action is to predict. It was also hoped that the 

prediction question, following the results from Experiment 6.1, would increase the 

likelihood of belief/condition explanations overall. The effect of adding the prediction/recall 

question will be assessed in itself, between experiments, before the results are amalgamated.

7.5  E xp erim en t 2 m ethod

7.5 .1  D esign

This was a between subjects design, with two conditions. In the Self condition, 

subjects watched a video of themselves going through the same procedure as described in 

Experiment 7.1, culminating in their searching the wrong location for a bait item. They were 

then asked prediction and explanation questions pertaining to their own incorrect search. 

In the O ther condition, children were taken through the same procedure as children in the 

Self condition, but were shown a video of another child's incorrect search. They were asked 

the same questions about the search event depicted on the video.

There were three dependent measures. The first was an action-prediction task; the 

film was stopped following the transfer of the bait, and the subject was asked to state where 

the agent in the film would look for the bait item on their return to the scene (Recall o f own 

action for Self; Prediction of other action for Other). The next question was asked with the 

film stopped at the point where the agent was searching the empty location; the child was 

asked why the agent was looking there. Finally, immediately after their answer to the 

explanation question, the children were asked a direct belief attribution question: "when
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< agen t>  looked  fo r the <bait item >, w here did < agen t>  think the < b ait item >  w as?" .

7 .5 .2  S u b jects

The subjects were 28 preschool children aged between 3:3 and 3:9 (mean = 3;6). 

They were divided into two groups of 14. The Self group consisted five boys and nine girls 

aged between 39 and 45 months (mean = 42 .1, sd = 1.8). The Other group consisted 5 boys 

and 9 girls aged between 39 and 45 (mean = 41.4 , sd = 1.8). A further five children were 

excluded from the study for failing to complete the procedure, or failing control questions 

(see Section 7.5.3). The children were recruited through the subject pool at the MRC 

Cognitive Development Unit.

Subjects were assigned to either the Self or Other conditions on the basis o f the 

order they were tested. Subjects were run in the Self condition first, in order to find suitable 

films to be used in the Other condition (see materials section). Once two films had been 

made, subjects were assigned to conditions in advance, keeping the age and sex distributions 

the same.

7 .5 .3  M ateria ls

The fiilse belief situations were presented to the children on video. The videos were 

created as described in the procedure section below. In the initial procedure, the same set 

o f materials was used as in Experiment 7.1. For the Other condition, two videos were 

chosen from the initial subjects run in the Self condition. This was to ensure i) that the 

number of children watching a child hide the biscuit in the same location as they had was the 

same as the number watching a child hide the biscuit in a different location and ii) that 

children in the Other condition watched videos that were as similar as possible to one 

another in terms of the timing of the sequence of events (see discussion of Experiment 7.1, 

Section 7.4.4).

7.5 .4  P roced u re

Pre-test procedure:

The pre-test procedure adopted here was exactly the same as in Experiment 7.1.
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Test procedure:

In the Self condition, the child was presented with the film of the events that (s)he 

had just participated in. The video was presented with the sound turned down and E l 

commenting on significant events. The children were encouraged to describe the transfer 

event while it took place. The film was stopped after the transfer event and the following 

questions were asked. Firstly two control questions: "where did you hide the biscuit right 

at the beginning..?" and then, "where did E2 move the biscuit to..?". If the child answered 

either of the control questions incorrectly, the film was rewound and shown again. If the 

erro r persisted, E l continued with the procedure but the child's data was not included. 

Finally the test question was asked: "when you came back into the film, where did you look 

for the biscuit..?".

The film was re-started and the next events were shown. The film was stopped again 

at the point at which the child was searching the empty location. The following questions 

were then asked: "is that where the biscuit really was..?" followed by the explanation 

question, "why are you looking there...?". Immediately after the child had answered the 

explanation question, the final belief attribution was asked: "when you were looking for the 

biscuit, where did you think the biscuit was...?".

This was a between subjects design, and so there was no need in the Self condition 

to show another film to the child. In the Other condition, half the children were shown a 

video of another child who had hidden the biscuit in the same place that they had. The other 

half were shown a video of a child who had hidden the biscuit in the different location. The 

test procedure was ver\' similar to that described for the Self condition. Children in this 

condition however, went through an additional questioning phase during the film. When they 

were watching the other child hide the biscuit, they were asked firstly to recall where they 

had hidden the biscuit, and then to describe where the child in the video was hiding the 

biscuit. At this point El commented as to whether these locations were the same or not, and 

sought the child's agreement.

If a child made an error at this stage the video was replayed from the beginning, and 

the procedure continued once the child had successfully recalled the location that (s)he had 

hidden the biscuit. Only one child needed to be reminded of the location of his own search. 

No children failed to accurately descrilie where the child in the video had hidden the biscuit.
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or  lo agree on li 1's jLidgenieiii ahoiii vs lieihci ihc locations were the same or not. Many 

children spontaneously commented on the events in the video as being similar to or  different 

from what had happened to them, d'he only o ther difference between the procedures was 

substituting "(s)he" for "you" in the questions.

7.6 Results

For the Recall/Prediction question, children were scored as correct if they predicted 

search at the original location. The graph in Figure 7.5 shows the number  o f  children correct 

in each condition.

Predictioii/Recall question
Experiment 7.2

14

1 2

10

0

1  63
z

SELF OTHER
Condition

Figure 7.5 Number  of children correct on Recall/Prediction task in Self and Other 
conditions in t-xpcriment 7.2.
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It can Iv seen from this graph that perfomiance appears better in the Self condition. 

However ,  this difference is not significant ( X N = 2 S ,  df=l  | - 1.2X, one-tailed p>().l). 

Chi ldren then, are not significant!} better at renieniliering their past actions than at 

predicting false belief based action in another child.

Other!same)/Other(diff') subgroups: In the Other condition, half the children saw the 

other child hide the biscuit in the same place they did, and half saw the other child hide the 

biscuit in the different location. 1 here was no significant difference between the perfomiance 

in each of  these groups (one out o f  seven for same versus four out of seven for diff, Fisher's 

exact  test, two-tailed p=0.143).

The explanations were scored into the same categories that were used in Exper iment  

7.1. The pattern of  explanation in each condition appears in the Figure 7.6.

Explanations
Experinienl 7.2

14

12

10

Nil

m  Belief condition 

I  I  Desire/cause

SELF OTHER
Condition

Figure 7.6 Numlvr of children offering Desire/cause, Belief/condition and Nil explanations 
in each condition in Fixperiment 7.2.
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Again, there appeal’s lo he a ili (Terence he I ween the conditions in the explanat ions 

that are olTered. Nearly half the children in the Self condition offered belief/condition 

explanations (and these were in fact all belief based conditions as in Exper iment  7.1). In the 

Other condition, there were only two belief/condition explanations (one belief based, one 

that referred to the past-location’̂  of the object). This difference however,  once again, falls 

short of  significance (Fisher's exact test, one tailed p<().l).

The final measure was the Ix'lief attribution question. The children's performance on 

this question in each condition is show n in Figure 7.7.

Belief attribution
Experiment 7.2

14

12

10

u
..D

I
z

SELF OTHER
Condition

Figure 7.7 Number children correct on the belief attribution question in Self and Other 
conditions in Experiment 7.2.

See dcscripiion in Chapier ().
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Here there is a marked dilTerence between the two conditions; a difference which is 

significant df=l | = 5.39, one tailed p<().()2). The perfomiance in this condition

is also significantly better than chance (binomial, p<().()l). O t h e r ( s a m e ) /O t h e r ( d i f f )  

subgroups: As was shown for the prediction question, the performance in the Other(same) 

and Other(dift') subgroups was not significantly different (two versus three out o f ,seven, 

Fisher's exact, two tailed p=0.633).

7.7 Results across both experiinenis

Hxplanalions

E x p e r im e n t s  7.1 and 7 .2  c o m b i n e d

2 4

20

16

c

S'

4

/ /  Nil

0  B elief condition

1 Desire

.SELF ( )  l H E R

C o n d it io n

Figure 7.7 Numlier o f  children offering Desire/cause, Belief/condition and Nil explanations 
in each condition in fLxperiments 7.1 and 7.2 combined.

Firstly the effect o f  the prediction question on the initial explanation was assessed, 

'he proportion o f  beliel'/condition explanations among the ten children who received the
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Self condition first in Experiment 7.1 was compared to that among the 14 children in the 

Self condition of  Experiment 7.2. The proportions (live out o f  ten versus six out o f  14) were 

not significantly different N=24,  df=l  | = 0.005,  N.S.). The same calculation was

performed for the proportions in the Other condition (one out of  nine versus two out  of  12), 

with the same result (Eisher's exact test, two-tailed p=0.629).

1 he results of  each child's first trial from Experiment 7.1 were therefore added to 

the relevant group in Experiment  7.2 (ten to the Self condition and ten to the Other).  The 

results appear in Figure 7.7, which shows the number of  children offering desire/cause, 

fielieiycondition and nil explanations in Self and Other conditions in Exper iments  7.1 and 7.2 

combined.  When the data from the two experiments are combined,  the pattern of 

explanation clearly differs according to condition N=4S, df=l  | = 4.94, two tailed

p<().()5).

Belief attribution
Experiments 7.1 and 7.2 eombined

24

20

16
u
Ëo

_o
E3
z 8 i###^

   ..
4 -

SELF OTHER
Condition

F i g u r e  7.8 Number  children correct  on the belief attribution question in Self and Other 
conditions in Experiments 7.1 and 7.2 combined.
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The effect of the prediction question on the belief attribution measure was also 

checked. The proportions of correct responding among the two Experiment 7.1 groups 

w ere compared to their complement groups in Experiment 7.2, as described for the 

explanation question. Prediction had no significant effect in either Self or Other groups (12 

out o f 14 versus nine out of ten for Self, Fisher's exact test, two-tailed p=0.629; five out of 

14 versus five out of ten for Other, X^g^^[N=24, df= l] = 0.07, N.S.).

The data from the two experiments was combined for this measure; it appears in 

Figure 7.8. Analysis once again revealed a strong effect of condition (X^co„[N=48, df= l] = 

9.11, two-tailed p<0.01), and the performance in the Self condition was also significantly 

better than chance (binomial, p<().001 ).

7.7 Experiment 7.2 discussion

Overall, Experiment 7.2 is an improvement on Experiment 7.1. More measures were 

taken to control the exact parameters of each condition. Despite these changes, and the 

inclusion of a prediction question, the pattern of explanation in Experiment 7.2 was similar 

to the pattern observed assessing each child's first task only in Experiment 7.1.

The difference between perfomiance on the Recall question in the Self condition and 

Prediction question in the Other condition was not significant. This result contrasts with that 

reported in Riggs & Robinson (in press/;), where children were accurate at recalling both 

their own and another person's false belief-based actions. I will return in more detail to the 

results of Riggs & Robinson (in press/;) in the general discussion (Section 7.7.1).

As far as explanation was concerned, there was firstly no effect o f prediction on 

explanation (assessed between Experiments 7.1 and 7.2), unlike the experiment presented 

in Chapter 6. Recall that measures were taken in this experiment to reduce the number of 

desire-cause explanations: specifically the inclusion of the "where is it really..?" question 

before the explanation question. This prompt had been used before the "Not" explanation 

question in Experiment 6.1, and the results of this experiment indicated that it was effective 

in reducing desire/cause explanation here as well.

There was a marginal difference between Self and Other on the explanation measure 

in Experiment 7.2, an effect that was clearer when the results of the two experiments were 

combined. The proportions of children offering belief/condition based explanation were
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46%  and 12.5% in the Self and Other conditions respectively. In terms o f the rate of 

beliefi'condition explanation that has been observed in Experiments 5.1 and 6.1, 46% is quite 

good performance for children much younger (mean age = 41 months) than those used in 

the previous chapters (compare 44% in 1 Location Inconsistent condition, Experiment 5.1 

with children of mean age 49 months; 58% in the Prediction condition of Experiment 6.1, 

with children of mean age 56.2 months).

The belief attribution measure revealed a genuine Self-Other difference. Children 

were very good at identifying their own past false belief when given video evidence cues to 

help them d a  so. The same video cues did not appear to help the children in the Other 

condition.

7.8 General Discussion

7.8.1 Relation to other findings

These results differ from those reported in W immer & Haiti (1991). Although there 

was no difference between Self and Other on the "concrete" question ("what did you say...?" 

in Wimmer & Haiti, "where did you look...?" here) in either study, there was no difference 

for the belief question either in Wimmer & Haiti, whereas there were differences in both 

explanation and belief questions over Experiments 7.1 and 7.2 combined.

The results also differ from those of Riggs & Robinson (in pressé). I will describe 

this study in more detail, since it is similar in many respects to Experiments 7.1 and 7.2. 

These authors used a paradigm similar to the deceptive box paradigm, but asked children 

to retrieve an object from a deceptive container rather than to state what was in it (utterance 

task). They then compared children's memory for their own action and their ability to 

identify their own false lielief with the corresponding measures for another person. They 

found that children were able to recall ix)th where they themselves had searched for the item 

and also where another child had searched, but performed poorly when asked about Self and 

Other's belief. By contrast, the current experiment found better results on the belief 

attribution measure for the child's own belief. There were, however, two obvious differences 

between the two paradigms that might account for this difference.

One difference is that the Riggs & Robinson procedure, although it used an action 

as the child's commitment to their belie!. did not use an action that was strongly desire-
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based. The action in Riggs & Robinson was desire-based only to the extent that the child 

wanted to satisfy the experimenter's request ("can you get me an egg..?). The action in 

Experim ents 7.1 and 7.2 by contrast, was based on the very salient desire to retrieve the 

biscuit. Recall that the absence of strong motivation for the children when they made their 

commitment to the initial belief in the deceptive box paradigm was suggested in Section

7.1.3 to make later identification difficult. 1 will return to the possible role that desire might 

play shortly.

A second difference to the Riggs and Robinson procedure was the presence of 

additional (in this case video) cues in order to help the calculation. One possibility is that 

video cues in Experiments 7.1 and 7.2 played a role similar to that played by the "posting" 

procedure adopted by Mitchell & Lacohée (1991). The video cues in Experiments 7.1 and

7.2, however, only appeared to give an advantage to children calculating their own belief. 

Similarly, Mitchell & Lacohée (1991) demonstrated superior performance in the posting 

condition only for children reasoning about their own past beliefs; reasoning about the 

beliefs of another child was not assessed in their study. It is possible that Mitchell & 

Lacohée's procedure would improve perfonuance on a question assessing the calculation 

o f another child's belief contents. However, another possibility is that the advantage can only 

be gained for Self, as demonstrated here.

A further piece of evidence consistent with this latter picture is that Moses & Flavell 

(1990; see also Section 7.1.3) found that the overall performance on belief attribution for 

O ther was not better than chance when video cues were provided to children. Taken 

together, these findings suggest that providing cues (video or posting) alone, is not sufficient 

to improve belief reasoning peiformance: other factors may be involved. How then, might 

the advantage that children en joyed in using cues to calculate belief for Self, demonstrated 

across these studies (Moses & Flavell, Mitchell & Lacohée and Experiments 7.1 and 7.2), 

be explained?

7.8.2 T he role of desire

1 intend to offer an explanation that is based on the general approach that has been 

adopted in previous chapters. I will again make use of the ToM M -SP model (Leslie and 

colleagues, see Chapter 1, Section 1.9).
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In the ToMM-SP model the improved performance on certain tasks is held to be a 

result o f less stress being placed on the Selection Processor. One possible reason why 

children performed well for the Self conditions with posting or video cues (Mitchell & 

Lacohée; Experiment s 7.1 and 7.2), may be that the memory o f  having entertained the 

belief itself C2in contribute to the selection process. On this view, the memory of the false 

belief is an additional cue that lightens the load on SP in the case of Self, but not for Other, 

where the memory cannot be as well evoked.

However, an alternative possibility, that seems especially plausible for the Self 

advantage enjoyed with video cues (Experiments 7.1 and 7.2) may well be that children 

were reminded not of their past belief but of their own desire fo r  the bait item. The 

calculation of the belief condition may well have been made easier in the presence of both 

video evidence and the memory of the desire. In terms of the ToM M -SP model, recalling 

the desire may well have helped identify the action as false belief based, and also have helped 

in the selection of the appropriate belief-condition. For the case of the other child, the video 

would not have evoked the child's recall of own desire to the same extent, and therefore 

would not have been as much help.

These two possibilities are not mutually exclusive and 1 wish to highlight one 

similarity and one difference between them. In terms of similarity, both make the prediction 

that the advantage of Self over Other should be relatively short-lived, since the effect relies 

on the evocation of a recent memory which is either used as additional evidence, or provides 

an extra bias in selection during the belief calculation. This source o f evidence would 

become weaker as time elapsed between having held the belief/desire and being asked the 

test question. A test of this hypothesis would be to show children the videos of their own 

actions after various time delays. The Prediction is that the memory o f having entertained 

the false belief or the memory of the having entertained the desire for the bait object would 

become a less salient cue as time passed.

The desire hypothesis, however, raises the possibility that video evidence might not 

even have been necessary' for improved perfomiance. The standard tests o f Own false belief 

have been carried out using non desire-based paradigms, and no advantage for Self over 

Other has been consistently observed. This indicates that the memory o f Own belief alone 

is not sufficient (see e.g. Gopnik & Asiingion. 1988). It is possible, however, that simply
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asking children about their own belief when a desire-bàstd  action turns out to be incorrect 

may well be enough to provoke accurate calculation o f belief. If the memory o f the desire 

itself can help SP in belief calculation, then we might expect exactly such an advantage, even 

in the absence of additional video cues. We have seen that Riggs & Robinson (in pressé) 

failed to find evidence for in a paradigm that, though action-based, did not use a strongly 

desire-based action.

It is not completely implausible that the standard deceptive box task might have an 

element o f desire to it (e.g. the children may say "Smarties" because they want some), but 

in Riggs & Robinson (in press/?) this is less likely because the deceptive box was an eggbox 

rather than a Smarties tube. It is possible then, that a Sally-Anne type action situation, such 

as that used in Experiments 7.1 and 7.2. would provoke good recall o f false belief, even with 

no extra video cues.

7.8.3 Self-other differences and the prelief hypothesis

The results of Experiments 7.1 and 7.2, taken together, are not readily explicable in 

terms of the prelief h\pothesis (Perner, Baker & Hutton, 1994; Pemer, in press). Pem er has 

argued that children might offer "think" answers to belief attribution and explanation 

questions on the basis of their concept of prelief. rather than on the basis o f true belief 

understanding (see for example Chapter 1. Section 1.7.1; Chapter 6, Section 6.1.2 and this 

chapter, footnote 35). This objection is a possible response to some of the results reported 

here.

1 intend to argue that it is not a plausible objection for two reasons. Firstly, as far as 

the explanation measure in particular is concerned, the belief-condition explanations referred 

to a range of be lief-based states, including for example, "because that's where I remembered 

the biscuit was..", "because 1 thought the biscuit was still there..." and "because I didn't 

know that the biscuit had been moved...". Perner argues that "think" may be understood in 

terms of a mixture of pretend and belief, but has not made the claim that such a wide range 

of epistemic attitude verbs may also be used to cover the same simpler prelief conception. 

If this were to be his claim, then some account would be required of just how one could ever 

tell from belief-based explanation alone that a child (or adult for that matter), had reached 

beyond the prelief stage.
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Secondly, though both the explanation question and especially the belief attribution 

question might be vulnerable to a prelief objection, Pem er offers no reason to expect there 

to be a Self-Other difference in understanding prelief. Since Pem er's account, being a CS 

theory, is competence-only rather than competence-and-performance based, any explanation 

would need to invoke some extra conceptual requirement that Other belief reasoning has 

over Self belief reasoning. However, in no CS theory, including Perner's (1991, in press), 

is reasoning about others assumed to be conceptually more demanding than reasoning about 

the self.

7.8.4 Simulation versus theory revisited

1 argued in Section 7.1.2 that Self-Other differences were not relevant to the 

Cartesian assumption on mind: the issue of whether current A consequence of this is that 

an advantage for Self reasoning over Other cannot help adjudicate in the simulation versus 

theory debate (Davies & Stone, in press: see also Chapter 2). However, there is an 

alternative sense in which "simulating" may p laya role within a theory-theory approach to 

comnx)nsense psychology. I alluded to this in Chapter 2 and the introduction to this Chapter 

(Section 7.1.2), and I address it in more detail now.

This weaker sense of simulation views "simulating" as one o f the abilities wstdi to 

deploy theoiy of mind knowledge, l.eslie & G e mi an (in press) suggested that "putting 

oneself in another's shoes" might be one way of calculating people's belief contents, 

predicting their actions, or imagining their complex emotional reactions. Recall from 

Chapter 2 that this is knowledge based simulation because the reasoning takes place within 

a framework where theoretical entities (specialized representations of prepositional 

attitudes), are being attributed. For example, one way for me to form expectations about 

what a given person will do is to imagine that I share that person's beliefs and desires, and 

decide what I would do in their place. If in this situation I were to witness a person who was 

going through an experience which I had recently been through, I might be able to exploit 

the similarity between my recent experience and the situation I was modelling. This would 

make the "simulation" process easier than if I had never encountered the situation before.

Essentially, the children in the Other condition in Experiments 7.1 and 7.2 were 

faced with exactly such a possibility. It is conceivable that if they were capable of such a
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simulation process, and were inclined to make use of it, their performance in explanation 

would be better than children who had not been exposed to the situation at all. An 

improvement that could be made to the Experiments presented in this Chapter would be to 

present videos of other children's incorrect search to a group o f children who have not been 

through the procedure themselves. If this "non-exposed" control group were to perform 

worse at belief attribution than a group who received the Experiment 7.2 Other condition 

(that is, having been through the procedure themselves), then one could argue that the 

children in the Other group made use of their experience to help their belief calculation: 

evidence for a form of simulation

One fiirther avenue that this new Self-Other paradigm might offer then, is a way of 

testing specific hypotheses associated with the idea of simulation as a theory of mind based 

ability.
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CHAPTER 8

Summary and conclusions

8.1 Introduction

In this last chapter I will draw some conclusions on the basis of the seven chapters 

that have gone before. I will do this by presenting a summary of the main empirical findings: 

evidence for early competence (Chapter 3); desire-based explanation (Chapter 5); causes 

and conditions in explanation (Chapter 6) and Self-Other issues (Chapter 7), and drawing 

these findings together in terms of two themes that have run through the thesis.

The first theme concerns the relative merits o f two theory-theory approaches; 

accounts in terms of continuity of competence coupled with a recognition of performance 

factors have been more consistently supported in the thesis than accounts that seek to 

explain shifts in theory of mind perfomiance in terms of shifts in theory of mind competence 

alone. The second theme concerns young children's understanding of desire, and how it 

affects the calculations involved in theor\' of mind tasks under different conditions. The two 

themes are not unrelated: the use of desire reasoning alone (in prediction and explanation) 

has been hypothesized here to be less resource demanding than reasoning that takes belief 

into account. As well as the papers discussed throughout the thesis, the "lag" between belief 

and desire understanding in the preschool years has been the topic of very recent debate 

(e.g. Wellman & Bansch, in press; Harris, in press). In the last section o f this chapter, I will 

go on to make some speculations about how the ideas presented in this thesis could be 

developed with special reference to the second, desire related theme described above.

8.2 CS versus CC theory

In the first chapter I described the theory o f mind literature within the framework 

of two main classes of theory-theory. Although specific theories were detailed, the emphasis 

was placed on the general approach adopted by each class of theory in explaining the robust 

shift in perfomiance between age three and four on a wide range o f theory' of mind tasks.

1 recap on each approach here and develop the summary of my findings in terms o f this
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general distinction between types of theory-theories, rather than in terms of specific theories.

On the one hand, the theories I termed competence shift (CS) theories were 

described as offering an explanation in temis of stage-like developmental change. It is 

considered that the child's shift in performance, on this view, reflects a genuine shift in 

theory o f mind competence: the younger child has fewer, or less well developed concepts 

than the older child, and development is about the younger child acquiring these absent or 

deficient concepts. The shift to a representational understanding o f mind is indexed by the 

passing o f standard false belief tasks. The "consensus" view among developmentalists in this 

area is claimed to be some or other version o f CS theory (e.g. Flavell, 1988; Forguson & 

Gopnik, 1988: Perner, in press: Wellman. 1990: Gopnik, 1993a).

By contrast, the class of theories that 1 termed competence continuity (CC) theories 

was described as offering an explanation for the performance shift in terms of a stable 

competence and gradually improving efficiency in the deployment o f that competence. This 

view maintains that the younger child has essentially the same concepts as the older child, 

but is only able to adequately use these concepts under a restricted set of conditions. The 

theories differ in precisely which conditions are hypothesized to make a difference to 

perfomiance (e.g. Fodor, 1992: Leslie, 1994; Mitchell, 1994; Russell etaL , 1991; Wimmer 

& Weichbold, 1994).

8.2.1 Prediction tasks

A common aim in the theory of mind literature has been to assess the extent to which 

young children’s conceptual competence is masked by other characteristics of the tasks used 

to assess it (e.g. Mitchell & Lacohée, 1990; Siegal & Beattie, 1991). In this vein, in Chapter 

3 1 presented a test of Fodoi's (1992) CC theory which hypothesized that children’s 

performance on false belief tasks was explicable in temis of their following certain, 

computationally simple, desire-based predictions; in situations where the agent's desire offers 

a unique behavioural prediction, the child/cz/7.ç even to consider the agent's belief. This 

strategy is in fact made possible by the normativity of belief. Beliefs ought to be true, and 

because for the most part they are. to predict on the basis of desires alone is a simple and 

quite reliable way of predicting action. Children were hypothesized to exploit this simple 

strategy in most situations, but also to be able to compute belief in cases where the desire-
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based strategy fails.

The results in Chapter 3 were encouraging for Fodor specifically, and for CC theory- 

theories in general. Children were shown to be better able to predict action in situations 

where the strong desire-based prediction was not available. In concluding Chapter 3, in the 

light of possible "dumb strategy" accounts of the improved performance, I discussed the 

problems inherent in building sufficient controls for "guessing strategies" into false belief 

tasks while at the same time not overloading the task's complexity. It was suggested that the 

risk o f observing false positives should not be overemphasized to the point where the task 

is in greater danger o f producing false negatives.

8.2.2 Explanation tasks

Attention was then turned to backwards reasoning tasks, and in particular the 

explanation o f agents' actions, as a measure that might converge with the false belief 

prediction tasks used in Chapter 3. However, in the light of the discussion of desire-based 

prediction above, immediate questions were raised concerning the possibility of desire-based 

explanation. In Chapter 4 , 1 reviewed the backwards reasoning literature, which is mostly 

concerned with belief attribution measures, paying specific attention to experiments where 

open-ended explanation questions were employed. One principal achievement made in 

Chapter 4 was the construction of an explanation scoring methodology that would allow 

explanations to be assessed in tenus of w-Jiat their resource requirements were. The 

categorization scheme for children's explanations was designed to be sensitive to how much 

infomiation the children had brought to bear on the explanation task.

In terms of CS theories, predominantly desire-based explanations could be taken to 

indicate that younger children had not yet reached a stage of belief competence. Indeed, 

some versions of CS theory had been identified in Chapter 1 as including a specific "desire 

psychology" stage. For CC theories, the interesting concern was whether desire-based 

explanation, on account of its computational simplicity, might be regarded as the primary 

means of explanation rather than the only means, as suggested in CS theory.

The experiments presented in Chapter 5 were presented within Davidson's (1963) 

reason-action framework. The simple experiments reported there addressed ideas of desire
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primacy, derived not only from Davidson's observations but also from the CS and CC 

compatible ideas expressed above. Children's explanations were collected for a range of 

simple actions, presented in situations less complex than the standard false belief task in 

order to reduce the variety o f explanations that children would offer.

The results of the Chapter 5 experiments indicated that in most circumstances desire 

explanations were preferred over belief explanations, even by children at an age where 

proficient belief attribution should have been expected. Belief explanations were more 

common in some situations, but only situations where the simplest desire explanation 

strategy was not available. These results were used to produce a simple model for 

explanation based on the idea that there was computational complexity associated with 

correctly calculating belief contents (e.g. Fodor, 1992), and that explanation therefore relied 

on the calculation of simplest cause.

Chapter 6 presented an elaboration of the Chapter 5 model, and looked specifically 

at the relationship between prediction of action and subsequent explanation. The results 

showed very clearly that the explanations that children offer for a given action can be 

affected by the immediate structure of the task. An important aspect of the results was that 

all the children assessed were beyond the "competence-shift", as indexed by passing the false 

belief prediction task. This allowed the strong development o f the CC theme because the 

shift between failing false lielief and passing false belief, the shift to a representational 

understanding of mind, was therefore unavailable as an explanatory construct in this 

experiment. By contrast, the idea that peiformance constraints relax gradually over the first 

four years of life and beyond is central to the CC position. The explanation strategies 

actually offered, in temis of hypothesized increasing resource requirement, were indeed 

related to children's increasing age, again in line with CC and performance notions.

The results in Chapters 5 and 6 have an unusual slant in comparison to other findings 

that support CC over CS versions of theorv-iheoiy. As I indicated above, a common means 

of casting doubt on the stage-like model of development, is to find tasks which, though 

sharing the same conceptual features, have structures which allow 3-year-olds to perform 

better than one would expect given their stage of development as indexed by a standard false 

belief task. This strategy was adopted in Chapter 3 in the test o f Fodor's theory. By contrast, 

the strategy used in Chapters 5 and (i has apjilied the same logic, but has concentrated on
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showing that in explanation tasks, older children capable of passing false belief, show local 

differences in the pattern o f performance that undermine the idea that passing the false belief 

task in itself guarantees a certain level of performance in other theory o f mind tasks.

It is o f course open to the CS theorists to suggest that performance factors have an 

influence after (or before and after) a shift in competence but this strategy then brings into 

question the need for a shift at all. One of the attractions that CS theory has (for CS 

theorists), is the presumed ability to dispense with "information processing" requirements. 

Indeed, such performance accounts are claimed run the risk o f being "unparsimonious" 

(Gopnik, 1993a, p9), compared with the simple all-encompassing performance shift.

In Chapter 7 the study of explanation came full circle. Chapters 5 and 6, as described 

above, showed that the open-ended nature of explanation procedures could sometimes result 

in children beyond the hypothesized competence-shift offering computationally simple 

explanations, and at some other times more complex explanations. These chapters allowed 

us to discover something about the performance factors that could affect the specific 

explanations that children offer. In Chapter 7, an explanation paradigm was used, but the 

emphasis was replaced on the attribution of belief, in order to address the question of Self- 

Other differences in theory of mind in children before the competence shift This appeared 

at first glance to be somewhat of a departure from what had gone before, but the themes 

that I have identified as running through the thesis were also in evidence in Chapter 7.

Chapter 7 used an action explanation procedure, coupled with presenting children 

with video evidence, to demonstrate a difference between Self and Other on two theory of 

mind measures: belief-based explanation and belief attribution. The experiment made use of 

advantages that action-based paradigms were argued to have over deceptive box paradigms 

in helping a child recognize his or her past belief. This advantage was traced in part to the 

fact that action-based tasks fix the false belief in the context o f a salient desire on the part 

o f the child. Findings in both Chapters 5 and 6 had suggested that desire frustration needed 

to be especially salient in order to provoke calculation of the agent's belief.

CS accounts of theory of mind were argued to have no principled reason to expect 

Self-Other differences. Such positions are thus embarrassed by these findings, since no 

plausible conceptual difference exists that could explain different performance for Self and 

Other in this experiment. However, as far as CC theory accounts are concerned, any
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manipulations that reduce the performance requirements o f the task are expected to improve 

performance. Children's memory for their own past desire was hypothesized to have helped 

them in the selection process when asked about their own past belief.

8.3 Further research questions

In this section I outline some further questions that arise from the experiments 

presented here. I will divide the suggestions into those that pick up on immediate 

consequences of the experiments presented here, including modifications that would have 

improved the force of the arguments developed in the thesis, and those that extend the ideas 

that have been developed here into wider areas. Specifically, in pursuit of the second goal, 

I will speculate about the relationship between causal reasoning in the theory o f mind 

domain and causal reasoning in general.

8.3.1 Improvements and extensions in theory of mind explanation

One of the weaknesses of the suppon for the themes presented in this chapter is that, 

despite the fact that performance factors have been shown to affect younger children in 

prediction (Chapter 3) and younger and older children in explanation (Chapter 7 for 

younger; Chapters 5 and 6 for older), there is no single demonstration that the same 

performance factors that affect younger children have a similar effect on older children in 

an explanation or prediction experiment. For example, in Chapter 3 the effect of 

manipulating the Ambiguity of the agent's desire was shown in children younger than four 

but not in the oldest group of children. Likewise, the effect o f making a successful action 

prediction on subsequent action explanation was demonstrated in 4-year-olds (Chapter 6) 

but not in younger children. In fact, in Chapter 7, the cross-experiment comparison 

(Experiment 7.1 versus Experiment 7.2) indicated that no effect o f prediction on explanation 

occurred in the 3-year-olds.

To resolve this problem it would be desirable to show that for example, the 

performance factors hypothesized to be responsible for children adopting one or other 

explanation strategy in Experiment 6.1 (see Sections 6.6.2 and 6.6.3), could be shown to 

have an effect in children the same age on some types o f prediction task. The children 

identified in Chapter 6 as having 'high resources" (see Figures 6.4 and 6.5) would be
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perhaps expected to pass even more complex versions of belief attribution tasks: for 

example the second order belief attribution task (Perner & Wimmer, 1985 Pemer, 1988). 

Conversely, children identified as low resource would be expected to do worse on more 

resource demanding theory of mind prediction tasks. In addition, the type o f manipulations 

that have been effective in reducing the performance requirements o f theory o f mind tasks 

(e.g. overcoming prepotency in Chapter 3; helping with selection in Chapter 7), would be 

expected to help (the low resource) children who failed more complicated theory o f mind 

tasks such as those mentioned above.

Testing the predictions expressed in the above paragraph would be one step that 

could be taken in confirming the picture that has been pieced together in this thesis. If the 

results turned out to be favourable, the CC position would have support for the notion that 

the same perfomiance resources are responsible to patterns o f task performance in 

explanation and prediction, evidence which is not provided in this thesis.

On a slightly different note, the results of Chapter 7 could be used to develop recent 

attem pts to teach autistic individuals certain theory of mind concepts such as "emotion", 

"play" and "belief (e.g. Hadwin, Baron-Cohen & Brown, 1993; Swettenham, 1993; Whiten, 

Irving & MacIntyre, 1993),. A strategy that has not so far been used for teaching is to 

confront children with their own false belief-based actions. The attempts have instead for 

example, focused on children learning by observation (Whiten et al., 1993). The results in 

Chapter 7 suggest that confronting children with direct experience of false belief may be a 

profitable way of progressing, although the prospects o f succeeding such that autistics are 

then able to transfer strategies they learn to everyday situations are not certain.

8.3.2 Domain specificity in causal explanation

As far as extending the work presented in this thesis to other areas is concerned, I 

intend to make some speculations about domain specificity in theory of mind. The principal 

evidence for the domain specificity of theoiy/ of mind come from the research on children 

with autism (see Section 1.9.3). Initial research yielded contradictory findings when autistic 

individuals were assessed for their understanding of desire. A potential problem for the 

domain specificity account would exist if autistics were shown to be unimpaired on some 

desire-based tasks (e.g. Tan & Harris, 1991; Baron-Cohen, 19916; Tager-Flusberg, 1992).
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This evidence for simple desire understanding in autism has raised the possibility of a 

fractionated ToMM (Leslie, in press) or indeed of a multi-modular basis for theory o f mind 

(Baron-Cohen, 1994).

Some very recent findings, however, indicate that autistic children do find more 

complicated desire-satisfaction and desire-change tasks difficult (Phillips, Baron-Cohen & 

Rutter, 1994), find reading desire from eye-direction difficult (Baron-Cohen, Campbell & 

Walker, 1992) and finally have difficulty with tasks where children are required to 

understand the more complicated, although desire-based mental state of intention (Phillips, 

1993).

In this vein, the explanation tasks presented in this thesis might serve to shed more 

light on the autistic child's theory' of mind. Desire explanation was demonstrated to be 

common even among children who pass false belief tasks, and this was hypothesized to be 

a result o f perfomiance considerations in nomial children. The question of whether autistic 

children can offer simple desire-based explanations for their own actions (Chapter 7) and 

the actions of others (Chapters 5 and 6) is thus an interesting one with respect to what are 

the conclusions that can be drawn about the normal development of theory of mind. The 

expectation on the basis of the tasks described above that showed good performance on 

aspects of desire (e.g. Baron-Cohen, 1991 /;; Tager-Flusberg, 1992) might be that though 

children with autism may be able to refer to desire in explanation, belief explanation would 

not be invoked by changes in task structure, as was observed in normal children. 

Alternatively, on the basis of the more pessimistic picture of desire understanding in autism 

(e.g. Phillips et a i ,  1994), it might be expected that even desire-based explanation may be 

too difficult for autistic individuals.

The final suggestion for further research is built on the claims made in Chapters 5 

and 6 about theory of mind explanation being causal explanation. The idea would be to 

assess the domain specificit) of theory of mind by looking at how theory of mind 

explanation relates to more general causal explanation. In addition to the work discussed 

in this thesis on theory of mind explanation, there is a wide literature on children's sensitivity 

to physical cause-effect relations from early life (see for example Leslie & Keeble, 1987) 

right through to school-age (e.g. Schultz, 1982). This work, however, has not assessed how 

causal reasoning might be affected by the presence of goal-directed agents.
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An interesting possibility raised by Premack (1990, 1991) concerns the partitioning 

of objects in the world according to whether they are governed by cause-effect relations or 

intention-action relations. Independently, Nichols (1992) suggested that the notions of 

I causality that underlie folk psychological judgements may be very different from modern 

philosophical positions on causality (e.g. Mackie, 1974). The suggestion here is that these 

possibilities may be addressed by looking at how children locate cause in situations where 

physical causality and intentional causality co-occur. After all, situations often involve both 

the action of intentional goal-directed agents and  effects of simple physical causes. This 

would be possible by constructing causal chains, not unlike those used in Baron-Cohen, 

Leslie & Frith (1986), in which mental state causes and physical causes are implicated, either 

alone or together, in creating some action. The pattern o f explanations observed in a variety 

of such situations would shed light on the interaction o f domains in causal explanation.

8.4 Concluding comment

Two main themes have run through this thesis which has investigated pre-school 

children's theory of mind, specifically their explanation o f action. First, explanation 

experiments have been used to develop one of the two main theoretical approaches to 

theory of mind: the competence continuity approach. This approach explains developments 

in terms of stable conceptual competence coupled with specification of the performance 

demands associated with theor\' of mind tasks. Second, the role of the concept of desire has 

been demonstrated to be important in lx)th explanation and prediction, which in turn relates 

to the computational simplicity of desire compared to belief; theory of mind prediction and 

explanation that is desire-based (assuming belief contents as default), is less resource 

demanding than prediction and explanation where beliefs are calculated.
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